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PREPACE 
This study Is primarily concerned with MaulUnIl Abul 
A'la 11audUdVs contribution to the Concept of Islamic State. 
The Jam5. 'at-i-I slim! the political party of which he has 
been the leader since its inceptiont and its political 
activities have only been mentioned in as much as their 
reference was important to his political theory* In the 
first two chapters a history of the development of Muslim 
political thought is briefly set out to provide better 
understanding of MaudTIO's ideas and concepts. The third 
chapter endeavours to relate him with recent views on the 
nature of Islamic State and his political involvement after 
the creation of Pakistan* In the subsequent chapters 
Constitutions Lawv Jihldp Economic theory of Islam# Position 
of Non-Muslims and Position of Women in the Islamic State is, 
THE CONCEPT OF THE ISLAMIC STATE 
AS FOUND IN THE WRITINGS OF ABUL AILA ? 4AUDUDI 
RIAZ AHMAD 
PH. D. THESIS 
Maulana Sayid Abul Alla Maududi is one of the-most 
influential Tlama and a contempor2xy interpreter of 
Islam in Pakistan . Although before the creation of 
Pakistan he did not lend his support to those who were 
striving for a separate homeland t since its inception 
he has been an outstanding spokesman for the adoption 
for an Islamic Constitution . To achieve this end he 
has carried on relentless efforts for providing a framework 
for such a constitution in the light of the Islamic 
principles t based upon a conservative interpretation 
of the Sharila and has used the Jama'at -i-Islami the 
political party of which he has been the head since 
its inception as an instrument to achieve that end 
This dissertation is an indeavour to study his 
political theory rather then his political activity 
and the Jamalat is only studied in as mucI3 as a 
reference to it was necessary in clarifying his 
concepts . It is thus an effort to relate 
him with 
I 
the mainstream of Islamic Political Thought and also to 
compare him with his more liberal contemporax7 Maslim 
writers . 
In spite of his conservation and fundamentalism 
he has been forced to make certain compromises with the 
forces of history . Political thinkers in Islam among 
other thingc have alzo perforzed thi-- tack bec2u:; e 
history seems to have always developed faster than theory. 
Maududi's contributions in this spere are also studied in 
some. deýtail 
In the first chapter is discussed the development 
of political ideas in Islam to provide a link between 
Maududi and the main body of Islamic concepts of the 
State. The genesis and development of his own ideas is 
discussed in the second chapter v in the light of the 
influence on him in his formative years . The third chapter 
studies him in relation to his own contemporaries and 
endeavours to bring out other opinions on the Isl2mic 
State. His own contributions are studied under such 
titles as law and Constitutiont Economics, the Concept of 
Mad p and the position of the non-Muslims and Women 
in the Islamic State . 
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' NOTES ON TRANSLITERATION 
Transliteration of Arabic 
hamza 
Not shown when initial 
otherwise I 
b 
t 
th 
kh f 
d q 
dh jo, k 
r 
j 
z 
ýj 
Uý sh - 
a, ,6 h 
(consonants) qW 
(I" 7 
Vowels: 
Short damma u 
fatha a 
Kasra -P i 
long 
LR 
I 
Diphthongs 
au or aw 
ai or ay 
11. Transliteration of Urdu 
Arabic Transliteration is used for those letters 
which are common to Arabice For the letters peculiar to 
Urdu the scheme is as follows: 
pd 
t rh 
10, ch 
nasal 
E Rh 
III. General note on transliteration 
Discrepencies in transliteration are due to the 
need to reproduce in quotations the spellings adopted 
by the authorst e. g. Sharl'ap Sharl'aht Shariat, 
Njil3fat KhilRfaht or in case of namest MoDammad or 
Muhammad. The movement in favour of the Turkish 
Caliphate in India has however been referred to as the 
KhilUfat, Movement because of usage* 
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CHAPTER I 
ISLAM IN HISTORY 
CHAPTER I 
ISLAM IN HISTORY 
Pro-Islamic society was composed of tribes 
not always at peace with one another. Politically, 
the advent of Isl; m had the effect of combining the 
hostile tribes into a single comusunityo Isl; m brought 
together son of differing traditions and customs* For 
thing Qur an the divinely revealed bookg provided the 
binding force* 
Islim in a religion based on taubTd (belief 
in one God) which teaches that God in the ultimate 
basis of all life. Xt is a universal and not a 
national religion. The message of the Qur an was 
addressed to the whole of mankind and not to any one 
nation: 'tO mankindl Lol we have created you male and 
f*malej and have made you nations and tribes that ye 
may know one another* The noblest of you in the night 
2 
of God in the beat in conduct*" 
Izl; m was more than a met of beliefs and 
methods of worship. It established a polity, Isl; u 
did not make a distinction between what was religious 
and what was temporal. "The ultimate reality, 
according to the Qur 3, an, in spiritual and its life 
consists in its temporal activity* The spiritual 
finds its opportunities in the naturalt the material, 
the secularl All that in secular in therefore sacred 
in the roots of its being*" 
(2) 
Muýammad not only 
preached from the pulpit a system of ethics but also 
planned and organized a statee Watt points out that 
Islamic history did not begin in the year that Muhammad 
was borng nor In the year that he received his first 
revelationt but when the Muslim community established 
a state in Medina* 
(3) 
The Statute of Medina was drawn up an a code 
of rights and obligations between the Muslim Umma"ý an 
the one hand and the Jewish tribes of Medina on the 
(1) Qur3; n (Pickthal Translation) x1ix: 13 
(2) Muhammad Xqbale lix'Lectures on Reconstruction 
of Religious Thought in Islam. (Kapurg Lahoreq 
1930) pe 217 
0 
(3) W*M. Watt. Muhammad in Medina (oxford U. P. 1936) p*17 
3 
othere The term Umma was used in the Statute in the 
socialg religious and political contexts to refer to 
Malims, while all the Jewish tribes were mentioned 
by name* The Statute sought to grant certain privileges 
and to impose certain duties on all those members of 
the communities who had accepted it - Hislims, Jews, 
pagans. From thii document emerges the concept of 
dhimma of God, which meant mutual protection of all 
the members of the community created under the provi- 
sions of the Statute. The Statute provided that "The 
Jews who attach themselves to our commonwealth shall 
be protected from all insults and vexations; they 
shall have equal right with our own people to our 
assistance and good offices: the Jews of the various 
branches. tooeand all others domiciled 
in Yathrib, 
shall form with the Muslims one composite nation; they 
shall practice their religion an freely an the Muslims, 
"(1) 
During the life of the Prophet the community 
31 - was directed by the Qur ang which was the final 
revelation of God* Thus his position an the last of 
(1) Statute of ýWdinaj quoted from Amser Ali Syede 
The Spirit of Islam. (Lahirig Calcuttas 1902) p*54 
4 
the prophets of God made him the director of the Umma, 
The Statute of Medina had stipulated that "All future 
disputes between those who accept the charter shall be 
referred under God to the Frophet*" 
(1) 
This meant 
that the paramount control of politicalq legislative, 
religious and military policy was in his handse But 
an Levy points outq Muhammad did not act on his own 
accord but merely announced what God commandedo 
(2) 
The Prophet did not appoint a successor* As soon as 
his most faithful companions Ab; Bakrq $Uma and 
Abli4Ubaida heard the news of his deathq they proceeded 
to the place where the chiefs of Ban7ui pazraj were 
holding a meeting to elect a now chief* After zone 
discussion the election of AbU Bakr was carried by 
acclamations and those present offered their allogi&nceq 
Ah-d Bakr described his office an Khallfat-ur-RaZl 
(Succes*orto the [Arophot)* It was in this manner that 
the title Khallfa originated* Abil Bakr in turn 
nominated 'Umar, who received an oath of allegiance 
(1) fitatute of Wdinag opo citog p*55 
(2) Levy. Sociology of Islam, VoI. Il p*283o 
ýj 
from the members of the communitye 'Uma nominated a 
body of six electors to appoint a Khairfa from among vout- 
themelves. 
it seemed clear to the Muslims that the 
reyelation, of which the Prophet was the instrument was 
the final and complete code of life* Thus the Qur , an 
together with the Prophet's precepts and exampleng 
umt form either explicitly or by implication all that 
was necessary to live rightly* In course of time the 
text of the Qurl; n was compiled under the Xhil; fa of 
Ujhm-anj and later the tradition* (Had-ith) of what the 
Prophet did and said (Sunna)t the Frophetts practices, 
were collected and examined* In course of time there 
was also evolved from the Qur an and the Hadrth a 
comprehensive system of ideal morality and law which 
was to make clear the way to Allah (Sharl4a)q Sharloa 
covered men's relations with each other and with God* 
When there was a clear text of the Qur a an or YjadTth 
of which the validity could be acceptedq this was 
simple; otherwise those who possessed the necessary 
intellect and learning (the IUI&m; ) deduced the 
answers from the textaq by using their minds in 
accordance with the rules of strict analogy (qiy; s) 
6 
or some other process of reasonings Thus ijtih; d was 
brought into actions Gradually the results of this 
process wore accepted by the common opinion of the 
community and the learned* When this general acceptance 
xisted (Ljm9)q it came to be regarded an conferring 
n precepts or laws a certain authority. It was thus 
the task of the 'Ulama to integrate the politicalg 
social and economic life of their age into th*_Sharrfa. 
But the real symbol of authority to effect Ijt1h; d 
was the Khalrfa, It in mainly because of this that MM6- 
the Khil; fa has remained at the root of all political 
debate In Islam* 
To found and load a conimunity was part of 
the essential function of the Prophet and his successors. 
Howeverg quit* early in the life of Islam, there arose 
two influential views of Khil; fae The ShTfa group hold mom 
that Mhammad's authority had pa4sedg firxtlyg to his 
noa-in-iawtAirv and subsequentlyt to a line of his 
descendants* The members of this line* the lm; mxl 
Possesseds in ShVa b*lieft not only political 
authority but also the power of infallible interpreta- 
tion of the Qurvans 
7 
The Sunn1sq an the other handq hold that the 
uthority had passed on to the Xballfasj the leaders 
esignated and accepted by the commUnityq and that the 
KhalTfas took up only a part of the Prophet's functions 
and powers* True sovereignty rested with Godq not only 
in that He was the sole source of authority but also 
in that He wielded it, The Sharval being the statement 
of GodOx will, was therefore supreme in the society* 
This meant that in theory the Khalrfa possessed neither 
God's power of making fundamental law nor the Prophetts 
function of proclaiming It* The KhalTfa Inherited only 
the judicial power in the shape of ijtih; dv and the 
executive and military power within the sphere 
proscribed by the SharVao 
The early Xhil; f& was based on the precept 
=a&- 
that the oppointment of the Khallf& should be supported 
with the acceptance of the Ummaq and its expressed wish 
that allegi&nce be given to the appointed Khairfa. wjtý Soo- 
the advent of the Umayyidzq however* although the 
Khil; fa changed from elective to a hereditary office, 
the essential allegiance was secured by the existing 
Khallfa by nomination of his son or other relationg 
IBM&- 
and this person was then offered to the coamnity 
the appointed future KhalTf&o This was followed by 
an oath of allegiance. 
8 
Orthodox Islamic political theoryl howeverl 
In the product of the Abbasid period* Under the Abbasidag 
the Persian converts had come to the front* Theologians 
and men of learning received welcome in the Abbasid 
courtt and all branches of learning connected with 
Sharlaa received a great impetus under the patronage 
of the Khairfae During this period schools of fiqh 
(jurisprudence) also developed* Out of. theseq four 
schools of fiah - Milikr, ýIbaftre Uanbair and Uanafr 
were the most well-known* Those schools evolved because 
of differences in Interpretations of the main sources 
of Shari C al namely the Qur"anq the lj&dTth and the Sunna. 
Under the earlier Abbasidog power was almost exclusively 
In the hands of the caliphs and the wazirx# but the 
relationships between the ruling Institutions and those 
ruled wer! e largely In accord with Islamic principles, 
t an stated in the Sharl 
Ca 
In the latter part of the tenth and the beginn. 
ing of the eleventh centuriesq the Khalrfas's authority 
began to be challenged* Provincial governors began to 
wield Powers, including the command of armies which 
they kept and managed* Sometimes they extended their 
9 
boundaries and then asked the Caliphs to ratify theme 
The Caliphat in cases like thist hardly had an alterna- 
tive* At length demands came that the Khairfa should 
endorse making these governorships hereditary* To this 
demandt an to others, the Khalrfa had to accede* 
Having large armies and political away over large areas, 
they could hardly be expected to obey such orders of 
the Khairfa an they found distasteful* This was 
particularly true of the Shr'a Buwaihid Amiraq the. 
Tahiride, the Samanids and the Sunn1 Ghaznavids* Any 
study of this period mustq th*reforej take full 
cognizance of the current constitutional power struggle. 
Howeverg it Is also important that these princes, 
although they were in effective control over large 
areas$ did not question the office of the Khairfa, 
By professing loyalty to the Khalrfa, )khm; d of Ghatna 
and otheraq a now avenue of theoretical justification 
of the Khil; fa was provided* It was at this stage 
that the MKhalrfa began to give his princes investiture 
in the papal manner, At this stage Al-)rawardr 
(1) 
wrote A4k&-m-au-Sultanrya In an attempt to assert the 
(1) Abul Hassan 'All b* Muhammad bo Habrb al-Mawardr 
(978 Z 1058 A*D9) 0 
10 
authority of the Abbasid Khairfa against the Buwaihid 
Amirs. It in to his theory of Khrlafa mainly that the 
name of classical theory in applied* Mawardi's purpose 
was to reassert that legitimate power could lie only in 
the hands of the Khalrfae It in by this reassertion that 
he intended to preserve the Unity of the Muslim Community. 
He insisted on the necessity of the Im; m by saying that 
"the Im; m is established to replace prophecy in the 
defence of the faith and the adstinistration of the world*"(') 
Al-WwardlOs theory was basically a refutation of the 
Ima. Realizing that the unity of the Shr'a claiinfLma 
Muslim Umma was in dangerg he insisted upon the KhAljf& 
being an active ruler and not merely a figure-head. It 
was mainly for this purpose that he made stringent demands 
about the personal qualities of the Khalrfao The 
qualities he list aret- 
1. id; la Justice. 
2* cIlm Knowledge to enable him 
to make correct decisions 
and affect ijtih; d (to pass I judgement oi points of law). 
3., Quraimh t Quraish being the tribe to 
which the Prophet belonged* 
(1) Al-)Zwardrg Abklm-as-Sultfiniya p. 39 quoted from 
E*I*J*Rosenth&JL-1 PolifMar-TH-ought In Medieval Islam 
(Camhridge U*P. 1938) P*28- 
11 
4. Physical Fitness To discharge his dutY In 
case of Jih; d and In peacee 
3* Mental Fitness 
6, Kitaya 
To discharge his duties as 
protector of the faith* 
Competent discharge of 
duties of government and 
administration* 
79 Courage and To be able to protect the 
determination territory of Islam and wage 
Jih; d against the infidel 
and the enemies of Islam* (1) 
With the decline of the Xhil; fa the insubstantiality 
of the classical theory becaaw apparent and the entire concep. 
tion of the Xhil; fa needed reinterpretation* The gulf which 
separated the classical theory of Xhil; fa from the reality of 
the Abbasid Xhil; fa dominated by the Salj; q sultanate is 
manifest# most strikingly, In the wr ' 
itings of the Sh; f r 
theologian Abli Hamrd al Ghaz; lr. 
(2) 
Mrs than any writer 
on Khil; fal his writings must be understood against the 
i 
background of the political and religious controversies 
and struggles of the timee 
His views on the theory and practice of Khill[fa 
are contained in Kit; b al lqtiq; d fil-i 
r t1q; dq KLtib al- 
(1) H*A. R* Gibbe "Mwardits Theory of Xhilafat"q 
Islamic Cultureq (July 1937)9 P, 35* 
(2) This statement of Al-Ghaz; IrTs ideas on Xhil; fa in 
based on: (L) E*I*J9 R3senthalt Political'r"7' MougR In 
Medieval Islam$ opecite pp*38-43* 
(il) !: -, Blnder "Al-Ghazall's Theory of Islamic 
Government"o We Malin World (July 1955) 
pp*299-2419 
12 
Mustazhirl and lbya-al-CUIEE* The first elaborates a 
theory of Khilifa an orthodox as the classical theory of 
Al-W&wardIj the second work in tempered with willingness 
to make concessions to expediency; and in the final work 
he expresses the opinion that an attempt should be made 
to preserve the Kbil; fa an a symbol of unity of the Muslim 
Umma, by recognizing the actual overlordship of the 
Salj; q Amirs. 
Al-Ghaz; ll consid*ri Khil; fa a necessity because it 
in of advantage and keepvimayýn the world, His main purpose 
was to establish the legitimacy of the Abbasid caliph 
Al-Mustazhlr, 4. against the opposition of his rivals. Having 
demonstrated the necessity for the callfateg Al-Ghaz; lr 
enumerates the virtues by which Khil; fa must be distinguishe 
in order to lead those entrusted to its care to the goal 
which Sharr a has set for man* Although the qualifications 
not down follow the same pattern an that adapted by 
Al-ýrawardlj they are modified to meet the political situa. 
tions and the particular case of Al-Mustazhire Ability 
to wage Jih; d in divided into prowess and courage 
(naJda wa ahuja a). Faced with a weak caliphq AI-GharAll 
says that the force (§hawka) of the Saljuqs guarantees 
13 
the najda required of the caliph. He wants to think of 
the Saljuk Sultins not an independent rulers but an loyal 
servants of the caliph* 
He also disposes of the condition of Kiflya 
(the competant discharge of duties of government and 
administration) Insisted upon by Al )Gwardr. He says 
that this condition Is fulfilled by the expert wazrrs. 
e He treat* ilm In the same way* He finds a 
defence for the Khalrfa who lack& the power of ijtih; d 
becaumeýtio ignorance of Sharrrae He says 
. 
that if the 
Khalrfa can loan on the Amrrz for his strangthq on his SMML- 
wazirs for competent discharge of administrative duties, 
, why should he not depend on 
the learned for affecting 
ijtih; d* 
In Iýya &I 
r Ul; m he goes further* Here he 
Introduce& a now way of designating a Kbalrfa by 
recognizing in law an existing practicog the designation 
by the Amrr who is in effective control and in the actual 
ruler, He justifies this through allegiancog by saying 
that an long an the authority of the Khafffa is thus 
recognisedq the government in lawful* In other wordeq 
(1) HoKeSherwaniq Studies In Muslim Political Thought 
and Administration (Ashraf, Lahorej 3rd Edog 1959) 
PP-186-187. 
14 
the Sult; n in the man in control of affairs who owes 
allegiance to the IQ! alrfa and grants his prerogatives$ 
that is, he mentions the Khallfals name in the address 
(khutba) during the Friday prayeraq and mints coins 
b: aring his name (sikka) '(2 
) 
Thus in trying to preserve 
Khil; fa an an institution# Al-Ghazalr relegated it merely 
to a symbolic institution* 
The next Important interpretation of the Islamic 
Political Theory and the conceptual matters of Islamic 
State and Khil; fa did not occur until the end of the 
fourteenth century, With the rise of the local overlords 
in Persia, north Africa and elsewhereq And the end of 
the Abbasid Xhil; fals political powerg orthodox 
political theory had undergone a grave crisis* Until 
this time the Khil; fa and the Islamic government had 
boon conterminoung although in the later period the 
connections had boon mainly symbolic* The 
'Ulama 
, 
juristaq and statemen all strove to establish a now 
basis of legitimacy. it was then that Ibn Khald; n 
(2) 
one of the most original of k1unlim thinkeraq Presented 
his solution. Rocognising the fact that the XhLlafa 
(1) H*A*R*Gibb, "Som* considerations on Sunni Theory 
of Caliphate" Archives d1hixtoire du driot Oriental 
(VoleXII 1948) pp*401-403 
II (2) Abdul Raomiain ibn Moammad ibn Khal4-un al Haorimýi 
(1332-1406) 
15 
no longer wielded effective political powert he rejected 
Political unity but admitted the religious unity of the 
Muslim people. By doing so he justified the existence of 
principAlities within the Khil; fa. It is necessary to 
quote him at length* 
"Kingship"g he sayaq "is the natural end to which 
social solidarity leads* And this transformatioi-is not 
a matter of choice but a necessary Consequence of the 
natural order and disposition of things* For no laws, 
religions or institutions can be effective unless a 
cohesive group enforce and impose them, and without 
solidarity they cannot be established* Social solidarity 
in, therefore$ indispensable if a nation in to play the 
role which God has chosen for it* 
"For unless religious laws derive their sanctions 
from social solidarity they will remain totally inoperative. 
"You see therefore how the Caliphate was transformeý 
into monarchy* At first (I. e, q after the immediate succesors 
of Muhammad) the rulers behaved like spiritual leaderaq In 
that they enforced the articles of Faith and for their 
part observed moral standards in their dealings* The only 
point of change was that the sanction on which they 
reliod was no longer religion but coercion., and social 
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solidarity* This state of affairs continued to prevail 
until the time of MuO; Lwya Marw; n and his son 
C 
Abd-al-Milik 
a also under the first few Abbasid Caliphs, until the 
ime of Har; n-ar-Rashrd and his sons. After that nothing 
remained of the Caliphate and spiritual rule but the 
nameg the reality being an absolute kingly rule in which 
a spirit of domination was Indulged in freely, for 
conquest and for the gratification of destrese This 
latter condition prevailed under the late Omayyad Caliphs 
as well an under the Abbasids under the successor& of 
Al Mi tasin and Al Mutawakkil. 
(2) 
TOO&* kingag however, 
retained the title of Caliph an long an they had to 
depend on the support of the Arabs. 
of Thus in the two stages described abovev Mnarchy 
and Caliphate were interfwined* Howeverg when the solidaritý 
of the Arabs began to weakent their number to fall off, 
and their power to doclinot a further change took place* 
Absolute Monarchies grow up in the Eastq 
(3) 
under non-Arab 
rul9rst who because of their religious sentiment* 
(1) Mu C ; wiya (died A. D. 680) was the founder of the 
UmaYYid dynasty; Marw; n (died A. D* 685) and 
(Abd-ah-Milik (died A*D. 605) were among his most 
distinguished successors* 
(2) Al-Matawakkil (822-61 A*D) the son of Hu 
C taqim 
succeded his brother Al-Withiq an Caliph* 
(3) ioe. 9 the Eastern half of the Arab world, 
North Africa 
being the Western half, 
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recognised the authority and the titles of the Caliphs 
but who kept the substance of power for themselves* 
It You have seen then, that In the first stage 
(of Muslim history) the Caliphate existed aloneq without 
any Monarchy: later on Caliphate and Monarchy were 
intertwined and inter-mixed: finally Monarchy stood out 
independently of the Caliphatel because it could lean 
on a power and solidarity distinct from that of the 
Caliphate. " 
(1) 
Ibn Khaldan spent most of his life in North 
Africa and thus the political theory he developed in 
based upon his study of the history of the North African 
tribes* His Muqaddima (Introduction) to the Kit; b-al--rlblr 
contains his theory of the rise and fall of political 
power, He puts forward the view that dynasties rise and 
fall in accordance with certain principlest and he 
traces five stages through which this Process Proceedeso 
The reason for a tribe's rising and establishing 
Malk (Political power over a territory) Is mainly its 
desire for that power* Thist along with kinphipt religion, 
(1) Ibn Khald; n, "ý14uqaddimai Vol*I9 p*3640 quoted from 
CharT-es isawi (*d)g Xn Arab Philosophy of--Ibn Khaldun 
of Tunis (John Murrayq Londonj7-ppo 137-139o 
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and unity of purposeq brings out 
CA@abiyya (a feeling of 
togetherness). eAqabiyya in at its greatest just before 
_and 
when a political power is established by a tribe* 
That is the first stage. The second stage is when the 
power in consolidatedg a system of taxes devised, and 
the power sAps from the tribal community Into the hands 
/ of their leader. The third in the stage of the attainmniko) 
e 
___of 
tho peekq and when the intensity of the A_qabiyya 
begins to diminish. 1he fourth in the stage of general 
decline of power and a further decrease in 9Lqabiyya. The 
final stage in that of the fall of the power when 
corruption has completely seeped into the administration. 
The tribe starts to be dissatisfied with its leaders, 
and other tribeng gainingeAgabiyyag overthrow the 
existing power and the cycle begins again* 
Ibn Khald; n thus recognifiOB the fact that Milk 
or political dominanceq can legitimately exist within 
the Xhil; fa over certain parts* He also establishes that 
states based on Mulk are not completely divorced from 
religiong and puts forward the view that although 
religion in a determining factor in Xhilita it still 
plays an important part in the power state created 
through the dominance of & people over a territory* 
.1 
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He states in Chapter III SS 23-31 of the, Muqaddima that 
the Islamic community has no relation to the governmental 
organization of its partal and that this governmental 
organization in subject to the natural phenomena in a 
way which in in turn not related to the teachings of 
the Prophet* The Mulkq to himq is an end in Itself and 
is governed by the laws of causality. His main concern 
in the power statev and thus we find in his both the 
traditional and the empirical* Starting from a very 
traditional standpoint, apparent from his definition of 
Khil; fa he goes on to subject the parts of the Caliphate 
to the laws of causality* This accommodation of Kbil; fat 
I VAOS 
to J! ulk in also implicit in two findA4bf his: 
(a) that the Khil; fa has survived In the ? 4ulk 
of the is=U-cpower, and 
(b) that religion is still an important factor 
in the Milks 
He in thus combining the theological with the Political 
concept of the state withou t abandoning the accepted 
Mislim position* For he maintains that dominion is as 
necessary as the Will to Pow*rq and that power can be 
established so long asOAqabiyya unites a large group of 
people who are lik*-mindede Religion is only oho of 
the factors of'Aqabiyyag others being kinshipt unity of 
PurPosev will to power etce It In this combination of 
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religious conviction with political power determining 
the purposes and needs of the Khil; fa which ibn Khald; n 
so clearly recognises* To him the transformation of the 
Khil; fa into Mulk in natural and inevitable. However$ 
he insists that Islam should play its part even in the 
NUlko He believes thatlit fails to do so the decline 
of power becomes inevitable, He makes such a reference 
in respect of limitations not by religion in the case of 
taxation. He says: 
"It should be that at the beginning of the 
dynastyg taxation yields a large revenue from 
small assessments. At the end of the dynasty, 
taxation yields a small revenue from large 
assessments* The reason for this in that when 
the dynasty follows the ways of religion, it 
Impose* only such taxes as are stipulated by the 
religious lAW, such an charity taxesq the land 
tax and the poll tax* They mean small Assessments, 
because an every one knowst the charity tax on 
property in low* The sum applies to charity 
tax on grain and cattleg and also to the poll 
taxg the land tax and all other taxes required 
by the religious lawe They have fixed limits 
which cannot be overstepped#99** 91 (1) 
It in in this way that Islamic ethics underlie the 
whole of his system, although his emphasisq unlike the 
orthodoxg In not on moral aspects but on stability and 
the overriding considerations of public welfare and 
/ 
interests of State* It is due mainly to these emphasks 
Ibn Khald; nq Muqaddima OPecito VOI It Chap 119 
Sect'fon 1-21. 
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that he has been compared with Machiavelli* An stated 
beforeq Ibn Khald; n attributes the rise of civilizations 
9 to Afabiyya* After considering the more mundane elements 
i of Agpabiyyal Ibn Khal4+es on to establish a relationship 9 
between f*qabiyya and religion by saying that religion in 
the basis from which vast empires springg for where otherwise 
rivalry and discord might tend to disrupt the balance of 
solidarityl religion "unites the heart&# replace& the 
desires for the vanity of the world with Its rejection and 
turns man to God, seeking right and truth in unison... *This 
in because religious fervour can efface the Competitiveness 
and envy felt by the members of the group towards each 
other and turn their faces towards the truth* only by 
God's help In establishing His religion do Individual 
desires come together to press their claimaq and heart* 
become unitode God said 'if you had expended all the 
treasures on earthq you would bay* achieved no unity among 
theme'(1)" 
(2) 
Ibn Kbald; n defines the Khil; fa an the 'fruling 
of the people according to the Insight of the religious 
dictates In othor-wordly matters an well as wordly matters 
(1) QurP; n 8: 6 
(2) "Mqaddimall opecit. 9 Vol. Iq pp*319-20 
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derived from them ..... the Caliphate therefore in the 
succession (by Khalffa) of the lawgiver, an guardian of 
religion and an director of worldly affairs In the light 
of the religion". 
(") 
Ibn Nbald5n also suggests that more than one 
Malrfa could exist at the same time to govern the world 
in different parts of God's earth. Although theoretically 
this may seem to be an innovationg it is really an acceptance 
of history in that at the time two Caliphs existed* He 
also suggested that it In no longer necessary for the 
Dil; fa to be of quraish descent* He asserted that in 
earlier Islamic times it was necessary because only the 
Quralsh seemed to have had the knowledge and wisdom to 
run the affairs of God* 
An might have been expectodt four of the concepts 
of Ibn Khald; n did not find acceptance with the Muslim 
traditionalists. Firstly he had emphasized the rise and 
fall of dynasties an an essential process of history; 
secondly he believed the group-minded state to be the 
natural result of association; thirdly, he stated that two 
Khil4fas could logitimatoiy exist at the same timel and 
(1) lb ELaIduntlesawig Op. cit-9 P*136 
Fo Rosenthal (op. cit) Vol*Iq Ch*III9 see section 29 
for detailed discussion on the Nature of the )Wlifae 
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fourthly he considered force to be the prime contributor 
to the establishment of Mulk (domination). A principle 
which justified the petty dynasties an the legitimate 
successors to the Abbasid Khil; fa was not acceptable; and 
so from this period onwards the orthodox school continued 
to refute the views of Ibn Khald5n although the existing 
political conditions did not allow an alternative acceptable 
theory* 
ý Ar 
ISLAM IN MODERN HISTORY 
Islamic thought of the 18th and the 19th last 
centuries Is dominated by the awareness that something 
has gonelin the life of the Muslim comounityo This was 
tho_era when for., the first time in Muslim history, the 
glory that the Hislims had achieved was slowly beginning 
to fade* Walims attributed their decline to the fact 
that they had loosened their grip on Islam, The fundamen- 
tal problem for Islam since then has been to rehabilitate 
history and to met it developing again in the right 
direction, so that the Islamic society may once again 
flourish and achieve its lost glory* There have been 
three movements in modern Islam whielt have left a lasting 
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effect on it. Although their influences are extremely 
complicatedg their colouring can be seen in almost all 
Islamic movements which have since sprung up. These were 
the movements led by Abd-al-Wahhib in central Arabiaq ShFkh 
Walrullah In Indial and Al-AfjLh; nr#x crusade over the 
greater part of the Muslim world* We &hall consider each 
In turn* 
(a) The Wahh; biyya Movement 
All Islamic movements in the modern age have 
been protests against the deterioration which affected 
the Malin world. One of the earliest and most influential 
among these was the Wahhibiyya movement in the eighteenth 
r 
century* It was known after its founder Abd-al-Wahh; b 4,1 
(1703-1787) of the Hanbali order* 
This was a vigorous puritanical movement, and 
the message it brought was simple and straight forward. 
Its theme was a return to the classic Islamic Lawl 
rejecting all the philosophicalg theological and mystical 
tradition which had found its way into the Inlamic frame- 
work during the Middle Ages* The W"hIbiyya insisted 
solely on Lawq and Cl&44iCAl LAW to then was the real 
essence of Islame "Islam"o Mu4ammad bin gAbd-SLI-Wahhab 
proClAimed, "is not a more matter of interpretation and 
blind following of what others have said. At the day ofý 
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Judgement It will not be enough to plead: 'I heard people 
saying something and I said it tooe'"(1) We must find out 
what true Islam in. It in above all a rejection of all 
gods except Godq a refusal to allow others to share in 
that worship which in due to God alonev ALirk in evil, 
no matter what the object of worshipt whether it be 
'King or Prophetq Saint or Tree or Tombol 
(2) 
dAbd-al-Wahhth took an his model the first generation 
of Islam and re udiated all the later changes admit'i-". p ting'into 
Islamq *other gods than God'* He was in vehement opposition 
to the SilfWand believed that they had corrupted Islam by 
making it a personal affair* The Wahh; biyya did not 
remain a theoretical movement but a practical ones The 
movement had found in Ibn S&17d (died 1765) a prince who 
was willing to lot these principles find a practical 
manifestation* The movement grew up in central Arabia 
in geographical remoteness which enabled it to sUrvive *von 
In spite of having repudiated the Ottoman legitimacy 
and power* Thus it was that its loaders began to 
re-establish Islam from the very place where the early 
(1) Quoted from "Maji-ugat al-ras7aftl wa I mana3'il al najdiyya 
Cairo (1344-9 A. H) 1925/6-193( 4 Vo. ie3. Albert Hourani 
Arabic ThouRht in the Liberal Age (Oxford UoPoLondong 
19 62) -j-, -37, 
(2) Albert Houraniq op. cite p*37* 
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NUslims had founded it. Their influence on modern Islam 
has been considerable* it is from the thought pattern 
if .., V- of of this movement that the voice of "back to Qur an and 
"back tq, Sunnah" has some through to our own ageo 
(b) Sh; h Walrullah 
The penetrating voice of th* Wahhibin had been 
influential among the Muslims who found themselves perplexed 
by the Inad*quatkem of their community In the modern world* 
Like the Wahh; braq other son also thought to renounce 
existing ideas and to reconstruct what Iml; m originally 
taught and inspired, One such man was Sh; h Walrullah of 
Delhi (1703-1781). Although Sh; h Waliullah was a contempo. 
rary of(Abd-al-Wahh-ab and was also educated in Neccaq there 
seems to be little evidence of mutual influence. Waliullah 
rejected what has come into Islam during medieval timegg 
although not to such extremes an did Wahhibo The reason 
for this may have been that the former grow up among the 
crumbling NUslim Empire of the Mughals and therefore it was 
easier for him to reform and correct rather than to 
repudiate* He did not follow any particular school of 
lAw but sought to embrace the boat of all in a system of 
his own. His rejection or acceptance of any particular 
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attitude in based independently on his own principles of 
judgement* it in particularly due to his creation of a 
now system of Iaw that Maulini Maudidr has called him 
a 'Hijaddidl* 
(1) and (2). 
"An idea has brought itself to my mind", says 
Wallullahl "that the Niadhhab of Abii HajAfa and Shafg! are A- 
the most well known among the Umma *so* the tenets of 
both these schools should be amalgamated together in the 
light of the sayings of the prophet and a now system should 
be wrought out of the two. Whatever finds support from 
the Hadrjh should be retained and whatever does nott should 
be discarded*" 
Waliullah was a staunch supporter of purified 
Khil; fi In its very early Moccan sense* He differentiates 
between ialrallyyah (ignorance) and true Islamic Uwe&. 
This subject is discussed at considerable length in both 
I, 11. k IV 
RuJ. iat/al B11 rha and*Id; lat-al-K&fa'O* In the latter work 
he attempts to reject Mulk in Islam and gives the Kh; l; f. 
a purely classical interpretation like that of al-); wardl. 
(1) From Tajdrd (to renew); NUjaddid he who affect& 
renewal* 
(2) Shah Wallullah, Al Taft! "Int al-alahjZyat Naktaba-i-JiWat Delhi N*Do) po211 
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On the other hand, what seems to be difficult to 
correlate with his purely classical Interpretation of the 
Umma in the fact that politically his ambition was to use 
the Muslim power in India restored on the Highal pattern* 
He hold that if Wallms are once again to be great, pure 
Islam must be restored* In a letter to Ahmad Sh7%h Abd; ir, 
the Afghan Amirg he wrote: 11 ..... In short the 141slift 
community in in a condition thoroughly pitiable* All 
control of power is with the Hindus because they are the 
only people who are industrious and adaptable* Riches 
and prosperity are theiraq while Muslims have nothing 
but poverty and misery* At this juncturej you are the 
only person who has the Initiative, the foresight, power 
and capability to defeat the enemy and free the Muslims 
from the clutches of the lnfid*lxo God forbid if their 
domination continueng Muslims will even forget Islam and 
become undistinguishable from the non-Malimse" 
(1) 
It was not until after his death that his ideas 
came to be organized In a mocio-Political movement under 
Sh; h dAbdul Azlzt and later under Sh; h Ismirl and his 
close friend Aýmad Oih Baraiivre By the beginning of 
the 19th century, the Mughal power in India had degenerated 
considerably* In the East, In B*ngalq the British were 
busy consolidating their pow*ro In the South and West 
(1) Khaliq Ahmad NizAml (ed) gabih Wallullah Kay 
; MwGrUt 
Aligarh 11951) ý. 106 
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the Hindus had revived their ascendency; and the Sikhs 
had since come into power in the Punjab and the North West* 
It was during these crucial years that the group led by 
Ahmad Sh; h BarailvI and dbiah Ismaell made some initial 
inroads on the Sikh power. Many Muslims answered their 
call to reestablish the Muslim power in Indiag but their 
numbers were not enough* Less than 150 miles from Peshawar, 
where he had been proclaimed a Khallfa a year earlier, 
Sh; h Ismill and the handful of his followers were maneacredo(2) 
Shah Waliullah subjected all the NUalim medieval 
theories and their developments to severe examination in 
the light of the Qur an and the HadTtho He has left an 
indelible ma k on subsequent Muslim thought in Indial 
although the Liberal movements in Egypt and Turkey may 
not have been in his spirit. The Romanticism among the 
Indian Muslims in fact partly springs from himl and Abtl:,. 
Kal; m Az; d, Mu#ammad Iqb; l and Ab; 111 A'tla Maud7udl are in 
fact carrying on his tradition with slight re-adjustments. 
The nostalgic appeal to fundamentalism was also directly 
or indirectly under his influence* 
(1) See Ghullm Rasiil Mehrs "Sa id A4mad Sh; h Barailvrg t--- Ydni Mujahid-i-Kablr Hadrat Sayyid A4mad Ah Barailvr 
el Mufao@al Swrinib Haylt aur un kl Tw&rjjSb-i-IFy-a-i-d3L"n 
ki mukammal Sar Guzashto Urduu (Lahore Volo2t nod* 1953) 
pp. 120-125 
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(c) JainWluddin Afgh; nl 
The next important change in hislim political 
theory did not occur until quite recentlyg and the change 
took place primarily under the Political influence of 
the Occident. The Eastern Crisis, 1875-8, showed that 
the armies of a European power could make a deep penetration 
into the heart of the Ottoman Empireq then theftsymbol of 
Islamic Unityl and could be checked only by the threat of 
another power* The Treaty of Berling which ended the 
crisis, taught a very important lessong tantamount to 
a grave doubt that the Empire and its provinces now no 
longer held their fate in their own hands* The occupation 
of Tunis by France (1881) and of Egypt by Britain (1882) 
pointed the same morall and it was from this time onwards 
that important changes began to take place in Islamic 
political theory*(') 
The nineteenth century as a whole had presented 
a ghastly spectacle for the Muslim world. Wherever the 
Malims lived, they were being subjected to western 
dominance. Alieria was captured by the French; Russia annexed 
Transoxania; India had finally gone into the hands of the 
British after the failure of the war of Independence; and 
the Crimean War had rendered the Turkish power hollow. 
(1) Albert Hourani, Arabic Thought in Liberal Ages 
1798-1839* Oxford U. P, 
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At such a junctureq voices of co-ordination began to be 
heard in the form of ran-Islamismg which had found its 
real seeds in the political situations* For the Maslimq 
whether he was an Indiang a Turk or an Arab, the seizure 
of power by the west meant that the community-o- 
was in danger* The Umma was among other things a political 
community oxpressing itself in all forms of political life, 
and Muslims began to realize that a comimanity which has no 
power may even cease to exist* The problem of decay from 
within was no doubt primary in men's minds, but now there 
also existed the other probleml that of survival, and 
the basic question was how complete annihilation from 
outside could be resisted. 
It was during these historically precarious years 
for the world of Islam that JamaluddIn AfjLh; nI's crusade 
for political unity of the malims began* AfLha-nl was 
basically a man of action and left very little of the 
written word behind. 
(4) Jam-aluddIn al-ALha-nl (1838-97)o Although he lived 
a stormy public life, his origins are wrapped in 
mysterye He himself claimed to be from Afghanistan 
but there is circumstantial evidence that he was 
born in Mazandaran in Persia* For a detailed discussion 
of his life, see Brown, E*G*j The Persian Revolution 
ýýbridge, 1910) Lutfullah Khan. Birzi-jari-aluddin 
Asadabadi (Pres Udh) and Hourani, o citj pp-103-130 
and Ab*1- Kalfim Az7adq Tar! r Ahakýg_aiyyataifi, pp*13-23, 
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Afkh: anI's only systematic workl Al-Radd ala al- 
Dahriyin (Refutation of the Materialists) deals primarily 
with philosophicalq theological and ethical issueal but 
his tremendous influence must be sought in what he did 
and said rather than in what he wrotee 
The main feature of his doctorine was first and 
foremost that he was the founder of the Pan-Islamic 
movementg combining A nationalist v"" interpretation 
of Islam with modernism and roformisms His principal 
political aim, to quote the words of his disciple 
NUýammadgAbduhq was "to achieve the regeneration and 
strengthening of one of the Islamic states so that it 
may reach the level of the great powers and thereby 
ýrestore Islam to its past glory". 
") 
It in also possible to form a clear Idea of big 
teachings from the articles he contributed to 
/P 
A 
ý1 "Al Urwseal-wathqa", a political journal he published 
from Paris in collaboration with one of his most Important 
diacipleng MjýammadtAbduh* In theme writings he describes 
the basic cause of the )bslim degeneration in the face 
of Europe as the Indifference which had grown among them 
in respect of Islam, But he ascribes the greatness of 
(1) Quoted from Hakem Zaki Nassibehl Ideas of Arab 
Nationalism (Cornell University Preang Now York 1959) 
; p. 120-121* 
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the West and the inferior political stature of the Muslim 
world to religious reasons. He says that the Went grow 
politically strong because Christiana neglected their 
religion and followed pagan beliefs and virtues; the 
Malin peoples grow weaker because the truth of Islam was 
corrupted by falsity* Christians are strong because they 
are not really Christian; Muslims are weak because they 
are not really Hislime Wb*n the Muslims followed the 
tenets taught by the Prophotq the Umma was great in the 
worldly sonseq and the glories of this greatness faded 
away when they began to betray those truths*() 
AfLh: aur spent the whole of his active life moving 
from country to country in the Walim world* His efforts 
to bring the whole of the Islamic East Into one active 
force, and especially to unite the Shloa Persia with the 
Sunni orthodox Muslim worldq probably brought an invitation 
from the Khalrfa In Turkey. There he spent his last years 
as a virtual prisonerg after disagreements began to appear 
between him and the Khallfae 
MMML- 
The greater part of his life had been spent in 
the defence of the Islamic countriesl and even when he 
dealt with the purely religious preaching his purpose was 
political* He was of the view that political factions and 
(1) Houraniq op. cits, p#129, 
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dynasties should not be allowed to stand in the way of 
unity and that the NUslim rulers should cooperate In the 
service of Islam* He did not think it necessary to 
impose the rule of one monarch upon the restq and that 
explains his attitude towards Khil; fa an welloAlthough he 
believed In the supremacy of the Umma In both the political 
and the religious sense, For him the institution of the 
Khil; fa existed only for a symbolic and not for a political 
purpose* In no way did he Intend that the Khil; fa should 
make the other monarchs subservient to Itself politically, 
and In fact, in a way, his was a nationalistic movement 
whereby all the hislin nationag after consolidating their 
own nationalityq would transcend nationalizat contributing 
to the force of the Ummao(l) 
Under the Ottomans the Khil; fa seems to have a Iowa- 
new significance In that the title no longer implied 
descent from the house of IAbbIs or any claim to belong to 
the tribe of the Quraishe "The )Iuslim monarch now claimed 
to derive his authority directly from Godo to be viceger*nt 
(2) 
of Allahq not a more successor to the Prophet* 
(1) In India in 1879a Stayed in CalCUttA and Hyderabad* 
Abul Kalam Azad claims that during this period his 
influence was negligible except on one Abdul Ghafoor 
Shahbazq who translated some of his Persian articles 
into Urdue See Abul Kalim Az7ad, TartUbl-Sbakhsiyataifiq 
op-cites p*22* 
(2) T*W. Arnold* Th Cali hate (Routledge and Kogan P&U1, 
London, 1963 
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The title of the Caliph also passed in this period from 
the supreme authority who used to Dominate Sultans to any 
Sultan who cared to assume the title* During the sixteenth 
and Seventeenth centuries the only Sunni monarch& who 
could rival the ottoman sultans In wealth and extent of 
territory were the Wghalz in India, They assumed the 
title Khallfa and from Akbarls reign they called their 
capital d; r-ul-Khilifa (the abode of the Caliphate)* 
Akbar's coins bear the inscription "The great Sultiln, the 
exalted Khalrfao" 
CHAPTER NO 
IIAUDUDI-TTIE FORMATIVE YEARS 
CHAPTER 11 
MAUDUDI a THE FORMATIVE YEARS 
EARLY LIFE AND WORK 
Sayyid Abdl'-, Agl; Maud; dl was born in Aurangabad 
_(Hyderabad 
Deccan), He was the youngest of three brothers* 
His fatherl Sayyid Ahmad Hassan, was a lawyerg who abandoned 
his legal practicog apparently because of realization that 
he was earning his living In an un-Islamic way. Sayyid 
Aýmad Vassang according to Abul A'la's own statement was 
born in 1857 in D*Ibiq and his early education was conducted 
at the Aligarh School of Sir Sayyid Aýmad Kh; n. 
(1) Sir 
Sayyid's School had been established at Aligarh in the U, P, 
for the specific purpose of imparting Western Liberal and 
(1) MmudUdl, "Bud Nawisht" (an autobiographical article) 
reproduced in WhaZ; ad Y; xuf 9 
(ed) MaulinZ MaudUdi Apni 
aur D5sroA KI Najar Mai& (Maktaba-al-qabibo Lahoro. 1955) 
p*34. 
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scientific education to the Muslims of India, with some 
emphasis on religious education. It was part of Sir Sayyid's 
endeavour to impart western knowledge to young Indian Muslims 
without effecting the estrangement from the religion of 
Islam which had been apparent In those who graduated from 
other government or missionary institutions created by the 
British. Sayyid Aýmad Uassan wang howeverg recalled home 
by his father (Abul Aglaia grandfather) when a friend of 
his visited Aligarh and on his way back reported: 
"Dear 
brothert Wash your hands of Ahmad Hassan* I saw him in 
Aligarh, dressed in infidel shirt. He was playing with a 
i stick and a ball. "") This episode had a lasting influence 
on Abul A lain life* Had he not been called back from 
Aligarh, he would never have refused to send him to a 
westernized school and Abul A'rlals early traditional 
Malin education would not have made him what he is, 
WuliA' Maud5di given his date of birth as Rajah 3, 
1321 A*H. (September 29 1903) and attributes his birth to 
mysterious circumstanceng saying that three years before 
his birth, a pious Darwaish (a saintly person) called on 
his father to foretell the birth of a very great man in 
his family and suggested the name Abul Alla 
! 2) It was 
one year after his birth that his father abandoned his 
ibid p*35 (2) ibid P*38 
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legal practice and went to an ancient towng Arab Sarail 
near the shrine of Nizgm-ud-din Aullyaq a religious 
Potentate of the Middle Ageng to spend his life in religious 
meditation* He continued this monastic life for three years 
but then came back to his family which he had abandoned to 
penury. Abul Alla speaks of his father with reverence 
and there In a tone of complete approval in his writing 
about him. He certainly admires this patriarch for his 
dissatisfaction with western values and approves his 
decision to abandon the use of western clothes* 
(2) 
After attending Madrassa FSMA yaq religious 
OrjIF institution at Aurangabadq for a few yearaq Abul A 
"Is 
took IMaulavit matriculation in Religious Knowledge* Later 
his father's failing health took the family to Hyderabad* 
This opened now opportunities for education$ and he joined 
the 6-ar-ul- 9 UlGm for further religious instructions This, 
however, be could not complete because of his fatheres 
further illness. on the death of his father, he drifted 
in6o journalism with his brother who took up an appointment 
an the Editor of 'MadYnat in Bijnor in 1918* This wax the 
time of the beginnings of the National )11ovement in India, 
(1) ibid p, 35 
(2) ibid p*34 
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and he writes that because of his hatred for British 
sovereignty and influence he began to take part in politics 
X 
and play an activexple in the activities of the AnJuman-im 
61C 
Ta6gnatmi-Nazar Bandin-i-Talim (Society of the Sympathisers 
All 
1(%ýO of the Prisoners in the Path of Islam)* When the Khil; fat 
Movement came closer to W* Gandhi's movement of passive 
resistance (Satyagarh)v after the latter joined the Xhilifat 
0033- 
Movement In order to win the goodwill of the Indian Muslims, 
Abul Aela actively participated In the Xhil; fat Movement 
and also wrote his first booki which was about Wo Ghndhils 
VY 
IN personality and work* This was confiscated by the Government 
Ire before publication. 
") 
Soon afterwards Maulvi Tij-ud-din, 
on whose paper 'Weekly T; jl Maud6di had worked for a few 
months earlier, invited him to become the editor of the 
paper* In 1920, he went to Jabalpur and soon was successful 
in transforming it into a daily* The paper supported the 
cause of the Xbil; fat Movement and was instrumental lOCAlly 
in gathering extensive support for the Indian National 
Congress* 
(2) 
1 ZQ1 was soon closed when one of MaudGdltn 
articles was found politically objectionable by the 
Government. This brought Maud6di back to Delhi where he 
(1) ibid P*43 
(2) ibid pp. 44-45 
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met the leader; of the JaiJ'fat-ul-4Ul; ma-i-Hind(1) for the 
first time. Maul; n; NUft! Kifiyat Ullah and Maulin-a Ahmad 
invited him to edit tMuslimIq the official paper of 
the Jamitat. This he edited from the early months of 1921 
to 1923 when the life of the paper came to an ends With 
this his political and journalistic activities entered an 
Inter-regnum of two yearaq which period he spent In the 
State of Bhopal, apparently confining himself to studying 
the English language. 
In 19249 another of his most important choices cam* 
when he accepted the e'ditorship of lal-Jami C at, '# another 
paper of the Jand(at-ul-'Ulama-i-Rindl rather than work on 
Mmuling MuýammadtAllls 'Hamdard'. It in here that we see 
in him a preference for religious writing rather than 
or, VV political journaliamp The chances'were that the alternative 
ýchoice would have led him into politics rather than religion,. 
According to Maudtldlls own statement, his association with 
lal-jamllal continued until the close of 1928 
(2) 
although 
according to another source the break occurred in 1927, 
(3) 
-P It was during the editorship of the lal-jaml(lif that a 
(1) Jandoat-ul-fvlama-i-Hind (Ularma's Association of India). 
Full note on the Jamio'at later in this chapter* 
(2) MaudGdI, ApnI aur- V-5sron i-i Nazar MaiAq opocite PAS 
(3) Mýhir-ul-Qgdzli "Cjland Na4-u&-i-Zindag7P - an article 
reproduced by Muhammad YGeaf (ed) Maulgifa MaudidE Apnj 
aur Di7sron KI Naýar Mmifi, opocit. p. 343 
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great change took place in him as a result of an incident 
which happened during 1926! 
1) Communal.,, disturbances followed 
the failure of Passive Resistance and the Xbilifat Movement* 
One Swami Shardhanands leader of the Shudhi (an extremist 
Hindu revivalist movement) was assassinated by a Muslim. 
The latter's plea in the court was that he had killed this 
infidel for the purpose of securing God's pleasure and 
that it was a religious duty of all Muslims to terminate 
the life of non-believers* A political and religious 
controversy followed and Mro Gandhi claimed that "Islam 
has shown itself as a movement of which the decisive force 
has been the sword and iS the sword". 
(2) 
MaudGdf answered 
this accusation by a series of articles on Islam's attitude 
to warg published as a book tal-Jihad Fi I-Islam# in 19310. 
From this time on, Haud5dl seems to have devoted 
himself to a deeper study of Islamic theology* This Is 
clear from two thingst first that he left his assistant 
editorship of fal-janatal and sp*nt two years in Aurangabad 
his birthplace; and second that the pursuit of journalism 
as a means of livelihood for hiju seems to and here# although 
(1) Maud5dr, Al-Jibld fi I Isl9mv (Islamic Publications 
Lahoreq 1962) pp*9-13* 
(2) ibid P*12 
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he did come to Hyderabad in 1936 to edit Tarjuvan-ul-QuOin 
the religious monthly most closely connected with his name* 
He took over from AbG I*jslihl who had been his predecessor 
for seven months. It is, howeverv interesting to note that 
according to one'source Maulina Maudild! did not have a 
beard in 1934, and therefore until his editorship of the 
Tarjumin-ul-qur-lin his future an a theologian may not have 
been very clear to himself* Howeverv he had already gained 
Ia wide reputation as a theologian with the publication of 
-- Risala-i-Drnly; t (A book of Theolory)# which he had 
originally written in Urdu at the request of the govern- 
ment of the Nizam of Hyderabad, This was translated into 
English in 1932 and published under the title "Towards 
Understanding Islam* This book has since been translated 
into Arabic and was circulated$ along with other of 
Wud5d7its workst by the Walim Brotherhood of Egypt. 
(I) 
, 
An a result of this and ith; d Fi 1 Islim, Wud6dI sprang 
into prominence an one of the leading theologians In India* 
It was during this period that the writings of Maul; nj 
Mudiidli are said to have attracted the attention of 
(1) Lo Binder, Religion-and Politics in Pakistan 
' (University-of California, Berkeleyq 1965) P*82 
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Dire Muhammad Iqbal who Is said to have invited MaudUdi") 
to make the Panjab, the bass of his activities. In 1937t 
he suggested that ýkudadl should move to a certain Waqf 
(religious endowment) at Pathankot* The Waqf consisted 
of sixty-five acres of land and included a printing press 
and a mosques The career of Maud-udl an a religious loader 
really began at Pathankot where much of his earlier 
liberalism disappeared* His opponents delight in pointing 
out that It was at this stage that ýkud; dl began to grow 
a board. 
(2) 
He had moved to Pathankot in January 1938t to 
establish the DRr-ul-Salim Acad*nyq but Iqbal died In 
April 1938, and so in December Maudlid-i moved to Lahore to 
teach lallfmiyat at the Islamia Collogel 1, ahoreq while 
still maintaining close connection with the ! Lqfo Khalid 
bin Sayeed In his admirable article on the "Jami'at-i-ijolin& 
Movement" attributon to him in his now position the glorified 
name of Doan of the Faculty of Thoologye 
(3) 
The facts are 
(1) Although most of the other authorities have agreed 
with this and have said that this invitation came from 
Dre Iqbal, I have not found reference to it In the 
writings of Maulini Maud-udre . .1 --1- * Muhammad 
Sarwarg Wul"Xiia' Mýudildl k1 Tabrlk-I-Islaml (Urdu)' 
(Sindh Sagar Academyq Lahoreq 1956) Pe539 expressed 
doubts an to the authenticity of this invitation. 
(2) See Abbott Freeland "The Jamalat-i-Islami of Pakistanto 
The Wddle East Journalg (Washington 11: 37 - 519 1957) 
p., 38 
(3) Khalid bin Sayeed "Jamaat-i-lslani Movement In Pakistan". 
Pacific Affairs, g(Vol, 309 p*57-68 1957) p. 61* 
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that during this time he was the only teacher of lal;; miyZt 
at the Collegeq and secondly that the teaching consisted of 
only a very uncontroversial curriculum not down by the 
University of the Panjabq dealing with the basic principles 
of Islam and teaching the students IslFm1yRt an an optional 
subject for their first degreeq with no facilities for 
research etc. 
After one year of teaching at Laborej ýhudGdl moved 
back to Dir-ul-Salim Academy at Pathankot and subsequently 
found the Janr&6it_i-Isl; mr* From then onwards his story 
and that of the organization are the same*(') The Jamigat 
was launched on the lines of the MwIn-ul-MuslimEn (The 
hislim Brotherhood) of Egyptq and in conformity with the 
concept of U4. zbullah (Party of God) found in the early 
writings of Abul Kalim Azide Along with this there was 
retained the extra-territorial concept of Muslim Nationalism 
which Maududi had acquired during his affiliation with the 
Jatj1at-ul-tUlam-a-i-Hind9 and which had taken shape and 
hardened during the KhilifatMovemente Also retained was 
the idea of Millat propagated by lqb; tl in his poetic and 
prose works* It is to the more detailed examination of 
(1) ibid p, 89. 
46, 
these formative influences that we must now turn* These 
will explain the principles underlying the inception of 
the party. 
(ii) TWENTIETH CENTURY THOUGHT 
(a) Ikhw; n-nl-Wsl1mGn 
The influence of the Ikhw; n-al-Muslim-un of Egypt on 
Maudad! appears most clearly in the way he found*d and 
organized the Jamifat-i-Isliml. We find many parallels 
between the two parties. Both parties had been translating 
the literature of the other into their respective languages 
and had been distributing these works widelye The Ikhwin 
was established at Ismailiya by Shaikh Hassan al-Banna in 
1928, but it was not until the late thirties that its 
programme developed. 
0) 
In 1938, the ýLhaijjh deliver*d an 
important lecture on the politics and involved purposes in 
the establishment of the Ikhwan. This lecture was transla- 
ted into Urdu by the Jam-ae, at-i-Isliml and has continued 
to be distributed by them in the form of a small tract* 
It is important for the purpose of seeing the 
parallel between these two organizations to quote at 
length from this and from the lecture delivered by MaudZdl 
at the initiation of the Tami'at-i-Islind'o 
(1) See Werner Caskel in Von Grunebaumq ode Unity and 
Variety in NUslim Civization (Chicago: U. P. 1955) p*345 
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In the beginning of his lectureq dbaiM qassan 
al-Banna mentioned that a few of his friends and he had 
come together to form this organization. He saidq "This 
was the firm ideal on which we had all agreed, that each 
one of us will strive together towards our goalq of 
redirecting public opinion an a whole toprards the right 
Islamic viewpoint. " He continuedt "The foundation, the 
thought and the goal are Islamic and they are Islamic only. 
The organization does not have a single iota In common 
with non-Islam. "") Similar words can be traced to Mulana 
Maudiidl, who at the time of the establishment of the 
JamiLrat-i-Islaa said: 1%fe have stood for the real Islam 
and only for Islam, and our movement is to include the 
whole of Islam. " 
(2) 
Maulani WudGd! also spoke at length about the 
Islamic religion and gave out in the same way an had 
aaikh 11assan Al-Banna that Islam in a comprehensive 
religion which takes all aspects of man's life on earth, 
and hereafter, into its kene Haududi said, 
"Islam is 
for all humanity, and all those things which are in any 
way related to man are connected with Islamq so that the 
(1) Nkkhtasar T; rlkhvi-lkhw; n-al-Maslimýn - 
(Jami'at-i-lallml, lAhoreq n. d. ) ppol-2 
(2) T"Junjn-ul-qur'Znl September 1941, p. 5 
Islamic Movement is a movement which is all-embracing.. ** 
I it has to change the whole pattern of living; it has to 
change the political ethical economics and the civiliza- 
tion of the world* We are following the carreot religion 
which was established by the Prophet of Allah (peace be 
upon him and his followers)". 
") 
In the lecture mentioned 
shovel qassan al-Banna strikes the same note: "Islam'19 
he says, "is a complete religion which has in its purview 
the solution of all problems of man for every ageo.. it in 
our belief that the tenets of Islam are related to both 
this world and the world hereafteroo*the truth is that 
Islam is a belief, as well as a prayerg it Is nationality 
an well as raceq it is drn (religion) As well an state, 
it in spiritual an well an mundane* 
iv(2) 
0 
To achieve their goal in the establishment of what 
they call the true Islamic stateg both these religious 
parties have adopted similar methods on coming down to 
the level of mundane politics. They have both taken 
part in the elections of their respective countriesq and 
both are striving to gain political power* 
(1) ibid -1 
(2) Mkhtasar Tarlkh-i-lkhwin-al-MslimZiu 
op. cito P. 3 
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Althoughtnot-too much emphasis shouicl, 
ýe put 
upon the similarities between statements of Uassan 
al-Banna and of Maulan7a MaudUdI at the times of the 
establishment of their respective parties and of 
their subsequent adoption of similar policiesq the 
influence of Ikhw; n-al-Muslimun upon Maudadits thought 
is evident* 
(b) Muslim "Romantics" 
(1) Alt; f Uussain U; ll 
Although Wud-udlls movement is basically 
fundamentalistq it has assimilated the $romantic' 
principles to a great extent, and artistic and imagi- 
native expressions have contributed much to his 
attitude. We noted Jam; l-ud-dra Afjýainr evoking in 
his rhetoric that potent nostalgiag the dream of 
ancient glory* This trait has been much developed 
in the Muslim world since his day* In India, a most 
eloquent instance is the superbly moving lament of 
the poet Alt; f Hussain H; lr* Written in 18; 
9t 
Mad-o-Jazar-i-Islim (The Ebb and Flow of Islam), 
popularly known as the Musaddas-i-H; Ir (six line 
stanzas)t brilliantly recalls the lost glory of Islam* 
51a 
This is by far the most characteristic and Influential 
literary product of nineteenth century Muslim India* 
He evokes the Muslimts triumphant past and recites 
the glory of Islam with illustrations of names drawn 
from the early Arabic period* He then traces the 
downward trend in Islam's fortunes and its ultimate 
nadir in the fall of Baghdad. lie feels that his 
Umma is still unable to escape from this malaise. His 
purpose in writing this long poem was to stir Muslims 
to a recognition of their evil plight for which 
they themselves were responsible* Although bin main 
call is towards abandonment of fatalismv the 'Romantic' 
in him is found in the fact that no reference In made 
/.. 0 10 
to contemporary problems and that the work seems 
steeped in a vague nostalgic under-current, We may 
contrast NhudUdlfs realism with Hill's romanticism, 
but at the same time must notice MaiudUdfls 
appreciation of Islam at its best, and observe 
the connection between him and ql1l in this 
- 51 - 
(2) Abul Kal; m Az; d 
This same "Romanticism" is also strongly evident in 
the early writings of Abul Kalim Azid who was probably the 
greatest influence upon MaudaCils founding of the Jamitat-i- 
Islýiil. He also provided the theoretic foundation for the 
Ehillfa Movement in India* 
Mulana Azad's forefathers came to India from Hirat 
(Afghanistan) in Babar's days* It is said that Maulini 
Az; dla father, Muling Khairuddrn migrated to Mecca 
subsequent to 1857* AzZd was born in 1888* A year later 
the family moved to Calcutta and settled there* Azad's 
father, like many othergUlama of his timeg refused to give 
his son the western educationo Azid was a precocious child 
who mastered Islamic lore when he was still in his teens. 
He wrote a critical review of Hayat-i-Jawaid by Altif 
Hussain Hilig which attracted wide attention. A story in 
told that when mauling Az5d was invited to address the 
annual session of the Anjuman-i-Uini-ayat-i-lulam at Lahore, 
Hili took him as the son of Maulini Azid due to his young 0 
age. Ile was utterly astonished when he learnt that the 
critic of Hayit-i-jawaid was still in his teense 
Az7ad entered Into the political field very early in 
life and concerned himself with ameliorating the status of 
tový 
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the Indian Muslims. He was stimulated with the writings of 
Sir Saped Ahmad Din even thiDugh he felt that the policies 
of Sir Sa*yed had become out-moded. 
(1) 
For propagating his political views, he started the 
publication of Al-11il; l on Ist June 1912* Setting down 
the aims and objects of this paperg he stated in the very 
first issue: "The real purpose of Al-Hil9l in none other 
than the single ide; that it should$ in view of the 
beliefs and practices of the Muslimsq extend an invitation 
to Islam and to tell the adherents of this religion to 
give serious consideration to the book (Que ; n) of God and 
the Sunna of the Prophet, Al-Hil9l wants to so* Muslims 
follow their religion whether they are seeking solutions 
to educationalg social or political problems. " 
(2) 
It in interesting to note the development of Maulin; 
Azid's *Political view from 1912 to 1920o A Muslim 
correspondent asked Az; d to clarify the Policy Of his paper. 
He wrote that there were three paths of action for the 
Indian Malims to follow9 these are "(a) the path that 
Sir Sayyed Ahmad KhAn tookq that of proving to the British 
that Islam is not inherently anti-Christian and therefore 
the Malims are not anti-British; (b) the path of 
(1) Abul KalZm Az5dj India Wins Freedom, op. cit* pe/1 
(2) $ubb-i-Umm_idq Voltl (a collection of articles from 
Al-Hil'51) (Urdu)(Sangam Kitab Gharl Delhiq Feb*1959) 
P639 
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non-extremist Hindus (the Congress) who are striving for 
political rights; and (c) the path of the Indian extremists 
and anarchist Hindus who want to free mother India from 
foreign domination by sabotage and revolution. 
"') 
On September 8,1912, Az; 7d tried to state his policy 
in the light of these questions* He indicated that it was 
doubtful whether he could separate religion from politics 
because he had formulated him political views In the light 
of religion* "According to our bellof"t he wroteg "any 
Ideas not derived from the Qur , 
-an, 
are tantamount to sheer 
infidality and political views are not, j an exception to 
this rulee Ile asserted that Islam brought about a 
comprehensive social order for mankind and there was not 
a single social, problem for which Islam did not provide a 
solution. In the light of them* arguments, he stressed 
the need of following a path which did not appear among 
the three denoted by the correspondent* "These three pathis 
have appeared before now but the path towards which I am 
pointing c"S is the one through which thousands have 
already reached their goalo We have nothing to do with 
the three alternatives you have suggested; an we give an 
Invitation to the path of Allah. This in the path denoted 
by Allah by the phrase Sir; t-al-Mustaorm 
(2) (the straight 
path). " 
(1) Al-Hilall September 89 1912e 
(2) The reference here is made to the opening aura of the 
Quran whore the path of God is referred to an 
SirZEt-al-Musta C11M. ) 
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He further explained that Walims have not examined 
Islam at its zenith and if they did so they would not be 
bowing their heads in subjugation to the Hindus*() 
in discussing the policies of the political groups 
such as the Indian National Congress on the one hand and 
the Hindu anarchists on the other - Azad stated that he 
did not follow either of theme He declared, "Islam is an 
exhalted religion to such an extent that it does not become 
the Muslims to follow the policies formulated by the Hindus. 
There cannot be a greater shame for the Muslims 
to bow before others for political education. Muslims need 
not join any'political party, They were the leaders of 
the world. If they would submit to God# the whole world 
would submit'to theme 
(2) 
Abul Kalim's early writings visý*a-vim Al-Ifilil had 
two important undercurrents* Firstlyq Al-HilFkl did not 
trust the British government and s*condlyq it propagated 
for non-cooperation with the Hindus* As for an its 
Political aimaq Al-HiM asserted time and time again 
that it in feasible for the Hindus to endeavour to revive 
their self-awareness and national consciousness on the 
basis of secular nationalism butq for the Muslims, this is 
indeed not possible* Their nationality is not Inspired by 
racial and geographical exclusivitY; it transcends all 
rl-5-Abul KaUm AzZLd, MadZmin-i-Abul KalZm Az'gd (HindUotani 
Publishing House p 
Zelhi ), pp. 25-26 
(2) ibid p*19 
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man made barriers. Therefore, unless they are inspired by 
Islamq the spirit of self-awareness will not be gained by 
the Muslims* "Europe may be inspired by conceptual matters 
related to $homeland' and $nation'$ but the Muslims can 
only seek inspiration from God and Islamlle 
(1) 
Azgd believed that the fundamental nature of Islam 
required that all Muslims of the world are an integral 
part of the Islamic Umma and that all Muslims must remain 
united in an organic whole and that any one who betrays 
the solidarity of Islam in led astray* 
(2) 
From this basis 
Azad derives and acknowledges the authority of the RhaITfa 
as an instrument through which Islamic solidarity is 
maintained* Thereforeg he stressed that the obedience to 
KhalTfa is mandatory* The Qur an makes it incumbent upon 
the Muslims to obey three kinds of powers: Godg the Prophet 
and "those charged with authority" among Muslims. lie 
believes that the last of these refers to the Uil; faj which 
-r is responsible for enforcing the Sharl a 4, To support this, 
he refers to a fladrt1i in which the Prophet in quoted to 
have said that 'whosoever obeys my Amir, obeys met. 
( 3) 
Furthermore, he points out that the Khallfa must be elected 
by all Muslims, Like Ibn Khaldýn he believes that 
(1) ibid P. 87 
(2) Abul KalamAZad, Masýalaw-i 
, -nil; 
fatg (Maktaba-i-Ah. b7tb-i- 
Wasanpuraq Lahore r nod* 1) pp*22,259 
(3) ibid p*73 
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no individual or family has an exclusive right to this 
office. He asserted, however, that if a person has 
consolidated his position in this office without election 
even then it is obligatory for all Muslims to bow their 
heads of submission before him* 
He submits the history of the development of the 
office of the Khallfa to scrutinylto establish the 
legitimacy of the Ottomans an the QalEfas and asserts 
that the Muslims of India owe allegience to the Otto n 
_Uarif 
Uussain's revolt in Arabia KhAlFfas. He condemns 
against the authority of the ! Lhallfa and declares him a 
rebel who aided with the enemies of Islam* "A Muslim", 
maintained Abul Kalimq "who dies without rendering aid 
and succor to the Turkish Khafffaq dies an un-Islamic 
death. Obedience to the KbafTfa in obedience to the 
Prophet and obedience to the Prophet in obedience to 
God* 
(I) 
This was in short the essence of Maulini Azad's 
thought on the unity and solidarity of the Muslims, the 
ultra-territorial nature of their Quomiyat and his 
attitudes towards the XhilFtfas Ile was in favour of a 
party of God "Hazbullah" which would endeavour to bring 
these ideas into action. Although he himself deviated to 
(1) ibid p*187 
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Nehru's socialism and nationalismg he left an indelible 
mark on Walim thinking in the sub-continent and helped 
nurture such views as those of Maudirdle His early writings 
also established this theoretical framework on which the 
ideas of the Ehil7afat Leaders were based* Jamie a t-u 141 lama- 
i--Hind was also largely in agreement with his attitudes on 
such matters an JLhilaf 9 but while Maududi and others 
retained these viewag Maul; ni Az5d and the Jam1fat began 
to reinterpret their stand in ways which brought them in 
agreement with the congress. 
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(C) Xami- at-ul-gUlama-f-Hind 
The Jaicat-ui-eUlama was established under the guiding 
spirit of Mauling MahmUd Hassant a prominent theologiant in 
1920. 
(1) 
This was an organization of cleriest the purpose 
of which was to provide an opportunity for joint discussion 
and decision by the body of theeUlama on matters of religious 
importance facing the Muslim Community in Indiae 
(2) 
Maulini 
Anwar JhAhq at one time the General Secretary of the 
Jamieat-ul. fUlama-i-Hind, draws the justification for the 
establishment of the JaiJUat from Hadrtho Because this 
thrown an explanatory light on the aims and objects of the 
organizationg it in reproduced herst- 
"rAli(the fourth Caliph) had said that when I asked 
the Prophet of Allah (peace be upon him and his followers) 
10 Prophet of Allahq if anything happens which the Sharva .. 
neither forbids nor permitso what line of action should 
V/ 
be taken? l The Prophet's answer was that the 
1. Ulama and 
the sincere worshipers should be consulted and In no case 
should the opinion of one person be allowed to prevail. " 
( 3) 
(1) Uamidul Ampirl Gbizig Mukbtaovar Tirikh-i-JaWi'rat-ul= 
ýUlama-i-lllnd (Departmont of Publications Jami at-ul- 
Ulama; U*Po n, de) p*2 
(2) MulAria Anwar §hAh KaqhmIrIq "Presidential Address" 
(8th sitting of the Annual Conference of Jawl'at-ul- 
Ulama-i-Hindo 1927) Quoted fr m ýku Ni Muýammad KLA (ed) 
JaAl ta t-u LfUlama-i -Hind KI ": rrj AbSyat Aur Us Kay 
'Xj&hz-O-MI%qAqid Aur Fahrint-i-KhidmTtl (Central Office 
Of Jamfato Delhi, n. de)p*2 (3) ibid PP92-3 
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The JaxJ'at was founded at the time when the Indian 
Malims were deeply involved with the Xhil; fatmovemonto 
Sjýaikh Muoammad Vablb-ur-RAbMin ýtbuiainlq another important 
leader of the Jam1fatq pointed out that thelbana 
e 
at's 
aims and ideas are connected with the religious guidance 
of Muslimaq and because the religious interests of Muslims 
extend far beyond the boundaries of the India sub-continentq 
it in incumbent upon the Indian Muslims to support the 
Hislim Khil; fa in Turkey@ Striving for its protection and 
preservation in important* To sympathize with the Muslims 
of the world in imperative. To aid thfose who are at war 
with Muslims and bent upon destroying Islam and the Khil; fa 
In completely forbidden* 11(i) 
The Jamlrat was closely connected with the Indian 
National Congressq and an far as their Political inter- 
pretation of the principles of Nationalism was concerned 
they were in complete agreement with the Congress* This 
means that although on the one hand their ideology was 
based on preservation of Khil; fag their political views 
about the political status and future of Muslims of India 
were based on the theory that India after independence 
, should 
be a secular state, This organization still exists 
ibid Po7 
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with its Headquarters at Delhi and with the daily A-1 Jau; 7"a 
as their official organ. The Jamli at-ul-Ulama has also 
been able to give a theological basis to Its political 
platformg and to cast it in a specifically Islamic form* 
They use the concept of Maglida (mutual contract) derived 
from the statute of Medina, Their thesis Is that since 
independence9@0 the Muslims and the non-Muslims in India 
have entered upon a mutual contract, to establish a secular 
stateg and that the Constitution of India, which the 
Muslim Community's elected representatives unanimously 
supportq and to which they swore allegiancel represents 
the Mulfilda. 
ft) 
The arguments advanced by the JamT 9 at against the 
Muslim Leagueq which was striving for the establishment of 
the Muslim Homeland (Fakistan)t were mostly about the 
Muslim League's leadership* Their arguments were that 
the Muslim Leagueq which was dominated Sy the Westernised 
intelligentsia, could not be trusted to establish a state 
based on Islam. As a result* mainlyq of the support of 
the Congress on the Dilif Issue, the leadersof the 
, 
Jama'at were' members of the Congress an well. Abul xalim 
Azid hims*lfg who at one time had actually been President 
of the Congreseq took an aýtive part in the matters of 
(1) W*C* Smith ralam In Modern History, (Princeton U, P*1937) 
pp*284-283. He bases this on an interview with Maulingi 
HafrV-ur-Rahman, Delhi. 1956* 
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the jandat. 
Abul Agla Maud5d! was influenced by this Congress- 
motivated organization 
(2) 
at the beginning of his political- 
Iliterary career and thatq I thinkq might have contributed 
to his failure to support the Pakistan movemente This also 
defined his attitude towards the concept of a universal 
community of Islam as envisaged by the leaders of the 
KhilFtfatMovement in India 
(d) The Xhilifat Movement 
By claiming to be Khalrfas, the Mughal Emperors of 
India had not broken away completely from the Arab world, 
and had repeatedly expressed their devotion to the baramayn 
in Mecca and Medina. 
With the disintegration of the Hughal powerg and 
gradual expansion of the foreign rule In India, the 
positiong however, changed and there is evidence that the 
Vý/' 
V-1tw"t ..:. 
Khallfals name once more began to be mentioned in/certain 
Parts of IndiaM) With the fall of the Mughals, the 
(1) The Annual Conference of Jamrf at-U I- fUlana-i -Hind 
held in Inhoreq was presided over by Maulin! Abul Kal; n 
Aa*dg who later became the President of the Congress* 
(2) Msudiidl edited Al JaZ"gag the official organ of the 
jami'at-ul- I Ula I-Hindq from 1924 to 1927/89 
(3) See Pakistan Ilistorical Boardq History of Freedom 
Movement (Karachi, 19619) pp*207., 
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eyes of'the Indian Muslims were once more entirely on the 
Turkish Xhil; fa. With the growth of political consciousness 
the Muslims began to realize the increasing need for retain- 
Ing the spiritual and political contact with the; Khil; fae 
This was demonstrated by sending a medical mission and 
financial assistince to Turkey during the Balkan Waro 
When the First World War began and the Indian Muslims 
found himself divided between loyalty to political overlords 
and the forces of the spiritual bond with Turkey, hSbecame 
Increasingly concerned with the safety of the Holy Places. 
In this atmosphere of conflict the Anjuman_Khuddim Ka4ba 
was constituted by the prominent 
f Ulami of India* Among 
those who took the initiative were Maulini 
! bdul Birl 
of Firangi Mahal, Maulln3 Mbammad 'All and ahaukat . AIF 
and ShaLU Mu&hlr k1ussain qadwito 
The activities of theme 
I Ulam-i became very aggressive 
and-both the Ali Brothers and Ab, ',. Ul Kallm Azid were arrested* 
'd Hassan refused to sign the Soon af ter this Mulin! Mahziu . 
fatwa sponsored by the British against the Ottaoan Kbilifao 
He was later taken from Mecca to be imprisoned in Malta* 
In March 19199 the Rowlatt Bill became an Act* A 
Harit-ail was announced which was followed by the jalliyanwala 
Bagh tragedy* 
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'p; 
4 0' 
ýý V100 0, 
Besides the oppressive measures at how* the dismemberment 
of the Tutkey was in full progress after the war* Great 
Britain ignored the pledges about Turkey an-dth-e Holy 
places; Thrace was give to Greecel the Fertile Crescent 
was divided between Britain hereself and France an 
Mndatories, and the Turkish Capital was put under the 
control of a Commission. Thus the Eballf was reduced to 
a mere puppets The Indian Maslims now had no alternative 
but to launch a countrywide movemente An All India 
Xbil-dfat Conference was hold on the 24th November 1919, 
Sympathy from the congress was won and Wo Gandhi became 
an active supporter of the KbilifatMovemento A number 
of resolutions were passed. An appeal was made not to 
participate In the victory celebrations* It was decided 
also to boycott British goods if no heed was paid to the 
demands in regard to Xhilifat, 
Soon after, kjuýammadeAll was arrested and tried 
because of the resolutions passed at the Ehillfat Conference 
in Karachie A number of charges were proffered against 
him and six others for conspiring to seduce Muslim troops 
from their allegiance to the British. It was in his 
sped1ch to the Jury that he not out the most cogently the 
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r stand of Xhilifid Movement. Maulini Muhani*f-, d All held 
that it is the command of God that a Muslim should not 
take arms against a Muslim without sufficient justifi- 
cation. '%Vhatever respect I may have for the King, I 
may not bow-before him when he asks me not to bow 
before my God and His commandments. " 
(I) 
He had also said earlier: It This question ..... is 
.ýf, 
q aq4r 
not merely a Turkish question', ' it is an Islamicq an 
Indian question, an Algerian question, and a Tunisian 
question, It is the question of the preservation of 
the Khilafat. The Xhilafat is the most essential 
institution of the Muslim community throughout the world, 
A vast majority of the Muslims of the world recognize 
the Sultan of Turkey to be t he Commander of the raithful, 
and successor and Khalifa of their Prophet* It in an 
essential part of this doctrine that the Khalifa, the 
Commander of the Faithfu-19 should have adequate terrfitories 
adequate military and navel resourcest adequate financial 
resources* But for what purpose? Not for aggression, 
nor even for the defence of Turkey, but for the defence 
of our faith*' fie is to stand before the world as the 
(1) Afzal-Iqbal, Select Writings and Speeches of Maulana 
Mohammad Ali, Vol. II (Ashrafl Lahore, 1963) p*63 
4 
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leader of the )Iuslims in this causet and whenever the 
liberty of conscience of the Musli4 In any part of 
4-)-, L the world in placed in jeopardy, he would at least be 
able to say to the aggressor I 
'You shall not do that 
with impunit *K (cheers)"") He also explained that he yy 
wished the Khallfa to have his armies for the purpose of 
guarding the Holy places of Islam, 
With the dismemberment of Turkish territories and 
ultimately the abolition of KhLlafaq this last crusade 
in favour of the Khil; fa endedq leaving an ind*lZble 
mark on the minds of the Indian Muslims* 
History had decided once for all thatt **AWt 
Khil; fa was no longer the centre of the Islamic theory 
and had once more asserted the theory of Mulk enunciated 
by Ibn Khaldane But slight readjustments were necessary 
and these were provided by Iqbale 
(0) Dr. Muhammad lqbZil 
lqb; llz ideas have also had a very deep Influence 
upon the thought of MaudUdle It is necessary, therefore, 
to give a short outline of Xqb; l's ideas on Millat, 
ar-ica, ljtih; d and J[hilifae 
(1) ibld p. 4 
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Iqb; 1 regards the state In Islam an 'I .... an 
effort to realise the spiritual in a real organization. 
" 
It is through the spiritual that the merging of the 
individual into the Umma or Millat (the Islamic community) 
is achieved bringing nearer to realization the establish- 
ment of the universal Brotherhood that Islam conceives* 
It is only by following the path described by God (the QUr`Ajj) 
that we can find the true meaning of life* He believes 
. -C that the S_haria in the only complete code which describes 
the path for establishing God's will on earth, Islam to 
him in unlike other religions in that it ix'f'neither mere 
thought nor more feeling nor mere action; it is, an 
(2 
exPression of the whole of mann 
) 
There can be no 
sePaLration of the secular and the religioung and for this 
reason no one institution of man can be considered in 
- 
LLm, Individual and govern- isolation* State, Millatq kna 
ment cannot be treated separately. To him# "the whole 
of this world is a mosque", 
(3) 
We find him saying: "Qur'ja 
considered it necessary to unit* religion and state, 
ethics and politics in a single revelation*" 
(4) 
(1) Muhammad lqbalg Six Lectures on Reconstruction of 
Religious Thought In Islame (Kapur, LAbore, 1930) 
p. 217 
(2) ibld p, 3 (3) lbid P*231 (4) ibld P*217 
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To Iqbal the Islamic foundation In rooted in the 
principle of tauhid. The Islamic polity in only a 
practical way of establishing this principle in the 
emotional and intellectual life of mankind. The unity 
of Godl then in the ultimate basis of all lifeg and 
the purpose of God in revealed to us in explicit terms 
in the shape of the Qurlin. Howeverg from this it 
does not follow that the pattern of the Islamic State 
in fixed once and for allq because Islam has provided 
for change and mobility through ijtih; do If this 
provision had not been includedg Islam would have 
become stagnantg the essential thing is that both the 
eternal and the mobile principles are to be harmonised. 
IlThe qurýlnll, he says, "provides for what in eternal 
but the principle of movement In the structure of Islam 
is provided by -jj*Ih; d*"(') Iqbil admitat howeverg 
that during the past few centuries Islamic Law has been 
reduced to immobility. He ascribes this to causes such 
as the fall of Baghdadt the §Ufi emphasis upon the 
purely speculativeg and the conservatives who had to 
maKe the legal system more rigorous and traditional to 
preserve it from the Rationalist attacks* He asserts 
(1) ibld p. 209 
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that if Islam has to rediscover its practicabilitT 
;1 
Ijtihad 
Aas 4- bi. b-r&&. rjL* el-i vv%cA, ""PTC- Nis, %O. C-Ot 0%. - C, of 
I*-so liberal that he in even willing to change the nature 
of nil; fae He says, "According to Sunni Law the appoint- 
ment of an Dia-m or Khallfa is absolutely Indispensable* 
The first question which arisen in this connection in this 
Should the Caliphate be vented in a single person? Turkey's 
ijtihgd in that according to the spirit of Islam the Caliphate 
or Imamate can be vested in a body of personag or an 
elected assembly* ... Personallyt I believe that the Turkish 
view is perfectly sound* It in hardly necessary to argue 
this point. The republican form of government In not only 
thoroughly consistent with Islamq but has also become a 
necessity in view of the forces that are set free in the 
world of Islam. 
"') 
119 holds that jgLtl9f has been "overshadowed or 
rather displaced by Arabian imperialism of the earlier 
centuries of Islam". 
(2) 
lie may& that to re-assert the 
Islamic principles we must adopt the "International Ideal"o 
"For the present, " he gays9"every Muslim Nation must sink 
into her own deeper selfq temporarily focus her vision on 
herself alone, and until all are strong and powerful to 
form a living family of republicoe"(3) 
(1) ibid p. 220 
(2) ibid P. 222 
(3) ibid P. 223 
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From this, it becomes clear that although he is admit- 
ting the need for the muslim nations of the world to accept 
the principle of development within their national boundarieng 
his in an ethical Ideal* He In neither an Imperialist nor 
a Nationalist. Nationallsmq he believes# is based on 
accident of raceq languageq colourg rather than on a belief 
In Unity of God and the human fraternity which is implicit 
in the teachings of the gur an " It to therefore an evil 
which must be destroyed*(') In other words he considers 
Nationalism an a stepping stone to the higher human fraternity 
and creation of a true Umme This was also endorsed by his 
Allahabad address to the, Muslim League Annual Congerencoo 
110 suggested that a separate political entity should be 
created for the Indian MUslims to serve AS A microcosm for 
the macrocosm which would establish a real universal Umma. 
I 
These ideas were further clarified when# just before 
his death, lqbal entered into a fierce controversy over 
Nkislim as opposed to Indian nationalism with one of the 
(1) Note the following coupletat 
fr 
-a 
. j; Icr, , cr , 
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most important leaders of the Jand#"at-ul-"Ulama-i-HLndq 
MaulArra Hussain Ahmad Madanie It began when, in refutation 
of a statement by the latter in which he had said that 
Nationalism has a territorial connotation, 
" 
Iqbal wrote 
three couplets 
12) 
An exchange of letters through the Press 
followedq and these set down the basic stand of each 
protagonist on Millat (Muslim Community) and Wattan (Nationa- 
lism based on territory)s Each writer tried to justify his 
own point of view in the light of Islam and insisted that 
his own Interpretation was nearer to Islamic provisions. 
(3) 
Haulina Madan7i argued: " The word gau (nation), in 
used for that group of people which has a unity among thOm'O 
selves, It is inwaterial whether this unity in based an 
religion, watanlyyatq race# colourg profession or any other 
literal or recognisabl* reality-44 
(4) 
In another booklet 
'Oe 
4/, 
ýP Uo'ý- 
Ij (Nationalism Is inconceivable 
without territory), 
'J'OV - -0 (2) 
0.0 /V 
.-AA. ju 
These verses were first published in the Daily Ihsant 
Lahore, 31st Januaryq 1938o 
M- See 141lat aur Watan - Maulana Hussain Ahmad Madani 
aur Alama Sir Muhammad Iqbal ki Bahth (Idara-L-Roznama 
Shamaq Mitang nod. ) probably 1940 
(4) ibid p. 10 
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written and published after the death of lqbgl(')v Madani- 
quoted nine verses from the Qur14Wn in support of his 
conception of Qaum. In them, Mislims and nonvMuslims 
living In one territorial boundary were referred to as one 
qaum. 
(2) 
Iqb1il, on the other handq asserted that Muslims 
wherever they resideq are a part ot the Millat-l-IrarainlYa, 
and the community which comes into being through Its belief 
in one God in not at all the dependent upon the political 
boundaries of statess for Islam transcends all unnatural 
boundaries met by man. IC in in respect of these vlowa on 
Millat-i-Islimiya that we find HaudUdl In complete agreement 
with IqUal. The other aspect of Iqbil's thou&N, " which dealt 
with the creation of Pakistan to preserve the economic and 
social interests of the Indian Muslims by way of a now 
state, does not find agreement with MaudUdl. In other wordsq 
in tracing the impact of the writing& of Iqbýail upon the 
formulation of Maud-udE's political and religious ideas we 
discover that two aspects of Iqbil's thought are particularly 
important. (a) That part of his thought which is concerned 
with the broader view of Molims on aitizens of the worldq 
(1) MadanI, flussain Ahmadq Putabidda Qaumiyyat aur Taigm 
(Majlas-i-Qasim-ui-MIar! -fq Dooband nod*, probably 1939) 
(2) ibid pp*18.19 
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their problems as an Umma, both religious and politicalg 
' 
m, ay be noted firste MaudUr would agree with Xqbfil's views 
on this. But when it comes to (b) Solving the problems of 
the Indian Muslim Community in their special Indian setting# 
Iqbal recommends the creation of a separate political entity 
for the preservation of the interests of this community as 
a logical outcome of (a) above. Maud; df would disagree* 
(III) MAUDUDIIS ]POLITICAL PREMISES 
AND THE JAWA"AT-1-ISLIN-le 
Although the religious aspects of MaudUdr's poli6tes 
and attitudes before the partition of India were clear, his 
ue and ambi remains va uou tt tand liti l 4* g g s. ers ma s on po ca 
From the time when he took up the Editorship of the 
Tarjun6nmulýQurlgnq through the years when he extended his 
invitation to Islam at the DAr-al-Salim, right up to the 
partition of Indiag he criticised the political attitudes 
of the All India National Congress and called upoh Muslims 
to boycottthat political party- On the other hand, he was 
also in disagreement with the Muslim Leaguet mainly because 
of the Westernising influences within it* Although ample 
evidence exists In his writings of the ideological and long 
term extra-territorial Pan Islamic plans, he never once 
submitted his own solution to the existing Indian Political 
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n- 
problems* It could, theng be said that he probably believed 
in bringing about muslim rule over the whole of the Indian 
sub-continent* 
This can be supported by a number of arguments: - 
(a) Ibst of the Jami fat-i-I slim! Ia own assessment of 
itself attributes the genesis of the Jam; lat to a general 
movement of return to Islam begun in India by Ah'ah Wallullah 
of Delhig Sayyid Aýmad abah Barailwl, and -Iblh lxmýil 4hahrd 
(the martyr). 
") 
Ulh Walilullah's movement had been 
directed towards the revitalization of Islam both &a a 
religion and as a political force In India* The anti-British 
and anti-Sikh movement of Ahmad Shah Barailwi and Shah Isma'ji 
had also been directed towards the same endl Although the 
Political side of it was even more emphasised. Its political 
bias can be gathered from the fact that Ahmad ShAh Barailwi 
was created a Khalrfa at Peshawar* This whole movement wag 
inclined towards recreating a )2uslim dominance in India* 
This in clear from the letter written by Lh7ah Walliullah to 
Ahmad WLAh tAbd; lT% who was at the time the AmIr of Afghanistan. 0 
(b) When partition became iiuminent in April 1947,, In a 
speech at Madras, MaudUd! express*d his intention that the 
(1) MaudGdliq Tajdld-o-lbya-i-Dln, op. cit; and Kburgh-ld Ahmadq 
Tahrik-i-lallimi - ab'Ah Waliullah aur un kay Bald. 
(Idira-i-Charggh-i-Rah Karachi, 1953) pp. 46-68. 
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Janiaitat-i-Isfaml should be split into two, one part working 
in Pakistan and the other making India its base*(') Since 
partition, these two parties have existed, both trying to 
establish an Islamic state* In the Muslim-Majority Pakistan, 
under the headship of Plaud'Gdf himself, one endeavoured to 
establish an Islamic state by publicity, gathering support 
among the masses and taking an active part in politics; 
and the other, in Muslim-Minority India, strove to bring 
about that majority by proselytizing, 
(c) He supported neither Congress, which planned to 
bring the whole of India under the rule of the majority, 
nor the Muslim League, which was striving to establish a 
separate political entity for the Indian Muslims 
! 2) 
Althoughl after the formation of the JamVat the 
, fý, v 
claim of the Muslim League for the partition of India is 
never endorsedq Maulana MaudUdl didl in factq give his own 
three alternative plans for the future of India. One 
writer"') goes as far as saying that the Jana"at-i-lal-ami 
might have been created for the mere purpose of opposing 
the Muslim League's Pakistan Resolution (passed in Lahore 
on 23rd Marchq 1940)f as it was launched on 25th August9 
1941. 
(4-) 
(1) L. Binder, Religion-and Politics in Pakistang op. cit, p. 95: 
(2) Maududit Process of Islamic Revolution (Markaz7i Maktaba 
jauracat-i-IsUmIg Lahore, 1955) p*21 (31 Fre4.1-101 -ý"Vtf- OP-C. Zl- p- -A(. I 
Maud-udig "Musalmin Kia Karaiii - Teen Tajiwiz"t in 
Tarjumg -ul-Qux'l Rn (November -December 1938) C-16 
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It is very interesting to note that although one of these 
plans was very similar in content to the Pakistan Resolutiong 
no mention of these plans is made by the Maulgni in any of 
his writings after the creation of the Jama C at, until the 
partition. Howeverg it is interesting to note that since 
the birth of Pakistan and especially since Maudiidil began 
to identify himself with those who had worked for the 
creation of Pakistan, these plans have been constantly mention- 
ed by his supporters. These plans were first published in 
the Tarjumin-ul-Qui? an in the October, November and December 
issues in 1938. But because these plans do not in any 
way seem to have had any influence upon his political theory 
after the creation of the JamVatq I can consider them only 
as temporary. The first plang incidentallyl is very 
similar to the ideas incorporated in the Muslim League's 
Cýý 
Pakistan Resolution. The second talks about areas which are 
predominantly Muslim, and of mass movement of population 
over a period of 25 years; and the third of a three tier 
confederation which laterg in 1946, became the basis of 
the Cabinet Mission Plan. Talking about the Congress, he 
points out in this article, "Wel (as Muslims) are a 
permanent Qaum the collective life of which is based on 
precise moral and civic rules* We have got some basic and 
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inherent disagreements with the majority qau . The moral and 
civic principles of this qaum are opposed to ours .... so it is 
not possible that we should weld ourselves into one whole". ' 
MaudUd! then goes on to say that even on those matters like 
education where we agree with the Congress and the Hindus, 
this agreement is only about the importance of education and 
there is bound to be a disagreement in respect of its contents 
and the purposes that we have in mind. 
M 
And again, "Their 
Path (that of the majority) and ours can run parallel, and 
can even come together in places, but that they should 
coincide is not possible. " 
(2) 
The very foundation on which the Muslim League had 
based its claim for a separate state, was the belief that 
the Muslims in India formed a separate nation, and that for 
political, economic and social reasons it would not be 
possible to live congenially in a Hindu-dominated India. 
Looking at )MudUdils statement above, one feels that it is 
more in agreement with the policies of the NUslim League than 
with his own emphasis upon broader Islamic ideals. 
It is very difficult to understand why Maud-ud! did not 
recognize the legitimacy of the Pakistan Resolution although 
(1) ibld P. 468 
(2) ibid p. 469 
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it was reiterating the views of Maulani MaudGd! as 
explicitly put in one of his three plans. In later years 
such lapses in favour of a democracy are never found in 
him at all. This article begins with praise of democracy 
and majority rulet then goes on to explain that majority 
rule can be beneficial only where the compongnts of the 
nation are not nations as widely separate as Muslims and 
Hindus. This was the muslim League's argument. In fact 
the centre of his argument is not Islam but Muslims, and 
he makes no reference to the Universal Islamic Brotherhood 
of Pan Islam here. The only explanation which can be given 
to it is that this series was probably written as a 
criticism of the 1935 Act which gave a new constitution 
to India, wherein no safeguards for the Interests of the 
Muslim Con6unity were incorporated* 
Encouraged by Maud5dfls criticism of the Congress, 
the NUslim League approached him through Maulinit Zafar 
Aýmad Anýý! 
"ý 
to endorse the Muslim League programme. 
He was invited twice by the Muslim League to work with 
! them, but both times a refusal ensued. The first time was 
(1) Maulini Zafar Ahmad An#Ar*i was the same man who was 
deputed by the Muslim League to organize Jami at-ul- 
Ulama-i-Islim, an organization of the *Ulam& in favour 
of the Muslim League. 'This organization was created 
to oppose the jamiat-ul-tlamg-i-Hind, who were anti- 
League and favoured the Congress In its policy of a 
collective Indian Nationalism and justified it in the 
light of the SIL"Va. 
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when he was asked, in 1937, to join In the work of the 
Muslim League research group, The second time was when 
hog ýafar Ahmad Anartrit the Office Secretary of the 
M 
Muslim Leagueg extended the invitation In 1945, 
On the 25th Augustq 19419 when seventy-five people 
collected in Lahore to Initiate the Jamieat-i-lslliml and 
to draw up its constitutiong the emphasis was much more 
religious than political. Maulana MaudGdrq who had issued 
his invitation to Jslamq was elected an the Amir of the 
Jamaat. The formation of the Jaia-eat was based on the 
argument thatj "Although there are many individuals who 
have been working in the Path of Allah, they should 
understand that for those who have one purpose and one 
ideal to remain isolated is not ohly wrong In principle, 
but also is unprofitable in practical termse" 
(2) 
After 
launching the Jama C atq he wrote about the general 
principles which had brought it Into beingg including 
the state of the Indian Muslims* Majority rule or matters 
regarding nationalism are not mentioned in it at all. Ho 
said, "The idea on which the constitutional foundation 
(of the Jaw5cat) has been placed in that we should not 
(1) Lo Binderg op, cit. pp, 94-93 
(2) Tarjuni7an-ul-Qur*ing Vol*18* No*2, p*13 
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only strive for the realization of one single aspect of 
Islam or talk of one single aspect of the religious Ideals 
of the Muslims, but should stand for Islam an a whole. 
The purpose for which Prophets have come to the world 
should be our purpose. We should reiterate the Invitation 
given by them, and the pattern which they used to make a 
congregation of their followers - we should also use for 
our Jama at... 6"t" 
Y 0- 
1- 
Just before the launching of this organizationg AaudUd! 
had his headquarters moved to Lahore* This is a very 
significant stop. Lahoreq being a cultural centre of the 
Indian Muslimag couldq he thought, serve better an a 
ground for the active and vigorous polities that he had in 
mind for the organizations The isolated rural district 
of Gurdaspur could not have served his purpose* If we 
I 01ý "I A-P -týW accept the view that the Jama-gat was in fact created to *5 0. n 
11- ft-*ýý oppose the Walim Leaguel this geographical change becomes ijýv 
. P. 4 even more significant* 
r The main emphasis in the Constitution of the Jana at-j- 
Islind, as drawn up in 1941 was on personal righteousness. 
It in interesting to note that within the clauses of the 
Constitution no mention is made of the establishment of 
an Islamic State of the general structural matters of such 
(1) Tarjunin-ul-Qur)An Vol. 18. No. 2 p. 14 
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a state or the principles on which it is supposed to be 
based, or of the methods which have to be adapted for its 
establishment. Its language is ev&ngalicalq corrective 
! at the individual rather than at the social and collective 
'level. 
- 
The constitution comprises eleven clauses which 
are listed under six subjects* 
The first subjectq which in entitled 'Ajda (Belief 
or Faith), contains, only one clausee It roads: "The basic 
ter .m of faith of the Janacat-i-Isli0i in that 'There Is 
no god but Godq and MuhAmmmd in His Messengerle" The 
constitution then discusses the full 1MpliCAtiOD Of the 
KalimaTayyiba(above), and explains that to consider anyone 
but God an the object of worship places a mian out of the 
aphere of Islam* The second clause emphasixes the need 
to take the word of God to those who are ignorant of His 
name and of His supremacy* It urge* its members to forget 
the superficial bonds of nationaliamg race$ colourg etcol 
and become one in His prate* and worshipq following th* 
rules of morality met by Him. The third and fourth clauses 
deal with the personal qualifications of those who apply 
for membership* Here puritanical attitudes are stressed, 
alongwith the idea that a person serving governments who 
recognise a sovereignty other than of Godq should resign 
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from their service before he can hope to be selected to r, 
Jam7a C atts memberships After the creation of Pakistanq 
however, while the recognition of Pakistan as an Islamic 
state by the Jam; ifat had still not come Into *ffectg it 
had some membership among those. who served the government. 
lAter, when the JamVat came under the wrath of the 
subsequent governmentag the Jam7a4at issued a circularl and 
those members who were government employees were relegated 
from their full membership to the position of "sympathisoral 
The tI otal membership of the Jamg'at-i-lxliýiq howeverg did 
F( 
not rise to more than about 500 before partitiong although 
its sympathisers may have had a higher numb*r* There in 
no way to ascertain the exact number of sympathisers. The 
Party has been very strict In according membership. It is 
with almost communist thoroughness that they have consider- 
ed and reconsidered applicants for membership. A man may 
have to work many years to prove himself worthy of 
membership before he can be accepted in the ranks of the 
Party. The Jania- ea has explained In its own writings 
that it is an ideological partyg and therefore, until such 
time as a candidate thoroughly proves that he agrees with 
that ideology, he cannot be admitted to Its membership. 
CHAPTER THREE- 
MAUDUDIIS POLITICAL INVOLVE10NT 
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CHAPTER III 
MAUDUDIOS POLTTrCAL INVOLVEMENT 
(I) INVOLVE14ENT IN ISLAMIC CONSTITUTION WKING 
Pakistan came Into existanc* an the result of a struggle 
e Initinly not led by the Ulama butZby westernized politicians* The 
establishment of Pakistang boweverp created the problem of 
the extent of the role of Islam In the Idealogical and the 
constitutional sense* In the initial monthaq this had been 
overshadowed by one of the most Important needs of a newly 
established countryq namely stability* The situation was 
aggravated more by the mass movement of refugees from the 
Indian side of the bordorg and the rioting and bloodshed which 
pr94eeded its Most political leaders wanted to see a now 
flexibility In political and social thinking* If this had 
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been pursued to Its logical endt there would have been a 
danger of losing the much desired and needed stability 
which would have Invited internal dissension and conflict* 
Initiallyq thereforet the most Important task of politicians 
was to seek harmony In the face of the differences between 
the religious leaders and the constitution makers until 
the state was established on a less precarious foundation* 
Apart from a few fUI&M; s the background of the 
men who had organized the campaign In favour of Pakistan 
was not theology and IslamLic lawg but politics and the 
Common law; not Dooband but Cambridge, the Inns of Law 
and Aligarh. A groat majority of the 
tWaZ did not 
support the campaign for Pakistan* Muýammd`lll jill6iho 
Li; quat ýLll Kh; n and their compatriots led a0 campaign to 
create a separate state for the Hislims of India* They 
had not only to fighi. the Hindu ideology of common 
nationhoodg which explicitly propagated the principle of 
majority rule - which they thought would relegate the 
Molina to a permanent status of'minority - but also the 
not of influential tUlam; * Theme werq divided between 
those who believed in Nehru's Nationalism (Jaurlat-ul- 
4UIava-i-HInd)q and those whot like 14RUdUl-and his 
followeral hold to the concept of Islamde Uýa and 
believed that to determine political boundaries for a 
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geographical section of this, Umma, as proposed for Pakistan 
would retard growth of the so-called "Islamic Revolution% 
Talking about the plausibility of the creation 
of Pakistan, Maud; dT hadq for instancog asked an late an 
the early months of 1947: '%Vhy should we foolishly waste 
our time in expediting the so-called hislim National State 
and fritter away our energies In setting It upq when we 
know that it will not only be useless for our purpose 
but will rather prove an obstacle in our pAth*"(') 
it was mainly due to this opposition of the 
majority of influential 'CUlawra towards the creation of 
Pakistan that its birth frustrated then and they could 
not, in the early monthat make an impression either among 
the manses or among the policy making circles. Whoney*r 
they voiced their opinion about the future constitution 
of Fakistang they were at once called enemies of ftkiatan(2) 
and it was given out that because their political motives 
were In harmony with the enemies of Pakistant therefore, 
they did not have a right to express their opinions about 
the future of a country's constitution to which they were 
(1) Abul Arl; WudGdrg The Process of Islamic Revolution 
Second Edition (Maktaba-i-jam-a"at-i-IsINT9 Lago-re n. de) 
p. 37* 
(2) The Daily Xhi; n (Lahore) brought the term "enemies of 
Pakistan"to the fore and the rest of the press followed 
suite 
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not loyale However, in spite of the odds against theog 
the C Ulam; must have gathered ample'support In favour of 
-e Shari a an the basis of the future constitution for 
We Jinna4 to may In Januaryq 19481 "1 cannot understand 
why this feeling of nervousness that the future conmdtution 
of Pakistan In going to be in conflict with Shariat IAwe 
There is one section of people who keep on impressing 
upon everybody that the future constitution of Pakistan 
should'be based on the Sh"iate The other section dolib*r- 
ately wants to create mischief and agitate that the 
Shariat law must be strapped*" 
(11 
Thid statement explains 
how We Jinnaýq who In the beginning bad probably an 
entirely secular view of the future of Pakintang was now 
submitting reluctantly to the "Ulam; * He had said In 
the first meeting of the Constituent Assemblyt "Ev*ryoim* 
in firatg' second and last A citizen of this state, with 
equal rightag privileges and obligationsoooll and that In 
the now domocracy (Pakistan) "the Hindus would cease to 
be Hindus and muslims would cease to be Muslistag not In 
the religious sense b*caux* that is the personal faith of 
the individualal but the political sense an citizens of 
Paki a tan *, 
o (2) 
(1) The Pakistan Times, Lahoreq February 13,19489 
(2) Quoted from Farid So Jafrit"Conatitutional Trends in 
In vakistan"s Pakistan Reviews (June 1953) polg* 
I 
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An attempt to 1691timise the stand of the Ulam; 
first came when on 6th Februaryq 19489 ýkul; n; MaudW 
broke his silence by assorting that Pakistan "*.,, has been 
achieved exclusively with the object of becoming the 
homeland of Isl; me For the last ton years we have boon 
ceaselessly fighting for the recognition of the_fact that 
we are a separate nation by virtue of our adherence to 
Islam* We have been proclaiming from housetops that we 
possess a world viewq an outlook on life and a code of 
living fundamentally different from those of non-Muslims. 
We have all along been demanding a separate homeland for 
the purpose of translating into practice the ideal* 
envisaged by Islam and, at last, after a long and arduous 
strugglel In which we sustained a heavy lose of life and 
property and suffered deep humiliation in respect of the 
honour and chastity of a large number of our womenfolk, 
we have succeeded in attaining our cherished goal - this 
country of Pakistan* if nowq after all those precious 
acrifices, we fail to achieve the real and ultimate 
bjective of making Islam a practicall socialq political 
- and constitutional reality -a life force to fashion all 
facets of life - our entire struggle and all our sacrifices 
become futile and meaningless*"') 
NhududigThe Islamic lAw and Conatitutiong Tr, Khurshid 
Ahmad (Islamic Publicationag Laboreq Second EditLong 
October 1960) p*44* 
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The above excerpt from the first of two speeches 
delivered at the Law Collogeg 1, ahoreq In which ýkulitmi 
tried to state the basic concepts of the Islamic Stateg 
and gave arguments In favour of Fkkistan'& having an 
Islamic Constitutiont marks the beginning of two now 
, lineg of policy for Maudýdls Firstlyq from now ong he 
began to identify himself with those who strove for 
Pakistang and secondlys he accepted the reality of its 
establishment and pleaded for an Islamic Constitutione 
Amongst other motivest by saying that 
"ooes, we have all 
along been demanding a separate homeland". he might have 
had In his mind the fact that unless such a Promise wan 
taken, It would be impossible to gather support for the 
Islamic State that he envisaged* It was thus that he 
abandoned his own theory of 'Islamic Revolution' in 
favour of the one hold by the Malin IAagu* that once 
establishedq Pakistan could be made to accept the, Islanic 
concepts* For the Maulinit the problem thus posed Jay 
In convincing the government and those with wasternis*d 
ocular opinions$ of the validity and applicability of 
he Sharrea an he saw ito This meant that he was now 
: ccepting the viewpoint that Pakistan came Into being 
or the sole purpose of bringing the reign of God unto the 
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NUslims residing in the territory now called Pakistan* 
He now directed his whole attention upon, firstly, gathering 
more support among the educated classes of the Muslims ' 
through public speechesl pamphletsq booksl medical aid to 
the refugees and in remote villageaq organizing student 
bodiesl etc*, and secondly, through putting pressure upon 
the government in favour of an Islamic constitution* An 
agreement about the basic principles of Islamic State 
among the r Ulamia of various views was reached to show the 
government that fUlami were now agreed upon a plan* 
(1) 
(ii) COMPARISON WITH SOME RECENT VIEWS ON 
THE ISLAMIC STATE 
Motudgdlls thought appears more clearly when seen 
in comparison with some of his contemporaries* 
As we have seeng Islam comprehends government 
and society in a single whole* With the rise of modern 
Q. 
nationalism, howeverg the tqorist found himself faced 
with a new situation in Pakistan* This new situation 
arose owing to the fact that Pakistan was now a nation 
See appendix 111. 
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not unlike Great Britain or France* There was no Khil; fA 
in existance from which an Investiture could be obtained 
and a justification for existanco provided* The exist4ace 
of Nationalism along with motivation from Islam created 
this situations Although Turkey was the first National 
State in the Islamic worldq the conditions there were 
differento Turkey had found the institution of Khalrfa 
to be no longer valid and had discarded. it by saying that 
KhLl; fa could be embodied in the Grand National Assembly, 
On the other handt the situation was now to the Muslims 
in Pakistan as is clear from the long discussions in the 
Constituent Assembly about basic concepts such as 
Republiel Statel Sovereignty of Godl Viceger*ncy of Godq 
e 
Xhil; fa, AmTr and Sbarl a *tco This situation had been 
created at the birth of Pakistan an a nation distinct 
from other Muslim Nations* But the very use of such 
terms an "Islamic State" shows that a compromise has been 
made* Before the creation of PAkistanq when the situation 
4 
had been differentq the compromise had been of a different 
nature. Am-ir A17i(')for Instance, had emphasized upon 
(1) Ameer Ali was one of a group of,, Muslia writers now 
termed as 'apologists'* A lawyer and a judge by 
2U professions he wrote The Spirit of Islamt I Histo 
of Saratena, otceq in an ond*ayour to bF! ng about a 
better understanding of Islas in th* Wont. 
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lelan not as a gocio-political religion but the moral 
system which it would create* He had talked not of an 
Islamic State but an Islamic System* In The Spirit of Islam 
he had outlined the following principal bases of Isla=: 
I'M A belief in unityq immortality, mercy 
and supreme love of the Creatorl 
(2) Charity and Brotherhood among mankind; 
(3) Subjugation of passion; 
(4) The outpouring of a grateful heart to 
the giver of all good; and 
(5) Accountability for human action in 
anothor existanceo" (1) (20 
It Is Interesting to note that this Muslim writer 
of the late nineteenth century was not at all concerned 
with the practical problems of politics and therefore when 
he explained the basic concepts Of I4l&mv he was not 
Inclined to toucIA Ovun the periphery of practicAl problems, 
such as those connected with the working of a state based 
on Islam. He was acting as an apologist in a country 
dominated by a non-NUslin powerg while MaudUr, x main 
concern in with the problems Of An independent Malin 
nation stat*9 
(1) This Interpretation seems strange because of the 
socio-political nature of Islam* It illustrates 
that In the nineteenth century, when the British 
rule in India zoomed to be gaining str*ngthq such 
an Interpretation was possibl*o 
(2) Am*er Alie The Spirit of Islas (Christophers, London 
1955) p*138 
I 
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The term 'Islamic State' did not come to be 
generally used until after the creation of Pakistan* 
The ground work had been prepared by IqbAl as early an 
1930 by his Allahabad Address to the Muslim League, when 
he had asserted that a separate state of the Muslims of 
India be created wherein they could fashion their lives 
in accord with their ideals* After the creation of 
Pakistanj there has been a significant change in the 
writers' mind* Ameer Ali had a moral tonel IqbWl showed 
I 
the way but it is the post-independence writer who faced 
the problem of compromising classical theory of the 
Khil; Lfa with Pakistan as a political reality and a state 
distinct from other Muslim States based on Nationalism. 
Apart from MaudUdl, two other men have been 
concerned with these problems, These are KhaITfa'Abdul 
Hakim and Mubammad Asado It is to these that we must 
v 
now turn* 
(d) Khalipfa jLbdul Yjak! 
Khallfa 'Abdul ýalawls-(') enumeration of the 
(1) Dre Xhalrfa Abdul Hakrm (formerly Professor of' 
Philosophy and Dean of the Osmania Universityl Hyderabdd 
Deccan) Islamic Ideology - The Fundamental Beliefs 
and Principles of Islam and their Avolication to' 
Practical Life, (Publishers United-, 1951. Pakistan 
EditionF. The original edition was printed consideiably 
earlier, probably just before independence* 
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general principles of an Islamic State in particularly 
Interesting an it appears to serve as the basis of the 
later developments which are incorporated In the writings 
of Muhammad Asade 
(1) 
Khairfa (Abdul Hakrmin points of importance In 
regard to an Islamic Constitution are as follows: - 
(2) 
W Soverignty belongs to God and the principle of 
ULS 
social Justice is derived from his attribut*so 
(2) The fundamentals of the Constitution of the State 
are ordained by God; the fundamental principles of legis-ý 
lation. are also sanctioned by Him* 
(3) Muslims are free to legislate as the circumstances 
demand; but no legislation shall violate the basic 
constitution* 
(4) only those people should be chosen to frame laws 
and regulations who have fully grasped the spirit of Islam, 
(5) The learned men (the 
eUlamra) in the state should 
continue to reinterpret and to revise the laws; they should 
not be changed merely by the vote of the ignorant mss*x 
creating brute majorities* 
(1) Leopold Weiss. 
(2) This In at summa y of the Points discussed in his book 
Islamic-Ideology, opocite, in the Chapter entitled 
'Basin Concepts of Islamic State% I have had to 
rearrange points according to their importance from 
our point of view* Sometimes I have had to rephrase 
to make the 1d*asclearer from the constitutional point 
of view* Dalifa ibdul Hakimq op-cito pp. 190-2429 
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(6) The well-being of all citizens In the chief 
Purpose of the Islamic State; it &hall not be merely a 
Police state whose functions end with the securing of 
law and order; Islamic State Is a welfare state. 
(7) The economics of society &hall be so regulated 
that Capitalism and Hying on unearned income is discouraged. 
(8) The fundamentals of the Constitution &hall 
guarantee equal civil liberties to all subjects* All 
non-Muslim religious communities shall hay* the right to 
got their cases decided according to their own Personal 
lAwq if they do not violate elementary human rights. 
Under the lawq men and women shall enjoy the 
same fun damental rights* Women will be allowed to hold 
property In their own names* 
(10) The right of armed revolt by a group of citizens 
against oven a tyrannical government in not conceded by 
Islam* 
01) Muslims bay* the right to *njoy religious freedom. 
If (in a non-Muslim state) they are persecuted, they 
shall stick to their faith and suffer patiently. 
(12) Upon reaching the limit of their endurance, 
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they should migrate from the abode of tyranny. 
(13) They should try to enter into treaties with"the 
non-Muslim countries creating conditions of peace for 
themselves and others. 
(14) They should not violate these treatteng one- 
sided violation of treaties in sinful* 
(15) When they have gained enough power to protect 
themselves by forceq they are allowed to use force 
against aggressors. 
(16) Non-Kialimcitizens of the Islamic State are to 
be granted complete liberty of religious belief in lieu 
of a small and reasonable tax of protection (Jitya or 
Poll tax)* 
(2) 
Jb) Hibammad Asad: 
The other important interpretation came trom 
then the Director of Islamic 
oo Muhammad Asadq who wa 
Reconstruction in the Punjab Services Before Asad left 
(1) The inclusion of this clause regarding refugees 
(Muh; jirln)g which in not really of a constitutional 
nature for an Islamic statog points out that this 
statement was perhaps written either before partitiong 
to discuss the position of the Muslims In a United 
India, or just after partitiong to justify the mass 
movement of the Muslims from India to Pakistan. 
(2) nairfa Abdul Hakrmt Islamic Ideology - The Funda- 
mental Relief& and Principles of Islam and their 
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this positiong he managed to bring out an Issue of Araf; t, 
an English language Journalq in which his article entitled 
"Islamic Constitution Making" appeared* Asadfa position 
here was very similar to the one later taken by Abul Atla 
)kudGdrt although the dominant note In it in his endeavour 
to make it more acceptable to the Western mind* 
Muhammad Asad elaborates fourteen points which 
he thinks are the cardinal features of the Islamic state 
in its Pakistani context: 
(1) The State holds power in trust of God so that 
the people ýay live in accordance with the laws of Islam. 
(2) The laws of matters of public concern form the 
inviolable basic code of Public JAwe 
(3) No towporal legislationg mandatory or p*rmissive, 
shall be valid if it in found to contravene any stipulation 
I, - of the Nas; sr unchangeable regulations contained in Qur an 
and HadIth, 
(4) The head of the State (AmTr) shall be a Muslim, 
elected to his office by the Communityq andq an being 
electedq be shall declare that he will govern In obedience 
to the law of I'slame 
(5) The legislative powers in the State belong to 
the Majlia-i-ahýra, the Members of which shall be freely 
elected by the people* The Majlix Is entitled to legislate 
in respect of all matters not covered by the Sharrea and 
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is presided over by the AnIr or a delegate to be chosen 
by him from among the members of the Majlix. 
(6) Self-canvassing by any person desirous of being 
appointed to an administrative post of of being elected 
to a representative axs*mblyg shall automatically 
disqualify that person from being elected or appointed* 
(7) The bead of the State shall be the Read of the 
Executive and shall be responsible to the Majlis-i-ý, Jhýwa 
for the activities of the Government* He shall appoint 
and dismiss his Ministers at his own discr*tionj they 
shall act an his Secretaries of State and shall be 
responsible to him alone* 
(8) Guardianship of the Constitution is vented in 
the Supreme Tribunalq the Members of which shall be 
elected by the Mejljo-i-Shura on the advice of the Amir. 
This Tribunal shall have the right: 
(a) to arbitrate on the basis of the Naas 
ordinances of QuOin and Sunna in all cases 
of disagreement between the AsIr and the 
Majlis-i-Uura referred to the Tribunal 
by either of the two P&rti*s* 
(b) to vq*q on the Tribunal's own accordq any 
legisl&tivo act passed by ths_M&jlia-i-LhUr 
or an administrative act on the part of the 
ga 
Asir which in the Tribunal's considered 
opinion offends against a nams ordinance of 
Ouz7 ;n or Sunna; and 
(c) to order the holding of a referendum on 
the question of the Amir's deposition from 
office in came the Nkkjlim-1!! 6kBra, prefer&, 
by a two-third majority an Impeachment 
against him to the effect that he governs 
_r in flagrant contravention of the Shari a. 
(9) Every citizen ban the right to express his 
opinion In speech and writingag on any matter of public 
concern, provided that nuch an expression of opinion: 
(a) does not Ain at undermining the peopless 
belief in Islam; 
(b) does not amount to incitement against the 
J, aw of Islam or to sedition against the 
establishad government; and 
(c) does not offend against common dec*ncy. 
(10) Whereas non-Muslim citizens shall be fro* to 
preach their religious beliefs within their own community 
and within communities belonging to other non-Muslim 
religions, all missionary activities directed at 
converting Muslim* to another religion shall be deemed 
a cognizable offence and shall be punishable by Lawo 
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(11) The State guarantees to all its citizens full 
freedom and protection in the expression of their religious 
beliefs, and in the exercise of their religious practicest 
an well as the pursuance of all their legitimate 
cultural interests* No non-Muslim citizen shall be 
compelled, directly or indirectlyq to embrace Islam 
against his will and conscience; and forcible conversion 
of the non-Muslims to Islam shall be deemed to be 
cognizable offence and shall be punishable by law* 
(12) Throughout the domain of the Stateg education 
shall be free and compulsory for every citLzonj malo and 
female, from the age of 
(1) 
to the age of 
(2) 
years 
and the Government shall make suitable provision for the 
establishment and running of schools, Islamic religious 
instruction shall be an Integral compulsory part of the 
curriculum insofar an Muslims are concern*d# while in all 
schools controlled by the Governmentq arrangements shall 
be made as well for the instruction of non-Muslims In 
the tenets of their religional provided that the 
communities concerned so desire* 
(13) The lives$ persons and possessions of the citizens 
are inviolable and none shall be deprived of his lifeg 
freedom or property except under the Law. 
(2) He leaves the age unfixed and assumes that it 
will be fixed by legislation, 
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(14) It falls within the responsibility of the State 
to ensure to every one of its citizens: 
(a) productive and remunerative work while of 
working age and in good healthq 
(b) free and efficient Health Service in case 
of illness, and 
(c) a provisiong by the Stateg of adequate 
nourishmentg clothing and shelter In case 
of disability &rising from Illnessj unemploy. 
ment due to circumstances beyond individual 
controlg old agog or under ag** No citizen 
shall suffer undeserved want while others 
have more than they noodi and every citizen 
shall be protected from such undeserved 
want by means of a free and compulsory 
State insurance carrying an equitable 
subsistence, the minimum to be determined 
by law in accordance with conditions 
prevailing*" 
(1) 
Amad Nkihammadq (Leopold Weiss) 01141AftLe Constitution 
Mking", Arafat, Lahoreg Hareb 1948e pp, 33-1050 
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(c) ýkudGdr 
The basic concepts of MaudW In regard to Islamic 
Statel as found In his writings In an follows: - 
(1) Sovereignty belongs to God and the State shall 
administer the country As His agent* 
M 
(2) The Islamic Sharita shall form the law of the 
land., (2) 
(3) There shall be no legislation which would be in 
opposition to the dictates of the abarl cae 
(3) 
(4) All existing laws which are not In accordance 
with the Shaid fa shall be abrogated* 
(4) 
(5) 
- It shall be incumbent upon the State to prescribe 
by law all such vices which are considered such by Islam 
and to promote, uphold and stabilize all such virtues an 
are upheld by Islame(5) 
(6) None of the basic civic rights of the people 
security of life, freedom of speech and freedom of 
movement and association - shall be interfered with unless 
a crime has been proved In an open court of law after 
(1) Mau6dr, Islamic lAw and Constitutiong OPocito, pol07 
(2) ibid 
(3) ibid 
(4) ibid 
(5) ibid 
a 
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affording due opportunity for defencoo(i) 
(7) The people shall have the right to resort to 
the court of lAw against transgression on the part of the 
legislative machinery* 
(2) 
(8) The Judiciary shall be separated from the 
E"Cutive 
(3) 
(9) 
:t 
shall be responsibility of the State to 
provide for the citizens the basic necessities of life - 
namely: foodq shelterg clothinge medical aid and oducation! 
4, ' 
00) The Q; di; nro (the adherents of the Ahmadryya 
Movement) shall be included in the list of non-Nualin 
minorities and their seats in the legislature shall be 
reserved according to their population through separate 
electoratoxo(5) 
Maudýdrlx contemporaries differ In their 
approach agreements and disagreements with the points 
in this position of hist which we have outlinede With 
regard to the question of where sovereignty resides, 
all think an he does that sovereignty resides in Allah 
alone, The differences aPP*&r in their attitudes towards 
(1) Maudildr, InsIn kay Buny1dr 11uqC1q (Islamic Publications 
Lahore, 1963Y. p ; zq 
(2) ibid P-10 (3) ibid (4) Ibid 
(5) Maududig Q; dlinf Ma'ala (Islamic Publicationgg Labor* 
Second Editiong 1963) pe199 *tce 
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ljtihad, The reason In their different conceptions of 
I. the ways in which Allah delegates His authority to men 
and to their institutions* MaudW and Mutammad Azad 
agree in regirding the community under Allah an having 
the right to ijtih; d, a right which they may confer upon 
a body such as legislature which they elect* Azad 
incidently would allow fuller delegation than Haud; dr 
I 
would approve* Khalrfa Abdul Hakrm by contrast would 
confine ijtih; d to the eUlanZj those learned in the 
matters of Islamic Lawe 
In the further working out of this principl* 
on which they are both agreed initiallyq Mmud; dr and 
MLihammad Asad part company)/Th* latter asserting that 
the right of reviewing ijtih; d should be vested In a 
supreme courts 
In October 19489 Char; lh-i-R; hg the monthly 
Journal of the Jam7atat-i-1811mit published the constitu. 
tional proposals of Huýammad Asadt with a similarly 
arranged series of Maud; dlln* Asad was given faint 
praise by the wrj_t@rq but his suggestion that the guardian. 
ship of the constitution should be Tested in the supreme 
court was criticized* It was said that such a practice 
was not in vogue in the period of the 'rightly guid*dt 
caliphse Wudiidl would refuse to give the power of 
lU4 
review to a supreme court because such a practice would 
C .. place IjmV above ijtihId which has according to traditibn 
been supreme* 
Another matter on which they disagreed is the 
position of Aurir in an Islamic Statot and his rolations 
with the legislature or Councils* In this the point at 
issue is still where ijtihid resid*x. Amad's Ideas have 
been fully outlined above* We can no* In thou strong 
influences of the western democratic syst*ft, MaudUdrln 
position in an follows: - 
The Amir shall have full freedom in interpreting 
-e the commandments of the lbari al the use of analogous 
reasoning, the use of ijtIhI'd and recommendatory logisla- 
-e tion within the limits of the Sbarl-a. 
Issues before the Council will generally be 
settled by majority vote**** 
If the Amir and the Council or the majority 
thereof disagroet 1) the AZr will g*nerally accept the 
opinion of the Council or a majority thereof in questions 
connected with the administration of the State or the 
Improvement of the governmentp 2) the Council will 
generally accept the opinion of the AmIr in regard to 
specific Sharl'ra issues In which iJtihid or the inter- 
pretation of explicit laws In Involved. 
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When the Council oxpresson a want of confidence In 
Amir, the question of which should resign, will be settled 
by a plebiscite (plebiscite clause)* 
It in the duty of the Council to make laws by 
analogous judgement and IjtIh; 'd on any of the commands 
of Godq which are obscure or ambiguous* On questions 
which the Sbailita leaves opong mankind has the right to 
legislate, but the Council way not legislate on any point 
on which there in a provision of the SILarl'a nor contrary 
to the spirit of the Sharl(a 
The rights of the Amir In respect of modifying the 
6-hari (a are described above* This was first mentioned 
by Maud; di in his first Law College talk* He gave the 
power of devising laws to the Council* But both the 
Amir and the Council are tý make use of 1jtihidq and the 
line of demarcation between Interpretation of nano and 
framing now laws would in practice become very difficult 
to draw. Howeverg the whole idea of the elimination of 
the power of interpret. ation from the sphere of the Council 
is based upon a previous statement by ýkudZdl that the 
Amir should not be bound by the advice of the Council. 
(1) MaudUdiq (Law College'Lecture) Islamic law and 
Constitution't opecites P*1030 
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The institution of Amir an far as Maudddr Is concerned 
in to be the direct reflection of the institution of the 
Uil; fa in its early Meccan sense* This concept of Wucrudl 
is also confirmed by what is implicit in the "plebiscite 
clause"q wherein a plebiscite in to decide who is to 
resign in case of disagreement between the Council and 
the Amir. If we imagine a case In which the cause of 
disagreement In interpretation of the abari a then the 
Umma appears to be the final authority in Interpreting 
the Shari ea and the whole thing relegates to the modern 
democratic principle- 
Dealing with those In high executive positions, 
Mmud; d! is opposed to Hubammad Amad* The latter had come 
very near to the modern democratic princLplesby asserting 
that In an Islamic State only the office of the Amrr 
could be reserved for Muslims; Maud; dl on the other hand 
insists that no offices of high responsibility could be 
1z 61 
?. 
given to non-Muslims* 
UIL) ACTIVITIES LEADING To MAUDUDIIS ARREST 
An examination of the history of Pakistan's formative 
years shown that three Issues dominatod the Political field, 
These were the Islamic charactor of the Statet the Kashmir 
Probleaq and #provincialism'. The last axose from 
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conflicting political Interests between the provinces: 
Bengalp Panjabq Sindhq North Went Frontier and BaluchiStAng 
and need not be discussed here* But the remaining two 
were In one way or another closely connected with religion 
and the concept of an Islamic State and we must concern 
ourselves with them at once, 
-(a) 
Advocacy of Islamic Constitution 
In 19479 Maud; di delivered five speeches from Radio 
plakistan$ Laborej which were meant to convey the Islamic 
doctrine of societyq and were later published under the 
titlet Isl; m k; Nijým-i-UaY; t*(1) in these talkag he 
brought out the general features of the Islamic Civiliza. 
tiont as opposed 
I 
to the 'Godless Civilization'* The very 
titles of these lectures explain admirably how all 
comprehending the religion of Islam Is to Maudi; d1l Islam 
as a Cultural Systems Islam an an Economic System; Islam 
an a Spiritual Systems 
I In January 19489 Maud-udi gave two of his lntend*d 
"(? 
4--&, / six 
lectures on the concept of the Islamic State at the 
Lahor* Law Collegoo In thee* he demanded an immediate 
declaration from the Government Incorporating the following 
(1) Maudadl. Islim " N1t! 1m-1-1jayitq (Islamic Publications, 
1Ahoreq 195-6T- 
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four principlent- 
(1) That sovereignty in Pakistan belongs to God Almighty 
alone, and that the Government of Pakistan shall adaLnistes 
the country as His agent; 
(2) That the basic law of the land is the Islamic 
Sbarl C aq which has come to us through our Prophet 
"ammad (peace be upon him); 
(3) That all those existing laws which are In conflict 
with Sharira shall in due course be repealed or brought 
into conformity with the basic lawq And no law which in 
in any way repugnant to the Shar1ra shall be enacted in 
the future; and 
(4) That the State in exercising its power shall not 
be competent to transgress the limits laid down by Islam. 
0 
But along with thist there was very harsh criticiess 
of the existing policies of the government and its 
administrative orgAnizationo He criticized the governownt 
A V 
on its failure to bring corrective measures in respect of 
corruption and bribery In government departments. 
Jvdý V, These activities made him a source of such irritation 
to the government that secret police were Presumably asked 
(1) ýkud-udr. "Speech delivered on 19th February, 19489 
Law College Lahore"t Islamic Law and Constitution 
opecit*9 p*107 
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to keep a close watch over him* Daily Anj; (Urdu) 
published the following editorial: - 
'%To have found out from reliable sources that the 
activities of Haulrin7a Sayyid Abul Acla Maudiidl have 
become of great concern to the Government* Special 
Instructions have now been issued from the Mons Xinistry 
to the Sec: ret Police Service to keep a close surveillance 
over his movements and activities,, Top Secret Instruc- 
tions have been sent to various departments of the 
government in connection with the supporters of Haudgdl 
who may be employed in government services It has been 
said that a few very high officials of a certain 
department had issued diroctiv*s# without the knowledge 
of the governmentg that their departments in future 
would be run on Islamic lines* Theme officeraq it has 
been revealed were the supporters of Maul; ni Wudadfee., 
Under theese circumstanceag the government has decided 
to take steps to curb the activities of the Jamg'rat-i- 
Isfizji, lAst monthq subsequent to a visit of the Mauljnj 
to Karachi% the janaVat's activities widened to become 
more aggressive and brought biting criticism of the 
Government. 
ft) 
(1) Daily Anjim, Karachis dated 16th Hayq 1948* 
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During this period some other pronouncements of the 
ýkulanii such an that dealing with the war in Kashmir, were 
Published by newspapers which in the OY08 Of the governing 
Muslim League made him public enemy Noel# with the result 
that beg along with two of his most ardent supporters and 
discipl6eng Maulani Amrn Ahsan Islitil") and Tufail Whammad 
(2) 
were arrested under Section 3 
(3) 
of the Fanjab Public Security 
Actq 1947 and remained imprisoned for the next 20 months. 
(4) 
(1) AmIn Ahsan lslfihl was At the time Deputy AsJr of the 
Jauracai and ; ag*, supposed to have become AmIr in came 
of MaulAnlits arrest or Illnesso 
(2) Tufail Muhammad was the Secretary of the Pakistan 
Jamg"at-iýlslgml. 
(3) Section 3 of the Panjab Public Safety Act 1947 provided 
that any person or persons whose activities are 
considered dangerous to the security of the State 
may be kept imprisoned for a period of six months 
without a trialby a Provincial Governor's order. 
(4) After serving the initial six monthsq the Governorts 
order was three times renewed* In the second month 
of the final renewals howeverg the High Court of the 
Panjab pronounced in another case that the Government 
was not entitled to detain any individual for a total 
Period of more than 18 months under the said Safety 
Act. Consequentlyq MaudUdr and his compatriots were 
released. 
ill 
The problem such as Kashmir, the exodus of the 
refugees, the existance of minorities, constitutional 
difficulties arising from 'provincialism'9 and above all 
the simple process of settling downt had made the 
government extremely stability and security conscious* 
These circumstancis bad brought about a situation where 
disagreement with the policies of the governmentl however 
legitimate it might beg was equated with ireason* In the 
case of Maud-udi'g not only his policies over the constitution 
but also his view on some of the most important public 
issues had become the cause of his arrest and imprisonment, 
(b) Allegiance and Kashmir 
The 1947 Independence Act had provided that until a 
new constitution was framed by the Constituent Assembly 
of Pakistan, it would remain a British Doodnion, and would 
be run under the 1935 Act* This meant that an oath of 
allegiance to the 1935 Act was demanded from high officials 
including the. Governor Generslq Governors of the Provinces, 
Otco The question was brought up first by the Press as 
to whether in a proxpecti. ve Islamic State, to take an oath 
of allegiance to an unjodly constitution wag legitimate 
A for a Muslim. Msudlidr had discussed the matter in a 
private letters lie had hold that a Muslim can only take 
V9 
an oath of allegiance to God and that taking an oath Of 
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allegiance to any other authority except that of God was 
not only un-Islamic but positively sinful* This letter 
came into the hands of the newspapers sympath*tLe to the 
government. For any now governmento a statement of that 
kindl however true it might be from the conceptual point 
of view, was challenging the very foundation of the 
administrationg and was not to be taken lightly* 
When the Fakiistan armies went to the aid of the 
tribesmen in Kashmir in ýky 19489 the Indian advance was 
checkedg but success was not forthcoming* The United 
Nations Commission for India and Pakistan pass*d a resolu- 
tion concerning a coassfirCon 13th Augustq but no actual 
ceasofire came into force until India's acceptance of a 
plebiscite in Kashmir'after the and of the hostilities* 
Ultimatelyq the ceasefiro came about on lot January, 1949, 
and UN. C. I. P. added provisions for a plebiscite to its 
August Resolution on 5th January and both sides accepted 
these resolutions an the basis of mottling the dispute. 
oI There wang howeverg a general feeling both In Pakistan 
and Kashmir that the decision of LilqatrAll JhAnj the 
then Prime Wninter of Pakistanj to accept the ceasefire 
came just when the J1h; d was going In favour of the Muslim 
0v 0ý .I 
ipeoples. It was probably this aspect of the question 
which resulted In someone putting the question of Kashmir 
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to MaudGdl'who was campaigning for aim Islamic State and 
was the author of one of the most important works on the 
-- concept of Jih; 
d (Jih; d ft It was dll*god that 
ýkudiidl had declared in a public speech at Peshawar that 
war in Kashmir was not Jih; do The news was first published 
Doý'- 
In the Daily Sh; hb; zg Peshawar (Urdu)q and It was asserted 
that this attitude in a public declaration could have dire 
effects on the position of the government regarding the 
legitimacy of the Kashmir war* Maudi7df and his party hay* 
all along denied such a declaration* Howeverg I have 
discovered a passage in the Tarjuvan-ul-Qurý'an (edoýkudýdl) 
where Maudad! declared that for Kashmiris it may be Jih; d 
but under-the Islamic provisions of International Law, 
until such time an the Indian and Pakistani Nations were 
at peace and treaties of any kind existed between thou, 
there could be no iih; d in Kashmir for Pakistanis*") 
Nkud-udf was speaking of iih; d in very different terms 
from those of his opponents* Howeverg the press and Radio 
both in India and Indian-hold Kashmir picked up and 
broadcast MaudGdrla fatw; (a religious proclamation)* The 
Pakistan Information Department answered by denouncing him 
as a Congress-motivated Mulla, who had opposed Pakistan 
(1)Naud di, Tarjuan-ul- ur"ing Juno 19489 pp. 120-124 
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since before its inception* The Position was further 
aggravated when Tufall-Ahmadq the Secretary of the Jama. "at 
said similarly in a l6tter which cam* to light, that he 
believed that until and unless Pakistan explicitly declares 
its intention to adopt an Islamic Constitutiong for an 
individual to enlist in its armies and to fight for non- 
Islamic ideals and die for that causeq in not in fact 
dying in the path of Allah* 
Uv) OBJECTIVES RESOLUTION 
In April 19489"MudGd! led a delegation from his 
party to meet Maul; n; Shabbrr Aboad 
ýJthm; nr Ao(. *xplain 
the four Demands. Maulfini Shabblr Ahmad 'Uthmani was at 0- 
the time an outstanding figure among the 'fUlama and was the 
President of the Jamreat-ul- 9Ulam; -i-l4l; =s This was an 
Wel I -e organization of the lUlama created to oppose the Jaýj at-ul. 
Ulama-i-Hind, who had given unbridled support to the 
Congress* The jAuýj4at-ul-illama-iýla I'la had supported 
the Muslim League in the pr*-partition era and subsequently 
Mokulini 'rUthm; nl was appointed on the Constituent Assembly. 
Other important members of this organization were the 
gr of )ankl Sharlfv Nhulin& Akram KhIn (who wag the 
President of the Provincial Muslim Laagu* of East p&kist&, )), 
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Mulitra Abdullah al-Bl4jl, and mul7anj Bh; nh-anf. 
-e Although it was said In th* Jama at-i-inliWits 
Journalq Tarjuman-ul-Qur an that Maulana Utbmami did not 
disapprove of the Four Demandag subsequent press shows that 
at no time did he openly support them as Four Demands and 
as Maud; dlfs. Howeverg Maulinit Utbm-aniq who had direct 
access to the Prime Mnisterg LiaquatrAfli KhEn and to 
We Jinn7aýi, must have had discussion with theme son. In 
a speech delivered at the East Pakistan Braýhch of JaZ*tat-ul. 
Ulama-i-joi5m, he suggested that a committee consisting 
of well-known "Ula should be set up by the Constituant 
Assembly to prepare a draft Constitution and present it 
to the Assembly, in this demand he was reiterating 
the. opinions of imhulini MaudadY that only thefUlama knd 
those learned in the Intricacies of Islamic Law are 
, Cqualified to frame an Islamic Constitution* After this 
speechg direct and indirect pressure was put on the Muslim 
laague leadership for a clear statement of intention 
similar to Maudildi's Four Demands In regard to the future 
of the coming constitutions Coasoquentlyg within three 
(1) ShaUtr Ahmad CUjhmZnr, ! Lhutba-i-Sadarat (Pramidential 
Addresm)ejami at-ul- U11FRA-1-1611 t Fakfistan Branch. 
(Dacca February-109 1949) P94-2 I 
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weeks of this demandq the Muslim IA&gue Parliamentary Party 
met to consider this and came out with what came to be known 
an the objectives Resolution* This was Introduced in the 
Constituent Assembly on March 7thq 19499 and the Resolution 
II embodying the main principles on which the Constitution was 
to be. based was finally adopted on March 12tho 1949* 
Although it owed more to the moderat* group of MmulZni 
§habgir Ahmad cUtharanll HaudUd! did contribute to It In 
the sense that his Four Demands# wlitch was the earliest 
political statement in favour of an Islamic State after 
the creation of Pakistang became Incorporated in the 
Objectives Resolution* 
The Objectives Resolution was passed by the Pakistan 
Constituent Assembly on 12th Marcho 1949o Generally speaking 
therUlamX hailed it an a victory for those who wished to 
bring about an Islamic Constitution for the country* The 
Objectives Resolution was not a Constitution KKKid but 
defined the general Islamic prindpOs on which the 
Constitution would ultimately be bas*de 
The Resolution runs th4st- 
"Whereas the sovereignty over the entire universe 
belongs to God Almighty alonel and the authority which He 
has delegated to the State of Pakistan through its people 
for being exercised within the limits Prescribed by Him In 
a sacred trustj 
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This Constituent Assembly representing the people of 
Pakistan resolves to frame a constitution for the sovereign 
Independent State of Pakistan; 
Wherein the State shall exercise its powers and 
authority through the chosen representatives of the people; 
Wherein the principl*s of desmocracyg freedomg equality, 
tolerance and social justice as enunciated by Islam &hall 
be fully observed; 
Wherein the Walims &hall be enabled to order their 
lives in the individual and collective spheres In accord 
with the teachings and requirements of Islam its not out In 
the Holy Qur)ikn and the Sunnah; 
Wherein adequate provision shall be made for the 
minorities freely to profess and prACtISO their religions 
and develop their cultur*sl 
Whereby the territories now included in or In 
accession with Pakistan and such territories as may here- 
after be included in or accede to Pakistan shall, form a 
Federation wherein the units will be autonomous within such 
boundaries and limitations on their powers as may be 
prescribed; 
Wherein shall be guaranteed fundamental rights 
Including equality of status before lawg soci&IISCODOFALC 
political justicog and freedom of thoughtq expressiong 
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belief q faitht worship and associationt subject to law and 
public morality; 
Wherein adequate provision &hall be made to safeguard 
the legitimate interests of minorities and backward and 
depressed classes; 
Wherein the independence of judiciary shall be fully 
assuredi 
Wherein the integrity of the territories of the 
Federationg its independence and all its rights including 
its sovereign rights on landq sea and air shall be safeguarded. 
So that the people of Pakistan way prosper and attain 
their rightful and honoured place amongst the nations of 
the world and make their full contribution towards Inter. 
national peace and progress and the happiness of humanity. "") 
To understand the nature of the comproaLse In the 
Objectives Resolutiong it In first Important to understand 
that neither the 
r Ulama nor the men of Politics as yet had 
attempted to define in clear constitutional terms what 
Pakistants future constitution was to look like, Maudi7A-i 
had attempted to show the Islamic principles in the Four 
Demands but even those dealt with an initial announcement 
that Pakistan should be an Islamic State and the rest of 
(1) Constituent Assembly of Pakistan D*bates. Vol. Vq No. 1 
March 79 19499 pp. 1-2o 
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his writing was still a $random stab in the impenetrable 
darkness*' The moist important criticism of the Resolution 
came from the Pakistan Congress members of the Constituent 
Assembly - namely: Hre Be K. DAtta and We S. Ce Chatto- 
padhyaya. The first clause had proclaimed that Sovereigrty 
belongs to God* These two memberal taking the term 
'Sovereignty' In a Political Science senseq argued that if 
Sovereignty belongs to God, then it cannot belong to the 
people and thus Pakistan would not be a democratic state* 
On the other handt W. I. He Qur*shit a member of the 
Constituent Assembly and a member of the Cabinetq explained 
that the use of this term only points out that 'our policy 
should be based upon God-consciouisness'*(') Sardar Abdur 
Rab Nishtar pointed out that fit in a statement of fact 
and whether we may It or notq it In true*' 
(2) 
The ýjlama, on the other handt did not understand 
the term 'Sovereignty$ in Its Austintan *one* - to then 
the Sovereign was the source of law and because the 
Sharita in the will of Godq only lie could be considered as 
the rightful Sovereign* 
(1) ibid Vol*Vq Noo3 (March 9.1949) p*39 
(2) ibid Vol* Vq NoA (March 109 1949) p*59. 
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During the time that the controveray raged in 
Pakistan over the provisions of the Objectives lResolution, 
? 4audBdl was in prison and no pronouncement came from him 
except that his supporters argued that now that the Four 
rk"e, 4 Demands had been accepted by the Government In the shape 
of the Objectives Resolutiong he should be releasede A 
response from the government was not forthcoming and In the 
e proceedings of the Annual Conference of the Jang at-i-Isliar 
held in Lahore on 6tht 7th and Sth Mayq the Objectives 
Resolution was praised as the achievement of the Jang C at, 
(1) 
and a further appeal was made to bring In tho. lalamic 
Constitution an soon as possible* The Jani'at's official 
leaflet of the proceedings of the annual meeting asserts 
that the passage of the Objectives Resolution has once and 
for all decided that Pakistan will be an Islamic State In 
which the source of all law will be God and that the people 
will conduct the affairs of the State In accordance with 
His wishos. Apart from thist ton resolutions were passed, 
some dealing with widerg others with wore imm*dlats, 
problems of the country* They included such varied problems 
an Kashmirg Sales taxi economic equalityg refugees, the 
(1) Q&rgrdid-i-M&qaqid K&y_Batd_U&kGm&t aur Millat kr Na-'I 
dhimad1rilh - Ten Resolutions of the Janatat-1-julzal 
Annual Conference, 6th, 7th and Sth May, 1949, Lahore 
(Department of Publications JAMKatmj-jgljmfq Lahoresnede 
P03 
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Panjab Public Safety Actq and the treatment of the supporterm 
-r of the Jama at in the Nortb Went Frontier Province. 
LATER POLITICAL ACTIVITIES 
After the adaption of the Objectives Resolution, the 
Constituent Assembly created a twenty five member. & committee 
under the chairmanship of Maulvi Tamizuddin ]Lhin to report 
on the basic principles of the conatitutiong In accordance 
with the objectives Resolution* In April 1949, the-members 
of the basic Principles Committee met to split up into 
three sub-committ*es - to deal with judiciaryq franchise 
and federal or proviný_-ial constitutions and powers* The 
last of these three mot to appoint a "Board of experts 
consisting of reputed scholaraq well-versed in the 
Tatlimat-i-Islimia to advise on matters arising out of 
the Objectives Resolution and on such matters an may be 
referred to them by the various sub-committeen. "(1) 
This Board of Experts consisted of seven memberal among 
whom five were CUlama* This body came to be known an the 
Board of Ta'17imat-i-islimiyao Their views were considered 
by the parent sub-committee and then by the Basic Principles 
Committeee Howeverg when the interim Report on the 
Minutes of the Meetings of the Basic Principles Committee 
April 149 19499 p94 
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Constitution came outt it was found that they had rejected 
the views of the Boards The Interim Report had no effective 
Islamic provisions and seemed to the 'Ulama to be a consti- 
tutional plan based on 1935 Act* There were allegations 
4, from the Muslim Leagueg the Party in Powerg that the Ulan&, 
even if they are asked to present a plang could not agree. 
To combat thiag ýkudUdl tried to call a conference of the 
rUlama 
with the help of certain members of the Board* Thirty 
one Sunni and . 5biga 
ýIlama met at Karachi on 21st January 1951 
to formulate fundamental principles of an Islamic State 
(See Appendix III) *A plan obviously draf ted by Naud6d! 
was adopted and released to the Press within five daYsq 
with this, a pressure from Mau6d! upon the Muslim League 
I 
the party In power, was redoubled for the adoption of these 
principles in the Constitution of Pakistan* 
the "Ulama became involved 
in the anti Ahmadiyya (QidiyinI) movementg which proved 
to be a not-back in their activities towards the creation 
of Islamic Constitution in Pakistan. The Ahmadis are 
followers of Mirzi rhulAn Aýmad of Qidlin., Among other 
differences* the belief that revelation has not ended 
with the Prophet M#a--dt separates then from the main 
body of Islam. They Also believe that Hirza Qhullm A4mad 
was the Masih-i-Maot5dq the promised Messiah. The Ahmadis 
are an influontial sect and some of their members were in 
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high government positiobs at the time. 'Among them was 
Chaudhari Zafarullah Khan, who was at the time the Minister 
of Foreign Affairs. The'rUlama demanded that the Ahmadis 
should be declared a minority because of their belief that 
Mirza Ghullm Ahmad was a prophet* (This came in conflict, 
with the Muslim belief that 114ammad was the last of the 
Prophets). They also demanded that Chaudhari Zafarullah 
and other Ahmadis be removed from offices of responsibility* 
When the Government did not submit to these demands, 
an action committee was created which was instrumental in 
bringing ", about riots in the Panjab. Although Maulinit 
l, vkudiid! refused to4send a representative of his party to 
61tý 
the Action Committeeg he wrote a pamphlet entitled the 
Qadiyix Mas'alaw 
(I) 
After the declaration of Martial law 
in Lahore, he along with some other 
rUlama was tried in 
Lahore by a Martial law Court and sentenced to death for 
"inciting the public" into rioting* This sentence was 
commuted first to fourteen years and then to two years, 
imprisonment. 
This period served as an inter-regnum in his 
activities towards the creation of an Islamic State in Pakistan. ý 
(1) Mud-U&C. OdiYin! Mas"ala Aur us kay D'inli, and Tamadduni 
PahlU (Islamic Publications Ltd* Lahore 1963) op. cit. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
PRINCIPLES OF LAW AND CONSTITUTION 
CHAJPTER IV 
PRINCIPLES OF LAW AND CONSTITUTIM 
In spite of the fact that MaulAn! MaudUdlls writings 
are basically topical and propagandist' (for he is a politician 
heading a political party striving for power and has dealt 
with the problems of the IslRmic state according to exigencies 
of time and events)# there emerges from his writings a syste- 
matic attitude towards c=stitutional law and, juriaprudencee 
He thinks of 1sl&m as an, ideology and of the -Islamic State 
as an ideological state not unlike, the Communist State# 
although much different from that in essence and purpose. 
Islam# according to, MaudUdlv is an eternal order by which 
f 
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God wills the universe to proceed. 
(') 
Purtherp to man, Islam is the vray of establishing 
God's Will on earth* To establish God's Will on earthp we 
Must know that Will and understand some of the basic 
postulates which God wishes us to understand. These are 
as follows: - 
(i) That God created the whole universe and man* He 
has appointedoman as his vicegerent on earth and has 
endowed him with faculties of thinking and understanding 
and has given him the power to distinguish between right 
I 
and wrong, 
(ii) Before,, assigning to man His, vicegerency on earthp 
God made it explicitly clear to him that He alone is the 
"Overlord and Ruler and the Deity-" Consequentlyp Ile 
wishes man to submit to Him alone* Man should not at any 
time think that he is his own masterp and should also be 
conscious of the fact that the earth is not his permanent 
abode# and that there is a life after his temporary life 
on earth is, terminatede In other wordspit is only to 
Maudildl,, ls3. amic Law and Constituti2ll OP-Cit- P-76 
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serve a period of probation that he has been brought to 
this world. 
(iii) To make the life of man happy in this worldv and 
to fulfil his purposev and also to prepare him for the 
higher kind of life hereafterp God made His Will abundantlY 
clear to mankind through His RasElls (messengers of God on 
whom complete codes of lifev were revealed) 'and 
NabTs (the prophets who received revelations about some 
aspects of life but who did not come with a complete code 
of life and carried on the principles enunciated by the 
RastIls). We should obey these instructions of Godofirstly 
because they are the Will of Godt our creatorp and secondly 
because they are for our own good* Conduct contrary to 
this will lead man to the path of those who are evil; but 
if on the other hand he follows the path defined by God# he 
will have a life of peacep contentment and harmony with 
other men in this world and "will qualify himself for the 
heaven of eternal bliss# il-JaM-81"(1) 
(1) MaudUdIp Islamic IAw and Constitution. Op. cit. p. 166 
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(iv) From time to timep God has sent these messengers 
to man with his instructions. it was this religion of 
truth (Islim) which Adamt the first mang passed to posterity* 
"Out of negligence they (human beings) lost their original 
religion and out of mischief they adulterated and perverted 
it. "(3*) They began to associatO other gods with God and 
began to indulge in 'polytheism (-ahir )P and "discarded the 
God-given principles of social justice and collective 
morality, the Sharlda and deprived human life of peace and 
tranquillity. 
At lastoGod raised the Prophet Muba=ad and assigned 
to him the task of completing the mission for which earlier 
prophets were ordained* He presented anew the teachings Of 
IsIlm to provide humanity with the divine guidance which it 
had lost through its negligence# etco ku4ammad organized 
all those who had accepted God's Message into an UMMR9which 
was charged with its own reconstruction according to the 
principles of the divine code of lif e. This guidance is 
(1) lbide p. 167 
(2) Ibid* p. 167 
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enshrined in the Holy Qur*Tm which is the only right code 
of conduct for mankind. 
(') 
Maud= believes that the necessity of an Islamic 
State as well as the all-comprehensiveness of the Qur' # 
becomes clear from these postulates* The Islamic concept 
envisages that man should "devote his entire life to the 
cause of Allah" 
(2) 
whose commandments should be followed 
in every sphere of human activity- He believes that the 
Qursln not only lays down principles of morality and 
ethics but that it also gives guidance in politicalp social 
and eemomic fields, Thesep he believest camot be put 
into practice until & political order# a states is created 
to enforce them* Thus the necessitY Of the supreme over- 
-lordship of God emerges to occupy the 
dominant part in the 
political theory of MaudUdle 
It is this Supreme Overlordahip of God which has 
been expressed by klaulln]E Maudtldll a translatorsý as tha 
concept of Sovereignty in Islam* MaudUdIt for want of an 
exact term to express this cOncePtv has also fallen UPOU 
(1) MaudUdl, TafhIm-ul-gurtlEng Vololt (Islamic Publications# 
Lahore, 19.51T-pp. 16-19 
(2) MaudUdT, Islamic Law and Conatituti_%. Op. cit. p. 168 
1; u 
the word 'Sovereignty' and goes to great pains in many 
places to define and explain the meaning of 'Sovereignty' 
as used by Western jurists and political scientists. 
'Sovereigntyt as a term -of political science is used in 
the sense of absolute overlordahip or complete suzerainty. 
If a person or -an institution is to be I Sovereigal v then 
it would follow that the word of that institution or 
person is Law. A 'Sovereigal has an undisputed right to 
impose his will on his subjects and the subjects are under 
complete obligation to obey him* If we say that sovereignty 
resides in the people of a nation# then we are assuming 
that they# as a community of PeOP10 and as sovereigasp 
have the right toýchange the ftmdamentals of law when they 
deem it necessary. Isl3m by its very nature# MaudUdl 
holds, is opposed to this concept of a person or a community 
having full power to change or even frame the fundamental 
-laws# because the fundamental law or the constitutional 
law is revealed by God to his prophets and man has no right 
to interfere in ito Thus Grotiust 'Sovereign' powerp the 
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"supreme political power of him whose acts are not subject 
to any other and whose will ca=ot be overriddenllp can 
onlY be attributed to God, Thisp of coursep would change 
the whole basis of western political ideologyv and that is 
why it is sometimes difficult to see what MaudUdl means by 
saying that the Sovereignty over a state is that of God. 
One of the essential attributes of Sovereignty as impli0it 
In juristic literature is that it should be able to be 
located in some human institutiOnt person or persons. The 
hnothetical God directing a society of Islam where God is 
the ultimate. source of Constitutional Law? would be an 
impossibility, We would not# of course# be, able to locate 
Sovereignty in a human organisatiaa or institution. 
As far as the classical concept of Sovereignty is 
concerned, it would appear that Uaulln! Maud= is not 
quite justified in using the term to mean the Overlordship, 
of God. Yettin one way, it appears that he is justified 
in criticising the concept of classical Sovereignty by 
saying that It is situated in God as a Legal Sovereign and 
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not in a human inatitution. The pluralistic attitude 
towards sovereignty had already damaged the very base of 
the concept of indivisible sovereignty. Pluralists like 
Harold Laski and Go Do H, Cole had put forward the view 
that apart from the State there are other institutions 
which hold power and authority over individuals. The 
Statep although it was the supreme institutiont could not 
disregard the authority of those other institutions# such 
as the churcho the trade unionst etc, Godt howevert is 
above all institutions and so this would appear to reva- 
lidate the concept* 
The question now arises that if Sovereignty 
resides in God# what is man's position on earth? MaudUdl 
holds that the logical conclusion of the location of 
sovereignty in God is that man is his vicegerent on earth# 
and his mission in life is to carry out and establish the 
command of the Sovereign* He also takes pains at this 
stage to draw on the 9jjrLjnp quoting; "Thy Lord said unto 
the Angels: Lot I am about to place a Viceroy (nallfa) 
on the earth. " (Qur-Pln 11; 30)- It is from this that 
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the concept of jQil'dfa develops. When the Maullinl speaks 
of Xhillfa he means never the institution of the head of 
the community, for which he devises the name AmIrt but 
the whole position of man as God's vicegerent*('ý The 
concept of the whole community as the holders of the 
Abillfa Is supported by another verse from the Qur*gn: 
"Allah has promised to those who believe and do righteous 
deeds that He will assuredly make them succeed and grant 
them vicegerency in the land just as he made those before 
them to succeed (others)"; and agaln; "And then we created 
you our vicegerent on earth so that we can see what your 
actions will bell (Qur'3n 7: 129)e The position of vice- 
gerency which MaudUdlls interpretation accords to the 
community of believers has two significant conditions: 
first# that man acknowledges as from God the power which 
Is delegated to him; and second# that the power of ruling 
over the community is not delegated to an individual or 
individuals# familypor clasepbut to the community as a- 
whole, Prom this it follows that "all believers are 
(1) MaudUdlj, Ail5fat-o-Malt1k1Xatp (Islamic Publications 
Lahore* 2nd Edition# 2966). PP 33-35 
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repositories of, the Caliphate", and the question of the 
election of the AmIr or the Head of the State does not 
restrict, the position of, the individuals together to be ? 
the true . -vicegerente, of Gode There is no limit to the 
authority to be, exercised by man so long as he does not 
reject,, abrogatet or supersede, the Law of God (or the 
inJunOticMe, of Islam)* Consequently# a Muslim assembly 
cannot reject the Qur13n. It only has the power, by 
virtue of its status as vicegerentsp to apply and extend 
the Quranio Law in circumstances when such extension Is 
sanctioned under the Sharl'a. MaudUdl isp however# 
against the view that a state thus created will be a 
theocracy,, A theoeracys he says# is a state run and 
overlorded by the clergy# and because Islim isp by its 
very natures against such an institutiOnp the Islamic 
State in which we accept the SovereigntY of God as a 
source of law is not theocratic, To explain the nature 
I 
of such a statep he says that a term like Itheo-democratic' 
would be nearer the truth, By this he means that the Islamic 
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Statep instead of being administered by a priestly hierarchy# 
would be administered by, the whole community or Umma, - When 
Using the term Itheocracyl in the meaning cOmmOn3.. v givOu tO 
It In Western parlancet Maudtldl is doubtless right In 
refusing to describe the Islamic State as a theocracy* We 
may - contend v howevery that to UBO the tOrm In it'3 exact derJL- 
vation (God-rule) would enable us toýsPPIY it OxactlY to 
the Islamic State* 
lallm admits to'no sovereignty except that of God# 
and does not accept any lawgiver other than Him* Maud= 
affirms that the concept of unitY . of Godhead means that 
Godp along with being the sole object of worship# is the 
sole lawgiver invested ýith complete legal Sovereignty in 
the sense that the term is understood in jurisprudence, 
The fact that the Islamic state is a state basedL 
on the =arl'a makes it difficult to define the scope of 
2agis2ation in a contemporary ls: L6Lmi'O State. Mul; a=ad 
Asa 3d and Zia Gukalp say that only the nasUs (clear textual 
injunctions such as those of the Q urPIn and the IjadIU) 
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form the basis of the =arl'a p and f igh #- developed by the 
four schools of jurists as the basic foundation of thG- 
gharldat is rejectedýby them. Asad wrote: "it is the naeUp 
of the 
-Qurlln and 
Sunnah that collectiVO3, v constitute the 
real eternal Ighar'll of IslIme"(1) He holds the view- 
Point that laws derived through iJtihld were created for 
the Purpose of serving certain situations and# therefore# 
if the situations and the problems have changedp there Is 
no harm in rejecting them and finding now legal solutions* 
Ptah in these cases will, have to be rejected, This Inter- 
pretation would leave a large sphere of action for the 
legislator. MaudUdVa attitudep on, the-other handp Is not 
80-liberale He is not in favour of rejection of EiQh as 
one of the primar7 pillars of Sharlgae His attitude 
towards the place of rLqh_ in 2091812"m 'a slightly more 
traditional. I 
MaulEng MaudUdT thinks of the whole system of 
Islamic Law as one single unityprecognisable only no that 
Uubammad Asad, "Islamic Constitution Making" Arafat 
(March 1948) P. -47 
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unity. He, applies the term-- tLawl as opposed to Constitu- 
tional Lampfor only that sector of law which needs coercive 
Powerp because he says only that section of law Is termed 
as law in modem legal parlance* He calls the law Of 
Islamp 'Islamic Law$.;. to help, us grasp the concept. He 
says that political, 'authority is essential for protecting 
the Islamic way of life from deterioration and perversionp 
for the eradication of vice and the establishment of virtue# 
and also for the enforcement of those laws which require 
sanctions'for the administratiOn Of justice, This guidance 
covers such an extensive field that we can never feel the 
need of going beyond-the 11barloa for meeting Our IsgiBla- 
tive requirements. Its detailed injunctiOns are "such that 
they can always fulfil the needs of human sooiety in eyery 
age and in every country - provided# of ooursep that thO 
entire Islamic scheme of life is in operation. They are so 
comprehensive that we can frame detailed laws for every 
emergency and for every fresh social and moral problem. 
Within that spherepthe legislature has been given the power 
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of legislation, All laws thus formulated are to be considered 
as an integral part of Islamic Law, That is why the laws 
framed by our jurists in the early days of. IslIm. for the 
sake of 'public good' form part. and parcel of Islamic law*"(') 
Considering this statement# Rosenthal 
(2) 
comes to the con- 
Clusion that Maullnil MaudUdl is in complete agreement with 
the orthodox point of view in the sense that he includes 
figh as the important part of Islamic Law. This cannot be 
completely accounted for, The only. 4mmiitable law of Islam 
to MaudUdl is that which is derived from the nesUs of the 
-Q-ur'In and the Sunnao Maud= makes 
it amply clear that 
fight although it has to be taken into considerationo does 
not form that unchangeable part of Islamic Law*(3) Again 
the orthodox point of view has been influenced by one or 
the other of the schools of fiGht i*00 YJanafl* §Pfe'p 
Ijanbal'I and MAX etc. 0 and one of these schOO16 Of 
(1) MaudUdlp Islamic Law and Constituticno OP-cit- P-, 59 
(2) Resenthalt E. I. j., Telam in Modern National State 
(Cambridge U*P* 1965p) p-139 
(3) Maudttdl,, Islamic Law and ConstitutiOllp OP-Oit- PP-13-0-115 
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jurisprudence in its entirety had to be followed* But 
MaudUd'I f eels that all these schools of rj. ýLh along with 
important works of legal interpretation have to be consideret 
to find the 'best' t which in our case would be the. beat, 
suited to our conditionsp chosen out of these systems and 
adapted. 
M 
The process of adaptation wouldv of course$ 
be a problem of legislation# and therefore the consideration 
Of existing figh would not limit legislation as much as 
Rosenthal believes, ConsideratiOn Of fi0h in providing a 
new interpretationt morevert forms for MaudUdl only the 
flexible part of Sharlda. In spite of a general strain 
of conservative fundamentaliaMp which runs through th's 
whole of UauljnI UaudUdI's attitude# there are nevertheless 
elements of liberalism in his attitude towards Islamic Lawo 
He is consoious of the feat that islamic Law has not pro- 
gressed with changing conditions, implying that all the 
Schools of fiah have each been outdated# and expresses the 
Maudtldlp Islamic Law and Conotitutiono opecit. pp. 110-11,6.: 
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opinion that t1wil (probing into the meaning of the QurP? ln 
and the Sunna),, giYZ (analog3r)p and letehs'4n (juristic 
preference) have to be re-uaed to bring the Islamic Law 
Up to datee He maintains# unlike Uutiammad Asadp that only 
the deeply learned and pious among the Umma! ýshould be 
allowed-to probe into the nature of Islamic Law. )Ju%La=ad 
Asad had held the opinion that this is not necessary* 
Basing his attitude on the JjadUh "19Y People (Umma) will 
never agree on a falsity",, Mul; ammad Asad had held that a 
body'such as the Supreme Court or the elected representatives 
of the people, should be qualified to probe into the Islamic 
Law to find the elements best suited to our conditions* He 
held that their decisions would be IslaMic in spirit because 
the co=unity has taken an active hand in appointing them 
and delegating the necessarY powers to theMo 
As for establishment of the Islamio lcgal eystea 
in his countryt Maudadl holds that this cannot be done all 
at once by repealing the established set of laws and subs- 
tituting Islamic laws. He feels that Islamic laws have to 
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be, introduced by a gradual processp and justifies his 
principle of gradual change by: asserting that even the 
Prophet did not enforce the entire body of Islamic Law 
at the same time# 
The first thing we should do in the direction 
of the establishment of the Islamic state is to define 
our goal in unambiguous terms p namelY those expressed in 
the Four Demands, After defining this goaltwe should 
work tirelessly in the direction of achieving it, The 
first step after this could be a plan of mass education 
so that the people of Pakistan can be turned into a God- 
conscious ummý**. (I) 
Along with carrying out an extensive programme 
of education and propagandat an Academy of Law should be 
established to translate works of legal importance from 
the Arabic language* MaudUdI even ventures to give a 
MaulAn3 MaudUdI elsewhere stresses the idea that 
education is perhaps the most important foundaticn of 
Islame He had gone as far as to say that illiteracy# 
for example# is as bad as Kufr (disbelief), See 
MaudUdIl 'Ta'13: mll 11 (Second Editiont Lahorep 3.963), 
pp. 2-4 
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comprehensive list of the works which would have to be 
brought within easy reach of the modern legislator. The 
Academy of Law would then codify the law according to 
modern pattern 'section and clause wise'* He admits that 
not everything in the books of riqh constitutes, Islamic 
Law and theref ore only the following will have to be 
consideredo To him it is only these that constitute 
Islamic Law: 
An explicit commandment of God laid down in the 
-QurO or 
, ýii) The explanations or elucidation of the Quranio 
commandment or an explicit order or prohibition from the 
Holy Prophet (peace be upon Him); or 
"(iii) An interpretationt inference# WYAQ (analogy) 
IjtihWdO or Istebogn (juristic reference) on which there 
has been consensus (ijmaý of the Umma; or it may be a 
majority decision of the 4UIama which has been accepted 
by an overwhelming majority of our own people; or 
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(iv) An 11ma' or majority deoision of the nature dis- 
cUssed in (iii) above arrived at by our own men of learning 
and authority*"(') 
MaudUdl believes that consideration of these 
would answer all exigencies of human life because the 
___. 
kearned among the existing people have taken part in 
interpreting and evolving the detailed laws of IslImp 
after paying considerable attention to the existing 
conditions. It would appear from the above thatp to 
Uaudtld'lp legislature in an Islamic State is far removed 
from the concept of modern democratic parliament 
based on the idea of the conflict Of OPPOsing views# 
each striving to put into practice its own political 
ideas and even having the freedom to change the Conati- 
tutional Law if they so desire* He conceives what he 
terms as legislature in a modern Islamic state as Ahl- 
al-hal wa-al-'a_qd (those who presoribe and resolve). 
They can be elected or appointed# but he believes that 
(1) MaudUdlp Islamic law and Constitution# opecit. ppe 3.15-13.6 
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ultimately in a God-conscious society election would be 
safer becausep by its very nature# the Umma would elect 
only those that are, pious and learned and honest and are 
aware of the intricacies of Islamic Law, This is where 
he seems to leave himself open to criticism* His whole 
idea seems to be that initiallypwhile the Umma Is not 
Ppd-consciousothose who rule can be trusted with appoint- 
Ment of the membership to the assembly of Ahl-al-hal wa- 
al-'ag # but lateras time elapses and the Islamic'c=ý 
sciOusness begins to assert itselft the institution of 
elections could be safely brought in* It is interesting 
to note that wherever Maud= is faced with practical 
problems of this sort t he tends to evade them 
by simply 
regarding them as "administrative problems which can be 
decided upon later. " The fact is that under the pious 
Caliphate, the 44Ura to which MaudtLdI has given the name 
of Ahl-al-hal wa-al-'aq4 was not an elected body. but was 
composed of influential Qurlaijall Muslims and other heads 
of tribes who happened to be presento MaudUdIls view 
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seems to be that methods, of election or selection are not 
important; any method which suits the Umma can be adopted 
as long as the general consent of, the God-conscious Umma 
Is behind it, 
In spite of the fact that in his state political 
Parties such as we know them are inconceivablet differences 
of opinion may arisev in which case Maudadl prescribes that 
an overwhelming majority of the Ahl-al-hal wa-al-4aqd 
should recommend their resolution to the AmIro He does not 
seem to be conscious of the fact that some sort of political 
parties could emergep if not on political bases# on deno- 
minational bases# among the learned, The method of framing 
legislation would be simply to shape the lawn? according to 
their interpretationý They would then have to detail them 
in the form of clauses and'seotionst making'out rules and 
regulations which could be enforced. Legislative activity 
in the western sense is noto in the general ideological 
nature of the statet possible in lailEm, But it appears 
that the legislators will have a broader sphere of activitY 
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ln-cases where no explicit provisions Oxiste' In this case# 
they will legislate in accordanoe with the general spirit 
Of Isl? Emo "Wherever and in whatever matters basio guidanceL 
is not available from the Qur 'In and the Sunnal, or the' con- 
ventions of Righteous Caliphs# it would be taken to mean 
that God has left us free to legislate on those points 
according to our best light- la ouch cooeop theraforep 
the legislature can formulate laws without restrictions, 
provided that such legislation is not in contravention Of 
the letter and the spirit of the BlIarl4a. - the principle 
herein being that whatever has not been disallowed is 
allowed. " (1) 
How much freedom of action the legislature would 
have is a difficult point to ascertain* Rosenthal believes 
that it will be very little. It appearst, howeverp that 
faced with practical problems, of legislation the Ahl-al-hal 
wa-al-OaS& would have to classify the matters on hand and 
would have to decide how much freedom they as a body could 
IlaudUdlp Islamic Law and Conatitutionp op. cit. P. 42 
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have. All laws will fall into one of the following six 
categories and the freedom will depend on, which of the 
categories a certain law belongs too 
If a certain matter is explicitly mentioned in 
the 
-Qurl or the Vaditjl# 
laws relating to this matter will 
be framed without any freedom of the legislature, The 
activity of the legislators would, in this case# be res- 
tricted to either interpreting or putting the issue in a 
pattern, in which it can be enforced by the courts* 
, 2. ' Ifp on the other handp it is not mentioned 
OxPlicitlytbut treated by the prominent schools of = 
and the necessary milieu still exists# the legislature 
will again be acting in the manner described in 
(1) above* 
, 3* , If the past jurists have disagreed on a matter not 
explicitly treated by the QurO and the Sunnap it will be 
UP to the legislature either to choose one of'the views 
according to the existing conditions or to bring about new 
SAUL to meet the problem by an overwhelming vote and then 
translate it into modern legal terms* 
1 4E3 
Even if the past jurists are agreed but the existing 
conditions deem it necessary that, a new interpretation should 
be effected in the light of the primary sources of the 
AjjrVap namely the nagUsp then the legislators would be 
free to develop the law in a manner that they think fit# 
consideringp of course# the spirit of the Qur*3Aand the 
- 
5. If the existing situation is neither mentioned in 
the Qurolln and the Sunnapnor is there available any reference 
to such a situation in the writings of the works in 
the legislature will have more freedom to arrive at a 
deoisiaa by majority vote# taking full 00gaisancs of, the 
spirit of Islamic teachingst and then to translateýit into 
modern legal terminology* 
Cases ouch as may arise from modern problems# e. g. 
traffic lawsp smuggling and such things as aro dealt with 
in the majority of_yrLvate bills in a modem legislatureg 
wouldp of coureeg be matters wherein the legislature will 
-have Oomplete freedom* 
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I If we were to ask how the legislature can be 
prevented from perversion and overstepping its place and 
limitationag MaudTIdT would answer that the legislators 
would have complete #Islamic morality' and God-consciousneast 
so that they would know their place in the society of God# 
would understand their positions as vicegerents and not. 
Sovereignsp and would aot according to God's wishes at all 
t Mee. 
(1) 
MaudtLdlls treatment of the Executive and the 
Judiciary is not as detailed as his treatment of the 
Legislature* Ile does not go into the principles of Public 
Administration,, but only defines and expresses the impor- 
tanCe of a God-fearing Executive and Judiciary* MaudadIs 
in trying to define the Executivepsaysp"the real purpose 
Of the executive (in an Islamic State) is to enforce the, 
directives of God conveyed through the 51ur-' and the 
-Sunna and to bring about a society ready 
to accept and, 
adopt,, these directives for practical applications in its 
MaudUdTq Islamic Law and-Constitutionp OPecite PP*237-239 
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lifell P(l) and the Judiciary to function in the sphere of 
adjudication "in a strict accordance with laws of God* ll(2) 
Relations between the three organs of the state# 
Legislaturep Executive and the Judiciary# are also to be 
governed by the Islamic Lawl although there are p Maud= 
admits# "no clear cut injunctions on this point. ,, 
(3) 
But 
be also goes on to say that, the conventions of the Prophet 
and the pious QUM "afford us with all the necessary 
"Ldance., #(4) 
The Judiciary# he believest must be separate from 
the Executive, though all believers are equal before law# 
including the AmIr or the Head of the State* By making 
the Judiciary separate from the Executiveth's intends to 
create an atmosphere in which the Judiciary would be the 
check on the powers of the Executive* It is# however# not 
clear whether he wants the Judiciary to have the power of 
Judicial Review, (Judiciary having power to review laws 
Ibid. P*239 
(2) Ibid* P. 241 
(3) Ibid. Po241 
(4) Ibid* Po242 
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and declare them null and void in such cases as are not in 
accord with the spirit of the cOnstitutiOne) 
Although not above laws the AmIr ocoupies a very 
important position by virtue of his being the Head of the 
Statel symbolising the Vicegerency of God in the Ummar and 
also by being the Head of the Executive- MaudtIdT makes 
very stringent demands for the qualifications of this 
personj giving a detailed account of the qualifications 
he must have before he can be considered for this offics- 
For fixing theso qualifications# Maud= draws 
directly on the QurlAn and the HadIth. The Am'Ir should ' 
be a Muslim (110h ye who believel obey Allahs, and obey the 
Prophet and those who are in authority from among yo 11 
W) 
should be male ("Men are in charge of women"); 
(2) 
and 
"Verily that nation would not prosper which hands over 
the reins of its government to. a woman, o)OW He should 
be a sane adult ("and do not make over your propertyj, which 
(1)'Q=' 
v IV 59 (2) Qurtgn, IV 34 
(3) 'Al-441.4 of Bukhirl. 
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Allah has made to you a (means of) support to the weak of 
understanding"); (') should be a citizen of the Islamic 
State, ("and those who have declared their belief in Isllm 
but have not migrated (to the Islamic state) you have 
nothing to do with their guardianship until they migratel#)S2) 
The last of these is perhaps the most significant in that 
the earlier thinkers have always considered the concept in 
the light that territoriality plays no part in citizenship 
of an Islamic Umma. Jqb*Al is perhaps the most Important 
examples He thought that a Muslim# wherever he lives# is 
a Citizen of an Islamic state and an integral part of the 
Umma Of ISIRme The impact on Maudtldl of modern Nationalism 
is apparent from this attitudes 
But it is on the moral requirements that he lays 
most stress,, Among the general requirements like 'God 
fearing's Itrustwort*', ptin good health', etc. j, it is 
Included that he should be a highly learned man both in the 
affairs of Muslim Laws fiah and Qur'lln and the Sunnag and 
(2) Qurlln, IV 5 
(2) Qurvilnp VII'. ' 72 
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with knowledge of modem administration and other affairs 
Of the world, In other wordsp he should be completely 
furmished with the knowledge and wisdom to be able to 
supervise lJtih3 . The most important feature of these 
qualifications is$ howeverp thathe who deliberately seeks 
to put f orward his candidaturO for the office should be 
disqualifiede 
"As regards the eligibility for the membership of 
the Consultative Assembly or for the post of the Head of 
the State# there is legal eligibility# on the basis of 
which an Election Tribunal or a Judges, after due considers- 
tiOnt may declare a person eligible or non-eligible for 
election* There is yet another eligibility on which the 
selectors, the proposers and the voters base their judgement. 
The first aspect of eligibility may be possessed by everyone 
of the millions of citizens of a state# but it is the 
second which actually elevates a VePY select tew to the top* 
Criteria with regard to the f irst aspect are to be included 
in a few operative clauses of the Constitution* But the 
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standardst for the second aspect of eligibility must PermOatc 
the spirit of the entire constitution. The success or other- 
wiSe of any constitution would depend on the fact that the 
minds of the masses have or have not been trained properly to 
elect only those who are eligible for those august positions 
in accordance with the spirit of the Constitution rather 
than Its form only., "(') 
IIaulInA MaudMdI believes that the AmTr and the 
Legislator could be elected or selected by anj agreed method 
by the Umma. Direct or indirect election or appointment 
followed by the oath of allegiancOt or any variations of 
these methods# could also be adopted-by the, constitutiOn 
making body. He is of the opinion that none, of these 
methods are un-lelamio as ImIg as the spirit of IslIm is 
embodied in the constitution and the electing body is fully 
conscious of the principles involved, To support this view P 
he draws upon the various methods by which the Just four 
xhal, lfas of Islilm came to hold their office. fjww%ý 
(1) MaudUdIp I(; lamic Law and Constitutiont op*, cit, p*260 
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Among his functions as Head of the State and the 
ExOcutivetare legislative powers amounting to a complete 
veto over the decisions of the Ahl-al-hal wa-al-'an . The 
decisions of the Legislature would not be binding on the 
AmIr. This is becausep theoretically speaking#. only the 
AmIr is the MuJtahi by virtue of the authority vested in 
him by the Ummav so only he can effect Ijtih * 
The ahl-al-hal wa-al-'aa are only people whom he 
chooses to employ for his aid in matters of legal and con- 
stitutional importance. He may even ask the Umma to elect 
them for his help, but even in that case they are merely 
hie aids and he may refuse thoir advice in matters of 
iJtiha * The only time these people would play an 
important 
Part-ie when the AmIr has acted in contravention of Bharllh 
and the Umma desires to remove him from officeo But even 
here they would not take action as members of tho Ahl-al-hal 
'Wa-al-'agdt but as more learned and thus more influential 
members of the Umma. This has been introduced to bring 
about checks and balances in the political set-up of the 
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State* However# MaudTLdI does not make a clear studY Of the 
problems arising from cases where the AmIr would-havo to be 
removed and leaves it to the constitution maker to devise - 
an administrative system of some kind* 
One could silmmarize the ideae behind hie work for 
the'promulgation of an Islamic state'in Pakistan by saying 
that the Prophet's mission was to preach not only that God 
was the Creator of the whole universe but also that He was 
thO sole Sovereign* The real mission of the Prophet was to 
deliver man from the injustice born of man's assuming the 
rights of God over other men. 
(') "The basic principles of 
Islamic Politics are that individually and collectively 
human beings should waive all rights of legislation and all 
Power to give commands to others, This right is vested in 
Allah alone. "(2) 
The Islamic State is not democratic# because 
democracy permits the laws to be changed at the will of the 
majorityg even if the majoritY is wronge The laws of Godq 
(1) IlaudUdlo The political Theory of Islamp (Pathankot 
Ootoberp 1939) p. 25 
(2) Ibide pp 27-28 
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or Dharl'apare not limitations of freedomp-but are a 
guarantee of the freedom. The laws of the Dharl' regarding 
the poor taxp prohibition of interest and gambling# inheri- 
tance# and the rules regarding earnings and apendings which 
prevent class wart capitalist oppression# and the dictator- 
ship of the proletariat are some examples. 
(') 
Harmony in 
the society is preserved by the laws regarding the eagrega- 
tion of the sexes# men's supremacy over women# rights and 
duties of the partners in matrimony# conditional polygamy# 
and the laws of retaliation# prohibition of alcoholic drinks# 
all of which regulate h=an behaviour* 
(2) 
Above theso are 
the basic constitutional rules and princiPles set by the 
QuI: 'TA and the Sunna to be followed for the establiebment 
and preservation of God'a will on earth@ 
The constitutional principles are enacted by God 
and He is the Sovereign in the legal sensee A government 
is only entitled to obedience for as long as it acts in 
(1) Ibide P- 38 
(2) Ibide P- 39 
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accordance with the postulates Of the. Sharl'ao No distinction 
in the citizenship may be made on the basis of class# colourp 
caste# birthv social status or profession*(') The right to 
administer the state rests on the whole community as the 
Vicegerents of God, 
(1) Ibid., pp. 49-50 
CHAPTER FIVE 
THE CONCEPT OF iniXD 
CHAPrER V 
THE CONCEPT OF JIHXD 
i. AlIhIld in History 
The State in lairo was regarded as the instrument 
for univerealising a certain religion; it had# perforce# to 
be an ever-expanding state, The Islamic States. whose chief 
function was to put God's law into practioet sought to 
establish the Islamic ideology as the dominant force over 
the entire world* It refused to recognise the principle of 
co-existence with non-Muslim communitiesp exoept perhaps as 
subordinate communities. Although this was not a consciously 
formulated policy# Mu4ammad's early aucceasorsp after IsIllm 
became supreme in Arabiat had to embark upon a ceaseless 
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war for the sake of IsllM* JihAd was therefore employed as 
an instrument of universalizationp self-defence, and the 
establishment of a universal world statee 
This mission of jail= was rapidly and suocessfully 
carried out during the first hundred years of its historyp 
and Muslim dominance began to extend over the major portioa 
Of Asiae But the expanding Muslim state could not expand 
ad infinitums and,, accordinglYs, the world became divided 
Into the World of Islamt or Peace# (dVr-ul-Sal9m) and the 
World of War (dIr-ul-Uarab). on the assumption that the 
ultimate aim of IslUm was to bring the truth of God to the 
whole worldp the dgr-ul-SaIRm was theoretically always at 
war with the dlr-ul-Jjarab. The Muslims were required to 
preach IslIm by persuasion# and the Caliph and his co=an- 
ders in the field to offer IBIRm as an alternatiVO to paying 
the poll tax or fighting. The jolamia State was under legal 
and theological obligation to enforce Islamic Law and to 
recognise no other authority. Failure of non-Muslim to 
accept IslTmt or refusal to pay poll tax# made it legally 
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binding upon the Muslims to declare Jihad against them. 
Thus Jih7ad became an instrument of protecting the jLdr-us- 
SalUm and also transforming the d7ar-ul-Ijarab into the dar- 
us-SalTm when the other peaceful methods failed. 
ii* Doctrine of Jihgd 
The term Jihad is derived from the verb Jahadap 
which means 'exerted. Its meaning to the Muslims is 
exertion of one's utmost endeavour in the path of Allahq 
that is; the spread of the belief in Him and also the 
endeavour to establish His Will in the world. The individual's 
recompense would be the achievement of salvation in the world 
hereafter, since Tih3d is the direct way to paradise. 
110 ye who believe. Shall I lead you into a bargain 
which will save you from a grievous penalty? That you believe 
in God and his apostlep and that Ye strive (your utmost) in 
the Cause of God with your possessions and your persons: that 
will be best for you if you but knew. He will forgive you 
your sins and will admit you to gardens beneath which rivers 
f-Io, wv and to the beautiful mansions of Gardens of Eternity: 
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that io indeed the Supreme achievement*"') 
Jih'gd (in the broad sense of "exertion") does not 
necessarily mean only war or fighting# since exertion in 
Allah's path can be non-violent. _JihUd may 
be regarded as 
a form of religious propaganda that can be carried on either 
by persuasion or by the sword. In the early Meccan revela- 
tionsp the emphasis was on persuasion. The Prophet# in the 
discharge of his functiOnBi seemed to have been satisfied 
with waming his peoplo against idolatry and invitilS them 
to worship one God, This is shown b. V such verses as the, 
following: - 
He who exerts himself# exerts himself 
only for his oym salvation. 
(2) 
This verse expresses Jih3d in terMs of salvation of 
the soul# rather than a struggle for proselYtlzation. 
(3) 
Some interpretors of the Qurl go as far as saying that 
(1) Our'Ins LXI, 1): 13 
(2) QurIjn# XXIX, 5 
(3) most commentators of the QurtNn give this verse a meaning 
in that sense. See for instance Sarakhani Commentary 
(Hyderabadt A. H. 1335t V01-10 p*126 and A, Yusef' Ali's 
Tlý-anslation and CommentarZ of the-QurtInt foot note, 3426. 
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because the'word Jih3c I is*used in the Qurlin more often in 
the meaning of strife towards achieving the will 'of God. than 
in the meaning of actual warp we muBt, re-examine our concept 
of JIhI . In the Medinian revelations# however# Jih3 is 
often expressed in terms of fighting or war. 
Taking note of the different connotations in which 
the word Jih3d is used in the Qurl the Jurists have dis- 
tinguished fo 
I 
ur kinds of Jih? (d, The f irst in concerned with 
combatting the Devil and is an attempt to escape his persuasion 
to evil, This is regarded as the greater JiMid, The second 
and third are concerned with supporting right and correcting 
wrong, The fourth is concerned with war taken up for the 
pleasure of Allaht for both universalizing IslIm and defending 
it* 
Maudadle Attitudes towards jL= 
MaulRn? l MaudUdIls concept of JihAd 113 contained in 
two important works,, namely Al-jihT[d fil-1819mg first published 
in 3.930p and a smaller book entitled -TihZd-i-fi sabTlillah. 
Both these works begin with an apologist noteo The preface 
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to, the larger work, carries a reference to, a statement by, 
Mr. Gandhi who is, quoted as saying that llsllm took its- 
birth in an atmosphere yjhose decisive force has been the 
sword and will remain the sword'. The MaulRnA then explains 
that his purpose in undertaking the book about the concept, 
of Jih3 is mainly to refute this statement* The second 
book also begins with the same apologetic note and-refers 
to the western understanding of the concept of Jih3d. He 
says that the word Jihld has been equated by western writers 
with 'Holy War' and that it has been interpreted and 
explained in this way for such a long period that it has 
become synonymous with war undertaken bv religious fanatics* 
He asserte that, the religion of ISIRm is not a religion in 
the ordinary sense of the term# allowing the concept of 
beliefs to be a private matter and having nothing more than 
a few customs and prescribed methods of worship of its own; 
nor are its adherents a nation in the ordinary sense. It 
is because of these two basio misunderstandings that Jihlld 
is understood to mean Holy War or a war undertaken by 
religious fanatics for the spread of religiono IslImp to 
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MaudTIdl, is an International Revolutionary Movement which 
strives to bring the world into accordance with its ideals* 
_Jihl p in fact p is a struggle undertaken by the members of 
the party of lsl'dm to bring their cherished ideals into 
practice. He saya., "Like all other revolutionary movementas, 
16111m has also carved out its own phraseology in the shape 
of terms to explain its concepts# either because the older 
terms were inadequate for explaining its essencep or because 
the completely new emphasis on life required their develop- 
mento Jihldp Maud= says# is one of those. terms, The word 
Yjarab (meaning War) was discarded because it was attributed 
to war Undertaken to fulfil individual or collective material 
needs of a society* The dictionary meaning of jihIldo on the 
other hand, is I'strife"v and therefore it could explain the. 
struggle undertaken in the path of Allah to establish His 
will on earth, JihVd to the Kuslims is not simple strife but 
tTihld-i-fi sabIlillahl (Strife in the Path of Allah)# and it 
includes whatever a member or members of the revolutionary 
party cet out to dog not for any worldly motivespbut for the 
Pleasure of God* Maud= quotes from the Qurlln.,, "Those who 
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believe in the Cause of God struggle in the path of God# and 
those who disbelieve fight in the cause of force-" (IV-76). 
As in his whole system,, MaudTIdXv when talking about 
Zihi # ignores all the subsequent history of the Muslims and 
draws his references from the Qur"Nn and the BadiIhs, with 
relatively less from the first four Caliphs* His attitude 
seems to be purely theoretical, This results from the fact 
17 
that hep like many other recent Muslim writersq differentiates 
between Islamic history and Muslim history* When explaining 
Lihl 9 his purpose is to bring to the light that concept of 
, Tih'5 which is included in the Qurt and to disregard any 
subsequent developments by stressing that these were not in 
the true Islamic spirit* Maud= divides Jihad into two 
kinds: the Defensivep and Corrective or Reformatory. The 
Jih3 of the first kind is the war which is undertaken to 
protect Islam and its adherents against either an external 
enemy or the disruptive forces within the D3r-ua-SalWm* 
-Tihrt j, 
he says, can also be fought against those who have 
brought tyranny on the Muslims living in their country. In 
allp MaudUdl lists three conditions of defensive JihRd. 
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iv. (a) Tyranny. 
Maud= says that lellm gives full support to any 
Muslim peoples to fight against any kind of tyranny. This 
is one of the conditions in which ME can be fought* He 
quOteso. "To those people against Aom war is fought# permis- 
Sion is given to fight because they are wronged and God has 
power to come to their aid. These are those people who have 
been unjustly made homeless because they say that Allah is 
their Lord and for no other reason*" (Qurp XXII# 39: 40); 
and again: "Fight in the cause of God those who fight youp 
but do not transgress limits; for God loveth not transgressors* 
And slay them wherever ye find them and turn them out from 
where they have turned you Out; for tumult and oppressi= 
are worse than slaughter. " (Qur'Unt 112 190'191)* 
From these two verses of the Qur'Rnp the following 
principles can be derived: - 
i) That JihWd can be declared when the Muslim co=unit. V 
or a part of the Muslim community is tyrannised. 
-ii) That Jih'dd can be declared if the Muslims are deprived 
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of their material possessionst their homest and their Just 
rights. 
iii) That JihTLd can be declared if the Muslims are 
I suppressed for the reason that they are Muslims and would 
not worshiP any other gods but God* 
JLV) The Muslim commuaity is asked by Allah to struggle 
for the re-possessicn of the land and homes# for political 
domination of the parts which were taken away from them by 
the non-Muslims, and to bring the law of God again to that 
Place. 
(b) Guardiiiij Truth. 
The second condition is that the Luslims should 
declare -TihITd against only those infidels who prevent the 
truth of God from prevailing in the world. It is only against 
those disbelievers that Jih'gd can be declared. 
(') 
This 
condition could be interpreted in a very loose sense. 
Although MaudUdT tries to justify his view herep and 
attributes this condition only in the case of those non- 
Muslim states which have done wrong to the Vuelim community,, 
(1) Ylaudtldlt Abul Allat Al-jihVd fil Tsl3M. "- (Islamic 
Publications Ltd, Lahore 1962) pp- 48-50 
I 
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taken loosoly it could be applied to any non-Uualim siatev 
and Jiha could be justified against any noighbouring statC,, 
think itýls this aspect of Jih'Rd which has been interpreted 
by western writers to mean that JihI denotes all-ware under- 
taken by the Muslims against a non-Muslim communityp and 
which has been the cause of the general misunderstanding that 
Jihl is synOnymous with war. 
(c) Dishonouring Treaty Relations. 
In this respect# MaudUdl draws on the QurtV again: 
, "They are those with whom thou didst make a covcnmits, 
býlt they break their covenant every time and they have not 
the fear of Gode If ye make mastery over themo disperse 
themp and, with them those who follow them# that thOY MaY I 
remember. If thou-fearest treachery from any grOUPP throw 
back their covenant to them so as to be on equal termst for 
God loveth not the treacherous*" (Qur'N VIII# 56: 58)o This 
implies that until and unless a non-Muslim state dishonours 
treaty relations it is not correct to go to war against it. 
The Maulln'do in the face of pressure from the people 
and the Government of Pakistang went so far as to declare tha, tj 
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according to this tenetp the war in Kashmir is not Jih'dd 
and therefore not a just war# and that unless all the treaty 
relations with the Indian union are brokent all those who 
fight and die in Kashmir are not fighting and dying in the 
path of Allah. This gave rise to a great controversy# and 
subsequently the Maul'dnd had to spend the better part of 
three years in gaol. (This is discussed in greater detail 
elsewhere). ? C-1 - 
APart from these conditionst Jlhld is justified 
against those who serve as a disruptive force against thl* 
community of IslUm, although they seek protection from ISIZEM- 
They may or may'not declare that they are Muslims* It is 
also incumbent upon the community Of I013m to 90 to the 
help of those Muslims who have been wronged by another 
community, "And why should you not fight in the cause of 
God and those who# being weakpiare ill-treated (and oppreased)? 
Menp women and children whose crY is 'Our Lord rescue us from 
this townp whose people are oppressors: And raise for us from 
thee one who will proteet and raise for us from thee one who 
will help I. ft 
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The other aspect of JihAd deals in the strict sense 
with personal betterment and endeavour for justice in a 
Purely non-violent manner. IJaulrLnR MaudUdi divides this 
aspect of Jihg into two main branches which he calls Amer 
bil-ma4rilf (the inculcation of the known good within one's 
OVM self) and NahT $an al-munker (securing one's own self 
and preventing others frozawrong). 
Ve The Sword and the Spread of IB: Lgm 
Even when dealing with western criticisms that 
IslAm spread by the sword# UaulAnA MaudUdl restricts himself 
to the theoretical aspects of IslAm and does not enter into 
discussion of historical aspects* He concentrates purely 
on the Quranic injunctions and endeavours to answer the 
objections from a purely theological point of view* He 
endeavours to clear IolUm from this blame# and not the 
Muslims# and draws on such verses of the QurIM as "He who 
takes the life of another person unless this person has 
either taken the life of another or has spread mischief in 
the land, it would be as. if he slew the whole humanityp" 
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Nul"'fin V: 35)p and says that verses like this restrict the 
scope of JihN and make it justifiable only in the conditions 
prescribed by the QurPAn. He also quotes the Ijad P 
according to which a person whose two sons were Christians 
came to the Prophet to ask whether he should force the 
religion of lallm on to his sons and show them'the truth by 
COMPulsion. The answer to this came in the form of a verae: - 
"there is no compulsion in religion. " From this# the MaullnR 
draws the conclusion that those who say that the basic refe- 
rence Of IslIm has been force and will remain force are 
wrong. 
(1) 
The Uaulln'd frequently compares the concept Of war 
in ULM with western practices rather than ideals# and 
ignores Muslim practices. IlaudUdIls writingov like those of 
Rashid Ridag hold frequent hostile references to the western 
civilisation. But he recognises the challenge that the 
modern world has for IslAmv and accepts the modern oivilisa- 
tion so Zr as its scientific advancement can help in the 
(1) MaudUdT. Jih'gd fil IgITImp opecit. pp. 126-127 
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recovery of his country and hence IslRm. Jih1d is a binding 
duty of all Muslims# but they must begin this Jih3d first by 
correcting themselves (Amar bil-ma'rnf)# and then go on to 
correcting others through instructions (NahT 4 an al-munk br) p 
entering into a war only-if the conditions set for the 
Justification of JihRd make it necessary* The MaulKnU had 
declared that the recent war fought against India was a 
Jihlld on the part of all muslims because we had to preserve 
this politically demarcated land known as Pakistan for 
181IMe He recognised the fact that Pakistan was not an 
Islamic Statep but asserted that it Is the wish of the 
MusliMs living in, it that it should be and therefore Its 
preservation for 1slRm is a duty binding on all Uuslimo*(3) 
Vie JihT(d as Bellum Justum 
War is considered to be juatt whether commenced and 
prosecuted in accordance with the necessary formalities 
required under a certain system of law# or waged for justi- 
fiable reasons in accordance with the tenets of religion or 
the morals of a certain societY* In IsITImt as in ancient 
(1) MaudUdII v "Hamrkra dafrthi UiqRr 10171m Hav" and "JihZ[d abhr 
Jirl Hay"An. Kallm Naghtars PAk "Arat ang (Maktaba-i- 
'Aliyaj Lahore Ootobe-r1965.7 pp. 172-177 and pp. 185-190 
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Romep both of these concepts were included in the doctrine 
of bellum juatum since a justifiable reason as well as the 
formalities of prosecuting the war were necessary. In both 
and Rome the war had to be not only Justumtbut also 
-Pi!; -mv 
that is in accordance with the sanctions of religion 
and the implied commands of God-(') In the Politicst 
Aristotle refers to wars which are just by their very nature. 
The Romans instituted a body (Jus jituale) to formulate rules 
of waging wars in a just ma=er. in the orficess Cicero# who 
may be regarded as the representative legal philosopher of 
Romep has discussed the rules of waging war# and its forma- 
& 
litiess in, an attempt to constitutionaliae Bellum juF; tum. 
(2) 
St. Augustine's concept of the Just War was formulated under 
the influence of Cicero. St. Thomas Aquinast who is said to 
have been acquainted with the muslim writings# formulated 
and developed his theory of just War along lines similar to 
the doctrine of Jihild. 
0) 
The Natural Law theories of the 
(1) J, Von Elbe "The Evolution of the Just War in International 
Law": American Journal of international Lawp (Vol. XXXIII# 
1939) pp. 665- 6? 9 - 
(2) Cioerop Officest EaElays and Letters (Everyman Edition# 
London 1953) Bk. lp 11-12 
(3) DIEntrevest A, P, Aquinaso. 
_Selected 
Political Writings 
(Oxford 1948. ) pp. 59-60. 
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sixteenth., seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were then in 
turn influenced, by St. Thomas and other Medieval writers. 
Grotiust the father of modern, law of nations# developed his 
system under the impact of the'Natural Law theory of Just 
War. I 
Jih'dd assumes a special juridictLl*. order in IslIlm 
because law and religim here forin a unitYe The law proo- 
cribos the way to achieve religiouS PurPOsesp and religion 
provides a basis for the law* in Muslim theoryp IsIRm and 
. uhirk 
(associating other gods with Allah) cannot exist 
together in this world* it is the dUtY of all believersp 
and also of the ImAm,, to see that the V7ill of God is carrIed 
Out in Ilia world and also to become the guardians of thin 
world in such a way as not to allow the infidels to be 
disruptive or ungrateful to His favouroo Jihnd is a sanction 
against polytheism# apostacyp and also refusal to submit to 
rules of. Q)aarl'ap such as refusal to pay taxes. 
(') JihEd 
therefore may be def ined as the struggle between IsIllm and 
(1) A series of battles were waged by Abu Bakrp the first 
Caliph, when certain tribes refused to pay taxes after 
the death of the Prophet. These ware came to be known 
as the Ware of Apostaoy- 
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Polytheism$ a form of persuasion to be exerted upon those 
who refuse the Word of Godp and upon renegades from the 
faith, Thus in IslAmp as in Western Christendom# the, 
Jih? f can be the Bellum Justumo 
The modem concept of Jihgdp as understood by 
Maulln*d l, 'iaudUdTv takes its origin as much from the classical 
theory as from the apologist school of Muslim writers in 
the nineteenth and early twentieth centurieo. 
CHAPTER SIX 
ECONOMIC STRUCTURE OP THE 
ISLAMIC STATE 
CHAPTER VI 
ECONOMIC STRUCTURE OP THE ISLAMIC STATE. 
Abul A'la MaudUdl believes thattas for all other 
aspects of lifevIslUm preacribee a system of economics as 
wOlle Purtherp as in other matters such as constitution# 
lawp warp and the position of womeny it gives the bare 
essentials and leaves the rest of the details for the Umma 
to work out through iJtihR - Hie ideas on matters of econo- 
Mies and fiscal policy are mainly included in two works# 
namely SUd, (Islamic Publicatimse Lahore# 1961) and IslVm 
allr Jad7d Mu'Rahi Na; rlylt (Islamic Publications. Lahore# 
1959) - 
To him the basic essentials of the Islamic economic 
sY'3tem are that: 
iso 
(a) lellm prescribes a free system of ownership and 
commerce within the limits prescribed by Bharl'a; 
(b) IslRm makes a distinction between permissible methods 
of earning and non-permissible methods of earning in the 
acquisition of money; 
(C) IslIm prohibits the saving of money in large amounts; 
(d) IslIm prohibits Usury and interest in all commorcial 
and industrial matters; 
(e) lallm prescribes tax on savings (ZakAt); -, -. 
(f) IslIm prescribes that after the death of a person 
his property should be divided between his dependents and 
relations in accordance with prescribed method# thus pro-- 
venting accumulation of money and capital in too few hands; 
and finallyl 
(a) 
-Islilm ppescribes 
that bootv acquired through war 
chould be divided between the soldiers and the stato. 
(: L) 
It is believed by MaudUdl that once a, monetary and 
economic system is devised to incorporate these seven 
MaudUdl . IE; lUm Aur Jadld Mu'lijill! Haplyat 
_, 
' , 
(Islamio Publicationev lahorep 1959) pp. -32-T3 II (a- I-A 
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prinoipleop the whole economic problem of the world will be 
solved. One feels# reading through his exposition of 
economics, that hý is writing as a : LaYmane After his studY 
of law and other aspects of IslNmq his tackling of the 
economics appears rather an anti-climax* Without offering 
any more criticism of his study of economics# it will serve 
a Useful purpose to go directly into his views* 
He believes that IsIlm has created an intermediate 
system of economics between the extremes of the CaPitalistic 
and Communistic systems. In the first place# IslIm creates 
a moral and practical bond between man and society-on which 
the edifice of a community can be built* This is so because 
IBM creates in every individual a moral-attitude, which is. 
essential as the basis of a balanced society- IsIft sets 
certain limits to human freedom so that, an individual can be 
useful to society rather than destructive Of it- 
MaullInIt MaudTId`I admits his lack of deep knowledge 
by his being sceptical of specialists* He says'that we 
should be a happier society if we looked at the world as a 
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WhO. 109 and not as physicists# psychologists or economists; 
and that we should learn much more -about the world around 
us if we looked at the whole scientific and social process 
and tried to find the solution to the problems of man 
through doing so. 
He is# in fact# defYing the scope of-economics when 
sets down the basic problem of mant, which he says is to, 
"keep all men supplied with the necessities of, life and to 
see that every individual in society is provided with 
opportunities adequate to the development of his personality 
and to the attai=ent of the highest, possible perfection 
according to his capacity and aptitud a 
In earliest timespthe economic problems were simple, 
as man could secure his needs simply-in a world of abundance, 
But with the advent-of civilization they became Increasingly 
complicated when specialization came# 80 that the necessities 
of life began to be exchanged, Gradually# means of exchange 
(1), MaudUdIp Economic Problem-of Man and Its Islamic Solution 
(MarkazI Maktaba Jaml'at-i-Isllmlp Lahore# 2955) p. 12 
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were evolved and established. 
(') 
With the development of 
trades and professionsp a system of purchase and sale 
developedp and coinage became established as a means of 
exchange, With this the rights of property and succession 
developed* It then became necessary that: 
11 owing to the natural disparity between the poten- 
tialities and powers of the individuals# some individuals 
would be able to earn and produce more than they needed# 
while some would be able to secure only their basic 
necessities, and others would get even less; 
2* some individuals would be able to secure a better 
start in life in consequence of inherited wealth; 
owing to the operation of natural causeopthere 
w ould be some individuals In the society who could not 
perform productive work# for example; the aged# children# 
the oick and incapacitated persons. 
MaudUdl says that any workable economic system must 
take full cognizance of these basic factors and create a 
sYetem. of economic exchange which would solva the problems 
(1) Ibid* pp. 16-18 
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arising from these basic needs* He then goes on to examine 
the two existing principal systems to see if they solve 
these basic problems. Both the Communist and the Capitalist 
systems are examined and criticiSedt and the Islamic economic 
system is offered as an alternative. To him the fault with 
the Capitalist system lies in the evils which appear "when 
the natural selfishness of man exceeds the limits of 
moderation, 
"') 
This# he sayst devolopo with the aid of 
certain other immoral habits and receiVeS further impetus 
from an inherently defective political system which has no 
moral bases. 
(2) 
On the other hand# to remove private owner- 
ship of the means of production# as in the Communist B. VBtcmp 
would create many other problems; but he does not explain 
what these problema arep at thie etagee In hia other work# 
Stldv he criticises Co=unism because it takes away the 
incentive for the individual and also because it is "unnatural" 
to take away the right of ownership from the individuale 
Again he says that it is in the "natural scheme of thingall 
(3. ) MaudUdIp Islamic Problem-of man and its lelEm Solution. 
Op. cit, P, 19 
(2) lbido P. 20 
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that some individuals should be better placed than the 
others,, but that no evil effects would flow from this if 
all man's moral qualities had had the opportunity to assert 
themselves. And these, we must suppose# can only be 
allowed to assert themselves in a truly Islamic State under 
a system created in accordance with the Abarl'a. 
In the capitalist economic 13ystemp which is devoid 
of a moral basis# if the earnings of a person become larger 
than his needs# he does not distribute them among those who 
need# but either employs his wealth to produce more or lands 
it on interest to others. isllam prohibits by law any kind 
of interest and morally binds a man not to accumulate more 
wealth but to give away in charity all he does not need* 
IfaudUd'I is not in favour of creating coercive laws to see 
that people do not cam beyond what they needv and so if at 
Some stage one individual did try to accumulate more money 
than he neededp it would not be possible to stop him. 
In his criticism of the Capitalistic System he is a 
Marxist in asserting that# o'wing to disparitiec between the 
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very rich and the very poor'created by the absence of a moral 
sYstemp a class struggle. comes into being between those who 
have and those who do not. 
(') 
He says that IslIlm prevents 
this evil by differentiating between Jjal9l (lawful) and 
Varlm (un-lawful) methods of earning* It is for this purposep 
apart from charity and goodwill# that Isl'dm has prohibited 
all those methods of gain whereby me individual secures an 
advantage at the expense of ln4urY and : Loss to another. 
These are: - 
le Bribery 
2. St ealing 
3- Gambling 
4. Business based on fraud 
Hoarding and holding back necessities of 
life to raise prices 
6. Monopplising means of production by one 
or few persons# and so narrowing the 
field for others. 
7. Sellingg manufacturing or transporting 
wines and other intoxicating drinks. 
80 Earning from adultery and professions in 
music and dancing* 
Although his study of the existing economic systems 
has a great deal of thought behind it and he goes to great 
-lengths to prove that the Islamic economic system is the 
(1) Ibido p. 28 
(, f 
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middle road between the two extremes p he has not given muCh 
thought to -international trade. A modern Muslim state 
exists in a world in which it has to trade with other 
countries to survivep and international trade is based on 
an International monetary systempwhich in turn is based on 
Intereate A state which completely repudiated Interest 
would become economically isolated* 
Some modem interpreters of the Our'lln have said 
that Iollm prohibits not interest but usury* Maullnll 
MaudUdl does not agree with this* The verses of the OurlIn 
Which are said to be against the concept of interest are, 
quoted below. 
"Those who devour Ziba4") will not stand except as 
stands one whom the evil one by his touch hath 
driven to madness. That is because they say: 'Trade 
is. like ribat but God hath permitted trade and 
forbidden riba. 
(2) 0 ye who believep fear Godt 
and give up what remains of your demand for riba, 
if you are indeed believers.,, 
(3) 
The Qurl uses the term jjib2! y which means "increased". 
Some authorities have interpreted it as usuryp while 
otherso including MaudUdlp also include interest in riba. 
(2) 
-Qur"dn, 
2: 275 
(3) qurlln, 2: 38 
lea 
M4ammad - Asad and GhullEm Atmad Parwai"- are of ihe 
view that 'interest' is, alloweds, for they interpret riba' 
to mean usury, They hold that banks should be allowed to 
lend money for the development of industry to bring about 
better employment prospects in an Islamic State. , 
The existing monetary system is based mainly on 
John Maynard Keynes's (1863-1946) Liquidity'Preference 
Theory of Intereste- Before Keynes put forward his theory# 
the monetary'system was based on the Classical theory known 
as the Loanable Fund Theory. This had stated that the world 
Progress was retarded becau 
t 
se fun 
. ds were not available 
for the purposes of loan-for-investmente In other words 
there was no capital formatione And there was no capital 
formation because people did not save, But during the great 
depression of 1929-33#, a device to increase the loanable 
funds was made use of by lowering the bank rate both in 
Britain and in the U, S. A.. The Rate of Interest was lowered 
so that the business man might feel tempted to borrow the 
money and invest-in business and so relieve the mass unemp- 
loyment prevailing because of the economic depression. But 
t 
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businessmen did not come forward to take advantage of thcý 
increase in loanable fundse This gave Keynes the idea of 
his Liquidity Prefer6nee Theory# which he elaborated in 
his work The General Theory 
-of 
Employment. Interest and 
Yone in 1936. He said that during a depression the 
marginal efficiency of the Capital (or the'expected rate 
of profit) is so low that to be anywhere near useful as an 
incentivetthe interest must be zero. But the rate of 
interest is never zero# or negative# because there is always 
land available for sale and a person can buy land and charge 
a rental on it, Thus as long as there is an acre of land 
anywherepthere cannot be a zero interest* Thus moneyed 
people will compete with one another to raise the capital 
value of this piece of landp thus depressing the rate of 
return from this piece. They will equate the rate of return 
from the land to the rate of interest on their money* it 
will be very low but never zero. The investing public will 
, also prefer to keep their money in liquid cash on hand 
, because it is a period of falling prices and the capital 
Igo 
valUe of money is increasing every day. Maudttdl would 
surely say that the Zaklit of two and h half per cent on 
savings at such a stage would bring about the solution. 
But, as it happensp the rate of 2V Is too low and would 
not produce enough money or incentive in case Of a 
depression, And as ZakIt is basically a voluntary tax# 
it will in practical terms be even more difficult to 
procure on savings about which the state is ignorant* 
CHAPTER SEM 
THE POSITION OF NON-MUSLIMS 
IN THE ISLAMIC STATE 
CHAPTER Vn 
THE POSITION OF NON-MUSLIKS IN THE ISLAMIC STATE 
To Justify the secondary position which the non-Muolima wou3 
occupy in an Islamic States XaudGM: explains at the outset that 
Islam provides for an Ideological States not unli aa State under 
Communismp and therefore only those who believe in its ideology 
can be trusted to formulate policy and establish ideals* It is 
for this purpose that he outlines the differences between a modern 
National State and the State conceived and established through the 
spirit of Islam* 
(a) A National States he saysp classifies its citizens in 
accordance with their belonging or not belonging to the 
nation or race which has established that state or which 
dominates it or is responsible for running it, 
The Islamic State., on the other handj, classifieB the 
people residing in it according to their belief or disbelier 
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in the ideology which constitutes the basis of the Btatee 
In other words, the people are classified into Muslims 
(those who believe) and Non-Muslims (those who do not). 
The task of guidance and policy-making in a modem National 
State always remains in the hands of the majority community* 
The minority have no effective way in the matters of 
governing* They are not trusted,, irrespective of the nature 
of their minority - social# culturalp religiouBi they are 
not considered capable of shouldering the responsibilities 
of the State, In many cases the constitutions Of 801" Of 
the National States abolish any kind of discriminations 
but laws are not enough to bring about total avoidance of 
discrimination, 
On the other hand., the ideological nature of the Islamic 
State makes it necessarv that policy-making and cultural 
and educational planning should be in the hands of those 
who believe in the ideal. Non-MuBlims will have to keep 
out of the framing of policy because they do not believe in 
the philosophy which inspired the principles of the system 
'Which the believers want to implimento 
(C) A search into history would show that minorities have always 
been unfairly treated in National States* They have been 
weakened by having cultural inroads made upon them by the 
Majorityp thus destroying their separate identityq or have 
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been physically exterminated by genocidee Those who have remained 
have been reduced to living as untouchables or to being ashamed of 
their cultural or religious heritage. On the other handp in an 
Islamic State §karl"a would provide clearly stated rights and 
privileges which the State authorities would be obliged to put into 
practice, q ensuring the well-being of the Non-Muslim co=u1nities. 
(d) Whatever rights and privileges for minorities exist in modern States, 
they exist at the sanction of the majority communitiesp and those 
who have given these rights have power to curtail them if they so 
desire* In the Islamic law these rights have an inalienable status 
and no human power can challenge theme "This is why"j, says Maudlffp 
"the term ahl-al-Dbimma(l) (those who aro'guarantiedi has been used 
for them* The Muslims cannot curtail these rights but if they so 
desires they can confer additional rights upon minorities subject 
to their being not opposed to Shaz: i- 9 a* 
(2) 
io Nature of jizy;. 
The question of the position of the non-Muslims in an Islamic 
state is intimately tied up with the nature of JizY'a-* 
(3) 
In the Statute of Medina, the Jews and their clients were referred 
to as the aimma of God. 
(2) Maududi, 1811ml RiyAsat (Urdu) (Islamic Publications Lahore,, 1962) 
. ppe 239.241, 
(3) 4izya was originally a tribute paid by the subject statesp which 
tOo"e form of poll-tax, During'Umar's lQlilrtfav the term was also 
applied to the land tax which was levied o-n-RUBM owners of agricul- 
tural lande Later the Jurists began to make a distinction between 
P011-tax (levied on non-Muslim subjects) and the land-tax which 
came to be known as Marlj. ThuBp the term Jizya was to be applied 
only to tax paid by Eon: &slims as a protection tax* 
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Jizya is explained as meaning 00 tax which the non-Muslim 
subjects of a Muslim goverment pay for ratifying the compact 
that ensures their protection* The word J12ya ia derived from 
Jazao'meaning 'he gave satisfaction' or 'be compensated', In 
the Qur'gn,, Jizya is spoken of only oncet *Fight those who 
believe not in God from amongst those who have been given a 
book (Christian and Jews)., until they pay the Jitya in acknowledge- 
ment of your superiority and their state of subjugation*"(') 
The Prophet had made treaties with the Magians of Bahrain and the 
ChriBtains of Aylas Adhruh and Najran on the condition that Jizya 
would be paid. 
The term ahl-al-Dbimma is used for the non-MuBlim citisOns 
Of an Islamic State* This shows that the Jizya was a compensation 
for protection, In other wordsp it could be explained as a 
contribution paid by the non-Muslims towards the mi2itary 
organizationo The fact that the non-Muslims could be excused from 
Da its , yment if they offered to fight along with the 
Muslim 
against aggressors proves this point* There is at least one case 
In which Jizya was returned on the rea3isation that Muslims could 
no longer'protect the ahl-al-jkimma(2). It is not an essential 
part Of the Shazlea law that the n; n-Muslim population is obliged 
to pay jjMt this is clear from the fact that Bani TaghUbo 
(1) Qur ; nz 9: 29 
(2) The Muslim forces returned the amount Collected as Jizya to 
the people of Xhums in Syria when during the struggle with 
the Roman Empire the Muslims had to withdraw from the city 
and could no longer continue to protect its inhabitantas 
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a Christian tribep were granted the option of paying instead of 
Jitya the normal Zak; t (a two and a half per cent tax on savings 
which have not been reinvestedp drawn at the and of every years 
payable for all Muslims) during the XhilZfa of 'Umaro As the 
Practice of the first four Caliphs forms an integral part of the 
Mari aj, there seems no reason why a non-Muslim community in a 
modern Islamic State could not request the same, 
Jiz3ri was collected originally at the rate of one din; r(I 
per annum for cash physically fit male-adulte Later the 
ahl-al-Djjimma came to be classified into three categories according 
to their earnings.. the rich paying four dinars,, the middle group 
two dinars and the lower earning group one dinar a year* 
(2) 
Femaleaq 
peoplewho had not achieved majority# old peoplep the crippled 
and paralysed,, the blind and the very poor were exempto In fact 
only thosewho could perform military service were taxabloo 
Maullra Maudild! divides the non-Muslim citizens of an 
Islamic state into three categories according to the way in which 
they came to be in an Islamic State* He believes that each one 
of these categories has a separate status in the eyes of the 
-9 §bari a. His classification in as followst 
(a) those who became the citizens of an Islamic State 
as the result of a treaty (the contractess); 
The Din-ar 'a Gold coin., could be valued at approximately 
tan MMEngs. 
(2) Uanafi law a3-lows this classification., but the LbZýj school 
holds the opinion that the amount fixed at one Dinar could 
not be changed. 
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(b) those who become the subjects of an Islamic State 
after Buffering a defeat in war (the conquared)j 
(c) those who happened to be in an Islamic State in 
any other way not involving war. (1) 
Maudildi, holds that so far as the general rights of the 
Non-Muslims are concerned all these three categories have to be 
treated alike. Howeverq because the first two categories 
present special problem.. the Sharl's, explicitly provides for them 
prescribing special principles of treatment* In the case of 
contractees,, the contract should always be respected,, Whether 
the contract has been signed as the result of war otherwises it 
has to be obeyed even if the Muslims later realise that its terms 
are distasteful to them. In no case are these terms of contract 
to be amended arbitrarily,, not even in cases of indemnity or 
11! ral) 
(2 ) 
This would mean that unless the Payment of revenue :a 
terms of the contract so provideq a tax increase of any kind 
Which the Muslim Umma would be obliged to submit top would be 
illegal in the case of the non-Muslims* Her@ he enters into one 
of his favourite discussions regarding the practices of the 
"so-called civilized nations" of the Wests and compares these 
Practices with the injunctions of Islamic teachings, He holds 
that civilized man has always maltreated his contractees(a'-n-dý. '---'-' 
and repudiated treatieB,, once the immediate purpose for which they 
'were concluded has been served, Mai, 11 does not seem to recognise 
that it is always falacious to compare the ideology of one system 
(1) Haud7ud7i# Isliml RWAsats op. cit. 342 
(2) ibid P. 343 
with the practices of another, Hq4does not mention the fact that 
invariably even Muslim practices have fallen short of the ideal 
which Islam has put before theme 
The people who continue to fight and do not lay down their 
ii=s until they are over-powered come into the second categor7,, 
namely, the conquered. But in Maudu7d7i's opinion a compact with 
them is established automatically as soon as the Muslim power 
begins to accept Jizya from theme After this they continue to 
enjoy the own6rohip of their propertiesp and their heirs retain 
the rights of inheritance according to their own personal law* 
They also possess full rights of sale,, transferp grant and mortgage 
Of all property* The Islamic State has no right to dispossess them 
of these rights* Their places of worship alBop at the payment of 
Jizya., become protected institutiona.. Jizya itself has to be 
appropriated at a rate acceptable to them according to their 
financial condition., and it has to be reasonable. Once again 
those who are destitute or physically handicapped, # women., minors# 
atces are not to be asked to pay Jizyao 
"Jizya is levied"j, MaudEcfi Bays elsewhere# "only on those 
who have either fought against Muslims or who are able bodied and 
can fight aRainst Islam%(') By saying thiB# he changes the whole 
nature of jizZ!, We have seen that Jizya was a tax of protection 
'Which the Muslims gave to the ahl-alýjjimmaa According to this 
statement, g Jizya becomes a price for their potential disloyalty, 
This statement brings down the whole argument that Jjzya was 
introduced as a tax for the protection which the j2himnle received,. 
*? 
(1) Maududis Islamic Law and Constitution j OP*Cit-P P. 303 
/ el q 
Although most of his treatment of the minorities in an Islamic 
State seems liberals this statement exposes his conservatigm* 
Although this is only a short statement as opposed to his detailed 
discussion of the subject earlierp it seems more in line with 
conaervatism, 
For those non-Muslims who happen to be in an Islamic State 
for any reason other than either being conquered or having accepted 
a contract, the general rights are the same as those prescribed for 
the first two kind * Howevero Maudid! is of the opinion that 
in respect of payment of Jizya,, the b&hazlla is not explicite His 
view 1-s expressed in one of his lesser-known statements., made in 
a reply to a question addressed to him in the capacity of editor 
Of the Turjum; n-ul--Qurt; n, He stated,, OThe provision of payment 
Of J12ya by the ahl-ul-Dhimma in an Islamic State is only 
applicable to either the 'conquered' or the 'contracteast who 
have accepted the dominance of the Muslim people under the condition 
that they will pay Jizya,, In Pakistan,, because none. of these 
conditions are applicables it is not necessary under the 
Ca 
to inflict jjjjj on themem(l) 
The casual way in which Maudildl. regards jjM would mean 
that in a modern Islamic State no one would be paying Ji2ya* 
The non-Muslims who come under the sway of Muslim$# &part from 
those who are either contractees or conqueredp would not be 
expected to pay it any-way, In fact all three categories# as b. 
and cj* if they so desired., could opt out of it at any time after 
(1) Maudikil., "Jaliad Riy1sat main DhUrnlyon key nuqilq", TarjumAn- 
ý. u3. -Qur'rLn,, 
(Lahore,, October 1061) vol*57,, Noel* P-53- 
I r, 0 
the initial phases They could either offer themselves for fighting 
or undertake to pay the, normal Zakat, In spite of his unconcern 
about levying Jizyat Maududi is at pains to show the leniency 
-e which is implicit in the a)aari a in respect of receiving Jitya 
and ELarij from the non-Muslims@ He says that the ahari a 
prohibits any chastising or use of coercion in connection with 
the collection of JIW* He also states that under no circumstances 
can a non-Muslim's movable properties be auctioned in procurement 
of these taxes. The poor# or those people who have no apparent 
3ivelihood., have to be excused from paymentj moreover the state 
treasury has to give them stipends and grantso In a modern 
Islamic State then., the atiministrative machinery would be brought 
to a standstill if no legal case could be brought against citizens 
for failing to pay taxes* This also supports the argument that 
the conception of Jiz as hold by tftudld is far from practicable, 
iie Political Rights and Privileges, 
The matters which are discussed by Haudu-cll under the heading 
Of Political rights are not really rights but more in the nature 
of curbs which Islam puts on them, The first and most inportant 
is that Maucfu-dl gives them the oinalienable' right of electing 
representativess but separates their electoral system from that 
of the Muslims. Repeating# an he so often seems to dop the 
argument that the Islamic State is an ideological State and 
, ýs , In 
UO) 'therefore it cannot indulge in any deceptive measures. 
he asserts that the head of the State must be some one uho 
believes in that ideology and therefore has to be a Muslim, -The 
head of the State is to be aided by a Majlis-i-ahýra, (the Council) 
in conducting the affairs of the State* Because of the nature of 
this Maj3. is . its membership must be exclusively Huslim, Af ter 
saying this much., he seems to change his whole position by 
Suggesting that "in regard to a parliament or a legislation in the 
modern conception ...... this rule could be relaxed to allow non- 
Muslims to become its members., provided that it has been ful3, v 
ensured in the Constitution that 
a) it will be ultra vires of the parlia nt or the 
legislature to enact any law which is repugnant to 
the Qu? in and the Sunna; 
b) the Quiffn and the Sunna. will be chief sources of the 
the. pD=, c law of ETIAndj 
c) the Head of the State and the assenting authority 
would necessarily be a Huslime*(1) 
He suggests as an alternative that the non-Muslim Communities 
should be able to elect their respective representatives to look 
after their own interestse These specially elected representatives 
%I would 
form a body., a parliament quite separate from the parliament 
to which the general Muslim population elect their representatives* 
This second parliaments thýs electeds will be confined to 
non-Mdelimso Through this assembly they will have the right to 
propose laws in connection with their Personal Law* A3.1 such 
lawswill be placed on the Statute Book after receiving the 
assent of the Amir, They may also submit suggestions or objections 
to the, Parliament on matters of administration which affect the 
whole country. moreover they will be able to raise questions in 
the Parliament regarding matters relating to their specific 
groups as wall as problems affecting the State. A representative 
or representatives of the State will be appointed to thiB body to 
provide answers to such questions* 
(1) iýid P9316 
Nor is this all. MaudBudl further recommends that there 
should be a third Parliament; exclusively for women* 
Now to have three parliaments in a statep the Majlis-i-ahurap 
the Women's and the Minorities' Par"& ntas may be practicable* 
But since it is for the latter two to snake sMestionap sometimes 
to the Amir and sometimes to the MajliB-i: ghura,, about their own 
interests and the interests of the whole Statej and since both 
are allowed to make criticisms of administration as won as 
positive proboaals., such a system in bound to become extremely 
cumberso and complicated if not impracticable. 
Maudiicrits attitude is very intimately tied up with the 
contemporary history of constitution-making in Pakistan and also 
with the problems of the electorate which resulted in the creation 
Of Pakistan* Pakistan was created by the Muslim leadership's 
assumption that the Muslim minority would not have adequate 
representation in a Hindu Majority India* The constitutional 
Bafeg! a 
_1rdon 
which the whole political fight was based arose, in 
facts from the problem of separate electorates for the Muslim 
minorityo Pakistan was createds but then the problem was that it 
was not in any way purely a Muslim countryo Hindu# Christian and 
other minorities existed within its boundaries,, According to 
the 1951 census, the breakdown of the population was as follows,. 
Pakistante total PuPulRtiOn *oe tet 75s636»OW 
mußlirm 000 64 959,00o 8519% 
.. 
ýindus 000 9349ow 410 5.7% 
2c 
Schedules Castes 0.9, 
(Lower caste Hindus)*.. ... 5.9421,, 000 7*2% 
Christians 541*000 0.7% 
Others 3669000 o. 5% (1) 
the matters regarding representation came before the Constituent 
Assembly* the East Pakistani Minorities opted for a joint electorate., 
meaning that they. would like the Conatituent. Lasembly to prescribe 
a method of election in which a candidate from the Minorities could 
stand for any general seat* The Minorities from West Pakistan 
stressed that Minorities should have their own constituencies 
from which they would elect their own representatives to membership 
Of the National Assembly* The reason for this was that the Casts 
Hindus., who owned a predominant part of the business interests in 
East Pakistan q were, of the opinion that# because of their 
influence., they would be able to elect a higher number of represen. 
tativeB if they were to contest the general seats than they would 
Procure by percentagee Moreover# they thought that they would 
be able to got the votes of the lower caste Hindus because of 
their influence@ Mr,, Fazil. uddin had argued thats under a system 
aep rr-a-t-e-el-ectoratess Beats should be allocated to the lower 
caste Hindusp because their interests are different from those of 
the higher castes. (2) This controversy occupied over three months 
(1) The Census of-Pakistan Report 1951. p table 6-2 
These figures are taken from 1951 Census to show approxitAtely 
how the breakdown of population in terms of religions stood 
at the time of partition in 1947. There was no Census in 1941. 
(2)Joshue iazluddin,, Separate Electorates - The life Blood of Pakistan 
Lahorj 1956. p. 12 
2cq 
of the Constituent Assembly's time without a decisionp and finally 
it was left to the respective provinces to decide upon the mode of 
representation, It was during this controversy that HauAa 
Haud, ýicft had come out with an article outUnin his plan for a 
separate Assembly for the Minorities, and his point of view was 
endorsed by the Christian community, Mr, Fazluddin included this 
article on separate electorates as an appendix to his book 
Separate Electorates - the Life Blood of Pakistani 
1) 
iii, Government Service i 
With the exception of the Key-posta, * Maud[Ldl intends to 
leave all other services open to the non-MuBlims "without prejudice, @ 
But it becomes clear that there are acme govern-ent jobs which 
would not be open to the non-Muslims* He does not., however$ define 
exactly what sort of poaitionB would be barred to non-Muslims* 
He suggests that a body of experts could be appointed to met down 
and define those key-posts where the policy and aecurityof the 
country are involved., and then those posts would be barred to 
non-MuBlimm, He justifies him point of view by saying that in 
every 'Ideological State' (by which he meanas perhaps,, the 
existing Communist States) such positions are given only to thoýse 
persons who have the fullest faith in its ideology and who are 
capable of running it according to the spirit of the ideology. 
(2) 
Positions which do not directly deal with po3icy-makingq such as 
Accountant General.. Chief Engineer., or Post Master Generalj, etc,,, 
would be open to the ahl-al-Dbimma. 
(1) ibid p*51. (2) MaudGA,, lalXm: f Riylwatp OP-cit- P*366 
Although he had earlier said explicit3jv that ahl-al-I)himma 
would pay the tax only for their protection and could opt out of 
payment by fighting for Ialamp he prohibits active aM service 
to members of the Minorities* Only those posts will be available 
to them which are not connected with the conduct of war-by which 
he probab3, y means clerical work or other civilian employment in 
the armys It is clear that even here he would bar such offices 
where a non4luslim might have access to mi3itar7 or other vital 
secret information* This seems contraz7 to the Islamic practice* 
Exemption from military services was granted only to non-44uslim 
who wished to be excused., and these were asked to pay Jizvae 
Bani Taghlib (a non-MuBlim, tribe) had been allowed to fight in 
the Battle of Buwaib (13 A. H. ) because they expressed the wish 
to do so, 
ive Education and Proselytisme 
Non-Muslims will have a full right to education and also 
the right to give religious education to their childrene The 
Statewil. 1 be obliged to provide religious teachers for them in 
State schools if the parents of non-Muslim children so desire* 
However, the schools run by non-Muslim organizations will have to 
cOnfine instruction in their own relicions to their own childrenj 
and when Muslim students attend such an institutions the authorities 
will be obliged to provide religious teachers for them, 
The non-Muslims of one religion will have the right to 
propagate their religion among other non-Muslim communities# but 
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no right to convert a Muslim to their religions will be given. 
In fact Maududi, suggests that this should be a crime punishable 
by law. 
v* Ahl-al-Dhimma and the Law* 
The penal laws are the same for Muslims as they are for 
the ahl-al-Dhimmas and Maudad holds that Islam provides the same 
penalities for all communities* He sayst fteee.. whether it is 
a P41md who steals or a Muslims the hands of the thief will be 
chopped offv. 
(') 
Probably it will not be out of place to mention 
here that the attitude of Maud7udl towards punishment in entirely 
retributive* At no time in his writing does he admit a place for 
reformatory punishment* The Civil Laws are also equally and 
similarly applicablee The only places where non-Muslims are 
above the law are in eating pork and consuming wine* Interest 
and usury., which would affect the whole economic bases of the 
Islamic States Maududl believess should be prohibited to them 
along with Muslims, 
The guarantee which the ahl-al-Dhimma have is inviolable 
and the compact with them will not be broken in the case of a 
few non-Muslims breaking it* The crime of an individual will 
in no way Justify chastising a whole community of non-Hualimso 
and only the involved or guilty person or persons will be 
Punisheds and then according to law* 
(1) Hauduldlt Isl; mj Riy!; s&t., OP, cits P-334 
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In matters involving the personal law of the non-Mu3lim 
communities,, their own person law will be applied. For examplep 
marriages without the fixation of Mohr (Dower Money) or marriage 
within the iddat(l) would be legal for non-Muslims if their 
personal law so providese 
Apart from these rights$ Haudu-di' lists a number of other 
general rights, like freedom of expresaions movement# etc* As 
long as they do not subvert the Ideology on which the Islamic 
State is based., they are to be respected* 
-Iddat refers 
to the period within which a woman may not 
make a-second or subsequent marriage* If she is divorceds 
or if her husband has died and she is not pregnant.. the 
Period stipulated is four months* If she is pregnants it 
is until her child is borno 
CHAPTER EIGHT 
POSITION OF WOMEN 
IN THE ISLAMIC STATE 
CHAPTER VIII 
POSITION OP WOMEN IN THE ISLAMIC STATE- 411, -- 
One is always apt to underestimate the importance 
of the position of women in an Islamic State* The 
. 
truth# 
how . 
evers is that some of the most noted writers on Islamic 
Politics have stressed the importance of ývmenls role in 
an Islamic state, particularly the importance-of their 
moral influence, Maud= goes as far as to assert that the 
decline of the major civilizations in the world# including 
those that were Muslimp was due to moral degradation* 
Women became the target of Just and orgies# and the civili- 
zation consequently fell. 
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The first important-treatise on the position of 
women in Islam in the -modem world came from the Egyptian 
GasIm AmTnp a disciple of Uuhammad Abduh* Kurdish by birth 0 
and Prench by education, Qjsim AmIn expressed the opinion 
that one of the primary causes of the stagnation of ISINM 
as, a political and social power lay in the disappearance of 
social virtues and the weakening of moral strength. HeL 
asserts also that the cause of this is nothing other than 
ignorance of the true sciences and the Zharl'a; it is from 
these that the laws of human haPPiness can be derived. 
This ignorance# he believes# begins in the familvo 
Therelationahips of mother"and child,, man and woman$ are 
the, baois of society; the virtues which exist in the family 
will automatically be transferred to the Caum: "The work of 
Women in society is to form the morals of the nation-" He 
also says that woman In the MuBliz countries does not have 
the necessary status if she wants to play the role attributed 
to herv and he claims that this is not due to the weaknesses 
Osim Amln,, Tehrir al Mar'a. This statement of the ideas 
ýht of. QIsim AmIn are based on Albert Houranip Arabic Thoufr in the Liberal Age (oxford U-Pop 1962) pp. 164-170 
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of,. QharVal becauscýSharVa was the first systematic law 
which provided for the equality of women with their male 
counterparts, Islamic provisions became vulgarized and 
corrupted through the converts# jvhO in spite of accepting 
brought, with them their own cuj; toms and illusionoo 
They dostroyed the true Islamic system of Governmentp which 
defines the rights and duties of the rulers and the ruled# 
and put in its place the principles of despotism* Taking 
advantage of this, the strong began to despise the weak and 
later the women. 
In any societys, the heart of all social problems 
depends upon the status of women# and, this can be improved 
only by education. AmIng however# does not suggest that 
women, should be as fully educated as mene He suggests that 
they should have elementary education# if they are to manage 
their households smoothly and to Play their proper role in 
týe betterment of society. Apart from religious instruction# 
he suggests# they should be taught to read and writer and be 
11) "Tehri pp. : L16-131 quoted from Albert Hourani. OP., it. 
p*165 
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given some notion of natural and moral scienceog history and 
geography, hygiene and physiOlOgYp and physical training* 
-1 . It is also advisablet he saysp to give them such an 
education as to prepare them for earning their own living. 
Thist he says, Is the only guarantee of womento rightse 
QRSim says that unless a woman is able to support herself 
she will always remain at the mercy of manp notwithatandizig 
the rights that the law provides. This wouldv hi believc3p 
end tyranny and also the seclusion and veiling of wonene 
After saying I so much he becomes very cautious# stating that 
JLt'JLa not his desire to end seclusion altogether bocausa to 
v. safeguard virtue a certain degroe of segregation is necessar. 
He goes on to say that his purpos6 is to restore what the 
=arVa lays down. There is# he maintairisp no strict provi- 
Gion about women not revealing their faces# and# like many 
modernists# he considers the controversial seclusion or 
llýparda verse" of the Qur'ln &Ls pertinent only to the wives Of 
UUbammad. Here he is in agreement with the Ideas of his 
This verse is quoted in full later in this chapter., 
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Indian-contemporary-Ameer Ali. 
(') 
AmIn also deplores polvgamY- lie says that contempt 
for woman underlies pI ol , ygamyp an .d that no woman could 
willingly share her husband with another. If a man marries 
a"second time it can only resul 
It in ignoring the wishes of 
the 'first. He asserts that in some 
"circumstances it is 
licit# for example when the first wifO is insane or childless* 
But In these cases man should be chivalrous and forbearing. 
It cannot be denied that revealed law permits po: Lygamyp* but 
equally it cannot be denied that it also warns against its 
dangers: "Marry such women as seem good to you# two# threat 
four; but if you fearyou will not be equitable# then only 
one*" Divorce too Is permissible in special circumstances 
but'is reprehensible in itself. ' it Is beat to refrain from 
it where possible. AmIn says that if divorce is to be 
practisedj, women should also havO the right to divorce. 
In all the matters he deals witho AmIn proceeds by 
defining, the Islamic principles rather than abandoning them. 
(1) Ameer Ali Syed. History of Saracens. (Christopher# 
.. London 9 1955) P- 175 ,, 
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He asserts that if vie have to understand the political and 
social rights of women we should understand the QurIUn and 
the 2har'lga and interpret them in 'the right way'# and he 
believes that he is doing so, But comparing him with the 
orthodox interpretation# one sees at once how modern western 
thought and scientific knowledge has influenced him. 
Opposed to this modem liberal attitude to women 
and their position in society is the fundamentalist attitude 
of llaudUdle Although MaudUdI follows Q71sim AmIn in chronology, 
he does not allow any place to modem western or liberal 
thought, q and draws purely, on the Qur*ln and the eunna2so 
much so that in certain places he even disallows certain 
quiýO elementary things like compulsory registration of 
marriages. 
(') 
He thinks that the witnesses in the marriage 
would all be there to vouch for any party in case of dispute# 
and asserts that Sharl'als direction for conduoting a 
marriage is ample. -He also opposes 
the appointment of . 
ja on the grounds Registrars of Marriage to conduct the Hikg 
MaudUdlls answer to the Marriage Commission Questionnairo. 
Quoted from "Marriage Commission-X-rayed" ed, Xhurshid. 
Ahmad (ghar3gh-i-R4ubO Karachi# December 3.959). p. 5 
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that IslRm does not allow for a professional clergy. 
(: L) 
MaulVnl MaudUdlts attitude towards the position of 
women in an Islamic State can be gathered mainly from Parda 
(1963)., his Answer to the "Marriage Co=ission Questionnaire% 
1958p and also from the reactions of the Jaml'at-i-IslIml to 
the Marriage Commission Report included in the book IfarriEkize 
ComMiesion Report X-rayed (1959)- Although the second deals 
Mainly with the specific legal problems arising from tha 
position of women in Pakistan# Parda is a comprehensive work 
on the position of women in an islamio State* It begins with 
the history of world civilizations as a puritan like Maud= 
would see itp attributing the fall of each civiliZatiOn to 
women. He says that we see two extremes of woman's position 
in the world: "On the one hand she is cheapened to the 
Position of a maid and a mistress# she is bought and sold 
and all the rights of inheritance are taken away from her. 
Sheýis considered an embodiment of vice and impropriety*. *. 
On the other hand she is priced highly but in such a way an 
Ibide pp. 5-6 
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to make her a. symbol of, moral degradationp making her a toY 
in the hands of those with animalistic desires* in fac-t she 
has then been made an agent of Satan and with her elevation 
synohronised the decline of humanity-110*) He assures us 
that the Islamic State would preserve civilization by 
protecting women from both these extremes* Reading through 
his work Pardaq one is constantly reminded of the importance 
he, gives to the position of woman in an Islamic StatOo HO, 
asserts time and time again that if an Islamic state is to 
be established and preserved# the position prescribed for 
woman in thebgharl'a must be adhered top otherwise there Is 
a danger of the whole edifice crumbling under the so-called 
1 -. 1 1 
integration of women with men* Unless women play their role, - 
which appears, from his writingp to be little more than 
negative - it is not possible to achieve the desired end. 
Woman should not mix with man 80cially lect he should be 
lured by her away from things which are vital- As soon as 
the idea of sex outside marriage enters man's head# eocietY# 
(1) " MaudUdl, Pardah (Islamic Publications Ltd. p Lahore# 
, -' 1963. ) PP- 7-8- 
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state# ideals and indeed Isl3m would collapse in the same- 
manner as the Greeks, Romans, Christian and modem European 
civilizations have done. 
(') 
Let us now take a fuller example from Uaud'ldllz3 
virsion of the causes of the" decline and fall of theso 
civilizations, considering his treatment 6f one of themp 
namely the Greek. He says that among the ancient civili- 
iations that of Greece appears to be the most glorioui. In 
its early'-stagest'the position'of women was degraded morallyp 
legally and sociallye' Gr6ek"mythologyp'for instance# 
attributed the troubles of manp to a womanp Pandora. 
Education,, howevert gradually effected a change in attitudes 
in Greek society and womants position was raised, This changer 
howeverp did not have any effect on the legal status of 
woman# but she beg . an to be placed on a very high social 
Pedestal, She became the uncrowned queen of the Greek home. 
Herýsphere of influence was restricted to the home, but 
Within these limits she'had unqiýeotioned supremacy. Her 
M' Ibid. PP; 7-29 
JV 
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honour was a valuable thing, g*L%yas respected and esteemed. 
Among the better classes of the Greekov Parda (seclusion of 
VlOmen) was observed in the sense that the men's quarters in 
principle were separated from those of women, Their women 
did not participate in mixed meetinget nor wore they 
exhibited in public* For a woman the highest rung of good- 
noes was achieved through entering into matrimonyp and to 
live a prostitutional life was like going into the deepest 
dungeons of vice and degradation, This was the nature of 
Greek society during the time of its glorioua dominancee 
In this era there did exist some weaknesses of oharacter 
but they were limited and within bounds. However# as time 
ýFent on the Greeks let themselves be captured by sloth and 
I 
IuStr and the prostitutional class began to dominate the 
social scene of Greek life. The brothel became the most 
frequented place for all classes of men. It became the 
Centre of attraction for the-PhilOGOP118vt the poet# the 
historian and the artist. This# MaudUdl says# ultimatelY 
Maudildl, Parda, Op, cite pp. 10-11 
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. CaUsed the downfall of the glory that was Greecoo 
(1) 
Ho 
says that similar developments may be found to be responsible 
for the fall -of Romeo 
(2) 
This passage describes very well how a puritanical mind looks 
at- civilization. The MaUIRnI in no way admits that the 
absence of moral virtues could have been a symptom rather 
than a cause of declineo 
The word "character" is used throughout the work I in 
relation to sex alone* In spite, of the fact that the UaulEn'd 
constantly assures us that woman is a creature of Godp his 
work is replete, with the idea that she is a constant danger 
to, man and hence to the Islamic State. *This is because Of 
her alluring nature* The interpretations that he gives to 
the Abar'lla are directed in the main towards restraining here 
"Man should be vigilant lest he should like Adam himaelf be 
lured'-into a life of pleasure". And this he says in spite 
ofý'having rejected the , Zionist mythology,, 
(3) 
a few pages 
(1) Ibid. pp. 13-14 
(2) Ibid* pp. 14-17 
(3) He says that Zionist mythology ascribed to a womant Eve# 
the responsibility'of bringing sin into the world. This 
left an indellible mark not only on the Jewish but 
Christian mind. Pardat op-cit. P-14 
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earlier, 
More than half of Parda deals with a study of the- 
modem Weetern. attitudes towards& He criticises these 
attitudesq quoting freely from Western writers who seemed 
either to agree, ivith him or to be critical of the moralitY 
in, the west. He concludes by saying that If we are to 
progress towards the establishment of a God-fearing socletY 
it'is vital that women should be segregated and that there 
should be no mixing of sexes and no sex relations outside 
marriage, 
He puts forward the thesis that jQharVa 
had laid 
dow .n the domains of both man and woman in sOcietYo 'ffOman 
is to 3ive inside the home and look after the affairs of 
the household; man is to serve as a bread-wi=er- Godts 
will is that# for the sake of harmony in sooietyp each sex 
shOuld'perform its own set task* He bases this view on a 
very'innocent verse of the Qurllln: "And I created everything 
in-pairs. '$(') Ile says that this verse points towards the 
universality of sex laws, 
(2 ) 
and he continues by oaying: 
(1) 
SQUE 
Iv 51 :3 
(2) The term 'sex laws' is used by him in English, Parda 
OP*Cit- pp. 233-234. 
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"The reality of the principle of pairing is that one part 
Of the pair should be dominant while the other is recessive; 
One, should have assertiveness while the other has acceptancep 
modesty and humility, If One has the quality of forcefulness 
the, other should have the quality of reception; if one has 
Positivity the other should have docility* This relationship 
of positivity and, docilityp assertion and acceptance# domi- 
riance and recessivity is in fact the principle of croation, li(l) 
He goes on to, express the belief that if this, principle Of 
pairing is abused or disturbed# there is a danger that the 
human civilization would fall apart in the same way as 
civilizations before-us have done* Each beingv male and 
female# has to recognise its place in societ. Y: 11... there is 
neither degradation in the docilitY of the docile nor is 
there, any case for pride in the supremaov Of the dominente 
"We have. all come to perform our respectIve tasks in the, 
world because the Creator wishes His universal machinery to 
90 on working. Our job is. to perform our own specialised 
Pardap OP*Oito P*234 (2) Ibid. P. 236 
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work. It 
(1) 
;I With this in mind, IfaudUdl goes on'to describe throe 
principles whicht he says# govern the relationship of man 
with woman in societyo The first is that God's will can 
be none other than to see that every organ of society worke 
SMOOthlY and without hindrance. 
(2) 
The second is that the 
Idominantt and 'recessive' parts of the system are both of 
Vital importance for the smooth running of the social order. 
Yet there is no glory in the doMinant part being dominant 
nor is there shame in the recessive part being docile in 
realizing its desired position in societyo(3) Thirdlyp 
Godta wish being Icnownt it follows that man# being the 
dominant'parts, is'the'guardian of the familv's virtucs and 
theý-affairs outside the homet and that woman is the mistress 
of the home and her task is to see to the ad2inietration of 
the, home. Here MaudUdl quotes from the tjadUh. I'lloman in 
the master of her husband's home# for her aotione in her 
.I 
domain she will be respmsible to God. 
Ibid. P. 235 
'(2) 
Ibid* p. 235 
(3) Ibid. pp. 235-236 
(4) Qa44 of Bokhari. dhapter: "Qawa anfusikum-wa-ahlikum 
113run. it 
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As has been mentioned earlier in this chapter# the 
'Parda verse' of the our' is a very controversial one- 
Before a discussion can be undertakeng the verse should 
be quoted in full, 
110hp Wives of the Prophet# you are, not like 
other women, if you are virtuous do not talk 
in low voice lest a man whose heart is not 
clean should set hopes upon you# whatever you 
sayp say it simply and straightforwardly# and 
stay in your houses and do not indulge in 
make-up like the women of the Jah3lTyl, 
perform your prayersp give zak5tp and obey God 
and his prophet. God wishea to precarve you 
from evil, ft(l)- 
AmIn and Ameer"Ali were of the opinion that thin versa 
is applicable only to the wives of the Prophet and that the 
rest of the Umma is not involved because of the very fact 
that it is addressed to the wives of 114ammad. MaudTIdI 
On'the other handp contends that bacause a comparison is 
made with the women of JahNITYR it becomos applicablo to 
all Luslim, women. 
(2) 
-Qllrp4t 33 :4 
Parda, pp. 261-264 
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It is however of some significance that the Maull[nll 
realizes that in some circumstances it may be unavoidablo 
for women to leave the four walls of the house- in cases 
of poverty or illness or the incapacity of the guardian of 
the familyp woman will probably have to go Out in search 
Of work. "In this respect#" he sayss, "the Bbarl'a is not 
VerY strict*"('I) and to juctify this statement he falls On 
"And God has given you permission 
that you may go out of your houses 
to fulfill your needo. ot(2) 
Could a woman going out to work to supplement her husbandts 
be classified as(D ... going out, to menre income, L'- iV*t 
fulfil 'needzl? If so, the idea that they should remain 
within the four walls of the hOUBOP which Maud= Puts 
forward in favour of the segregation Of w0mcnp would fall 
irýtO Jeopardy. 
Rip,, hts of Women 
In an Islamic State, -woman will have a spocialized 
task to performt and therefore her political and ooolal 
(1) Parda, pp 261 
(2) $a]; Ila of Bokhari. chapter "H7! jat-ul-InsZn- It 
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POrlition would be different from that of mano Legally 
speaking# therefore.. there would be three kinds of citizens 
an Islamic State: the Male Muslimsp the Minorities or 
the non-muslimat and the Iluslim female population. Each 
of these groups will have its o%7n rights and obligations 
in the society. 
According to YaudtldTv a Musliji woman has the right 
to marry any adult of her choice except a alave or a non- 
Muslim. But becaUBe she has to obeY the guarclian of the 
family before marriage, 
(') her choice of a husband would 
not I be effective if the guardian did not approve* HOwOvMr 
her refusal of one suggested by the guardian would be 
effectiie because she cannot be compelled to marry against 
her will. But there are limitations to her freedom even 
in'this respect becausep' as the MaulUn3 stressesp for woman 
to take "Cognizance of the opinions of fatherl grandfathorp 
brOther and certain friends is necessarYo"(2) 
(3-Y. Pardap P. 267 
(2) Ibid. po'266 
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He says that certain rights have been fixed so that 
the man does not take undue advantage of his dominant 
I 
Position. 
Islim gives very detailed provisions iri matters of 
inheritance. A woman can claim half 'the ohare of a brother 
from a deceased father, This is because she has other 
advantages like Mahrp and her financial responsibilities 
are also smaller compared with man's- 
(1) 
She can hold this 
property in her own name and manage it if she wishes. 
Woman has the full rights, the Mau dnA saysp to 
educate herself in both religious and social DPhercae 
(2) 
But in another place, like Qnsim AmIn he suggests that wo2en 
should not be subjected to the same rigorous education as 
Man and that they should have only such education as would 
prepare them for the task whichýGod has fixed for them in 
. Society, 
He then goes on to compare the position of women 
in ISIUM with the ancient societies in which the families 
Parda, cp. cit. footnote pp. 269-270 
(2) lbide P., 272 
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Used, to kill female children at birth because they considered 
them to be a curse, and with the Western civilization which 
has given them so much freedom that the society is in danger* 
When woman'has been confined to the mattern of the 
hOmet Political rights become irrelevantp but the MaUlVnR 
even takes account'of those and gives them a right to vote 
Which he says should be qualified# "at least at preeentp- 
bY'a certain standard of educationllý and then goes on to say: 
"experience has shown'that-adult franchise for women under 
the-prevailing conditions (in Pakistan) has proved unsuitable 
for'them-and harmful for the welfare of the country. 
"') 
But he does not give women the right to be elected to the 
legislature, and adds, that this-io contrary to the whole 
spirit of IsIgmt-and "nothing more than an imitation of the 
West,, jj(2) "According to Islamoll he continues# "active, 
Politics and administration are not a field of activitY Ve 
(1) ,, Maudtldl, itSome Constitutional Proposals submitted to 
the Constituent Assembly of Pa-kistanp August 1952-11 
-Quoted from The'Islamic Law and Constitution (Lahore, 
. -__.,; 
q66) Po 345 
(2) Ibide P. 349 
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Of the women folk. - It falls under man's sphere of activityii(3) 
In thiso how9verp Maudlldl is wi3. ling to mako compr=iSC3 as 
became clear from his support of Miss Fatima Jinnah for the 
presidency of Pakistan* He suggests a separate Assembly 
elected by women voters and confined to women members* The 
main function of this Assembly should be to look after the 
Special affairs of women such as female educationg female 
hospitalss 'etc, And this Assembly should be consulted by 
the country's legislature on matters of importance affecting 
women as a whole. ' Yet would not this Assemblv Of women 
bring them into-active politicos, the very thing from which 
the Ilaulln1l wants them to stay awaY? 
Haul'dnl MaudUdlis whole attitude towards women is 
very conservative. The fact that he proposest along with 
an Assembly for minoritiesp another one for woment shows 
that he considers them completely different type of citizens- 
The question arises whether they would be allowed to legislate 
or whether their purpose would be solely administrative# aG 
(1), Ibid. P- 349 
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he intends in the examples of administering hospitals for 3 
'woment etc. In fact he does not carry the argument 
through and leaves wide gaps., 
CHAPTER NINE 
CONCLUSIONS 
CHAPTER IX 
C0NCLUS10NS 
The development of MaudUdrlz political ideas can 
be understood by his attitude towards nationalism. In 
his writings of pre-partition days he opposed the Muslim 
League's view of nationalism and supported the concept 
of world wide Muslim community which was clearly seen In 
the early writings of Maulini Az; do fie saidt "The 
4 
Ultimate goal of Islam is a world state in which the 
chains of racial and national prejudices would be , 
dismantled and all mankind incorporated in a cultural 
and Political system with equal rights and equal oppor- 
tunities for allt and in which hostile competition would 
give way to friendly cooperation between people*so that 
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they might mutually assist and contribute to the material 
and moral good of one another. 
") 
He envisaged such a 
world state for Islam and seems tOCpPO80 the creation Of 
Pakistan mainly because the Muslim League was supporting 
a national state for the Muslims of India and was not 
striving for the higher cause which he had in mindg namely 
the cause of what he called the 'Islamic Revolution' 
which woUld embrace the whole )juslim world. 
At the same time he was also rejecting the stand 
of the Indian National Congress which was at the time 
striving for the establishment of a secular state for India* 
In his three volume study NbsallZn aur Mauj; da Siy; ai 
KaAhmakaAh (NUslims and the Present political Struggle) 
Nhudiicri delineated his political creed. in the first 
two volumes, his criticism is directed towards territorial 
nationalism and the Indian National Congress. lie insisted 
that if the Indian Muslims accepted this brand of 
nationalism they would for ever lose their separate 
cultural identity and the cause of establishLng a world 
wide Umma would be jeopardised. 
His second interpretation of Nationalism begins at 
the creation of Pakistan. This happened when he accepted 
Pakistan as an historical truth, when a state called 
(1) 
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Pakistan was firmly established on basis of nationalism. 
It is after he did so that his endeavour to create within 
the political boundaries a state based on Islam became 
meaningful and he did not wait very long to make this 
readjustment. Now he began to talk about the Islamic 
Stateg the Sovereignty of Godl the process of constitution 
making and legislation, and other related matters which were 
deeply related with accepting the position of Pakistan an 
a modern nation, Thus he abandoned his theory of 'Islamic 
Revolution' or at least set it aside until such time as 
the house can be put in order. The ultra territorial 
concept of Khil; fa and the Umma were also set aside and 
his attention was more and more diverted towards *tre 
influencing the Constitution-Making in Pakistan* 
Before the creation of Pakistan his ideas were 
mainly normative and directed mainly towards the re-establish- 
ment of the undefinable lost glory of Islam while after 
the creation of Pakistan we see in him the emergence of 
the pragmatist a practical thinker employed deeply in the 
day to doy politics of his country striving to bring about 
the establishment of the Islamic state which he envisaged* 
In 1947 Mududi had said, "Although the Muslims in -I 
Pakistan were emotionally in favour of creating an Islamic 
ý 
involved*" 
Stateg they lacked a clear understanding of the problems 
This clear understanding MaudMdr et out to provide. 
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Maud'Gdlls political ideas have been deeply Influenced 
by Such men as Ibn Xhaldýnj SIL; h Waliull; h, Abul Kal; m Az; dt 
Dre Muhammad Iqb'Alt Hassan al Banna and the views of 
Jaml(at-uleUlaa; -i-Hind and concepts such as modern 
Nationalism. Of these and otherag he is a strange mixture* 
Ile in a follower of Ibn KhaldUn in the sense that 
Mulk (domination over a territory) in feasible and exists 
in spite of Khil; fa which symbolises the religious unity of 
the Islamic community. From Shih Waffullah of Delhi he 
takes the historical perspective and interpretation in 
making a distinction between the 'Islamic History' and the 
'ýUslim Historyo, disowning what he abhors of Muslim rulers 
and Institutions and considering what he appreciates of the 
same- From fih; h Wallullah he also inherits the idea that 
no one school of fiqh in applicable in our own time and 
that we have to wrought out a scheme of Interpretation to 
bring the Sharllýa up to date taking into consideration the 
existing historical environment and situation. From 
WulZni Az5d's early writing* he developed his theory of 
the 'Islamic Revolution' and Mulani AzZd also provided 
the theoretical basis on which the Jamarat-i-isliml came 
to be based, The JamSeat by its natureq purposes and 
methods can be traced to the concept of-Hazbullahq which 
AzXd envisaged. From the 1hhw; n-ul-Muslim-un, ýhudZ; Ai learnt 
the aggressive militant methods which he employs In the 
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day to day working of the JamZrt-i-IslAQ . ilia strife for 
attainment of political power by constitutional means for 
establishment of the Islamic State also springs from the 
Ikhw; n. 
Finally, at the creation of Pakintang he had to 
submit to the forces of modern nationalism and to mako 
theoretical compromises to initiate his strife in favour 
of making Pakistan an Islamic Statee The phrases such as 
Islamic Statel Sovereignty, Amir# Legislationt imply that 
there is a state different from other states and from other 
Islamic States and thus his compromise with modern 
nationalism becomes clear and evident* 
I More than a quarter of a century before the creation 
of Pakistang Xqbal had talked about the eternal and the 
mobile in Islam. He had said that the Qur an provides the 
eternal, and the institution Of Ijtih; d for the mobile In 
Islam* He had said "The Qur; an provides for what is eternal 
but the principle of movement in the structure of Islam is 
provided by iltih; d. "(') If this principle had not been 
Provided, Iqbal believed Islam would have become stagnant 
and mobility and ability of Islam to adjust to changing 
circumstances would t-.: )t have disappeared* This principle 
(1) NUhammad lqbalg Reconstruction of Religious Thought-in 
Islaml opecit. p*209 
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has found its way Into the system which MaudOdl dovelopal 
but Nhud'Gdrts conservatism and fundamentalism tend to take 
the spirit of mobility out of Islam* In other words, while 
he is liberal in the sense that he does not accept any of 
the existing schools of jjq)%. j to be wholly applicable in 
our circumstances and allows the Umma, to wrought out a 
system of law most applicable to IýS own situation when he 
comes down to reinterpretationg or what we may call 
legislation in our own contextq his conservatism allows us 
very little freedom of action in detaile In other wordag 
while he in liberal in chalking out broad principles when 
he comes down to matters such as the position of non-Mislims 
In an Islamic State or the position of women In an Islamic 
statet his conservatism does not allow him to make liberal 
departures from the traditional stand-points* 
Rosenthal has suggested that Maududi's plan for an 
Islamic State in " .... sustained by great traditional 
learning. "') This may be true but it must be understood 
that his active engagement in day to day politics of his 
country tends to make his work fragmentary* Even his most 
important work, IslAmi Riyasato a selection from which has 
appeared in English translation under the title Islamic Law 
and Constitution, is a work not undertaken an a whole but 
(1) E. I. J. Rosenthal, Islam in Modern National St^tOq op. cit 
p,, 137 
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a collection of articles and speeches spread over a number 
of years reflecting the exegencies of time and political 
issues at hand. Ile is a t/opical commentator and that In 
why one finds him inconsistent in detail and not compre- 
hensively systematic* Contradictions are not restricted 
to his writings. His active involvement in politics in 
the capacity of the Amir of the Jama at-i-IsIgna has 
sometimes pressed him into compromises which are diametri- 
Cally opposed to his own ideology* One such occasion was 
when hel in spite of his insistence that a woman could 
not rule the Muslim people and that Islam requires women 
to restrict their activities to the domain of the home, 
PO supported Miss Fatima Jinnahla candidacy for the 
presidentship of Pakistan against Ayub Khan. 
Although he is convinced from the out set about the 
superiority of the Islamic institutionag culture, law, 
economic system and moral baseaq he tends, in his writings, 
to Prove this by making comparisons between Islam and the 
West* However, he tends to prove the superiority of the 
Islam by comparing it with western practices not realizing 
it seems that comparison of ideology with practice is 
always fallaciouse Moreoverl he always tends to give the 
impression of first working out his theory and then 
looking for proofs and illustrations to support it. 
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In criticising the Western institutions he always seems 
to accept the criticism of the Western critics if and when 
these criticisms suit his ideas. For Instanceg his 
criticism of the capitalist economic system is broadly 
based on the communist arguments and that of the communist 
system on the criticism of the Western critics* 
In spite of his extreme conservatism and faulty 
methods, Maud-ud! has been able mainly through his writing& 
to gain some supporters among the Intellectualaq lawyers 
and men in the universities. But his main support comes 
from among the lower middle classes* In Spite of faults 
in his methods, Maud7udli in a persuasive writer and it in 
to this that he owes most of his success. Coupled with his 
ability to organize a party such as the JaZ4at-i-IsMa 
on authoritarian lines, he has been able to broaden his 
sphere of influence considerably. Howeverg the flow of 
aid In capital and technological assistance from the 
west when coupled with the development of indigenous 
resources and the expansion of educational facilities could 
adversely affect his influence as a conservative interpreter 
of Islam. Firstly because a considerable section of lower 
middle classes on whose support the Janarat thriveng may 
move into the cadre of professional middle classes over 
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whom he does not appear to have much influence and 
secondly technological development to also liable to 
broaden the influences of more liberal outlook* In this 
case more liberal outlook of Iqbal on and 1jtihad 
I 
are more likely to be acceptables 
Malim thinkers of the past have always been 
Predominantly concerned with bringing theory in line with 
the history. Mlwardr seeing that the power was passing 
Into the hands of 5blfa Buwaihid Amirs asserted once mor* 
the authority of the Abbasid &hallfas. qbazzfflT becoming 
conscious of the fact that power had actually passed on 
to the Amirs, introduced in theory the concept that 
delegation of powers to je Ulamag Wazirs and Amirs was not 
unIslamic in character* Ibn ILhaIdGn seeing that political 
Power had passed to the chiefs in North Africa and unity of 
laillfa could no longer be maintained introduced the theory 
that NUlk exists In spite of the lLhil; fa and that two or 
more KhilZfas can exist at the same time* MaudUdr contribu- 
ti6ns in this respect is not of a mean order* He in on* of 
a series of Muslim, thinkers whose contribution in this 
sphere is considerably important# although due to his 
fundamentalism and conservatism he does not give as much 
ground as Zia Gulkalp of Turkey who propagated for complete 
separation of religion and statel and Muhammad Asad who 
equates ijtihad. with modern legislation* 
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Theme are the conditions which MaudGdl an a Pakistani 
and a Muslim thinker found and it in in the following manner 
that he began to make his compromises* 
Conditions: 
1. In Pakistan, as in many other ýJuslim countriesq 
western colonization had come to an end and the Muslims 
in these countries were freeg if they so wished to draw up 
their own programme of policy and lawe 
29 Xhil; fa as a unifying force among the Umma or even 
as a symbol bad ceased to exist* 
30 Due to certain politicalg economic and social reasons 
In our contemporary world it in neither feasible nor 
Possible to have any kind of political authority over the 
whole Muslim world. Thus for an indefinite period various 
Muslim states will have to co-exist an separate political 
entities as National states based partly on western concepts* 
4* Each of these states in an Umma in itself and If each 
of these states strives on its own for an Islamic order# 
there Is an inevitability of the birth of the macrocosm from 
this microcosm. 
5. Democracy is the current practice and in a democratic 
state the common man elects his governors whether or not 
there was a social contract in history or logic* 
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Maududi meets these conditions in the following 
manner: - 
10 Ehil; fa as an institution symbolising authority has 
disappeared but in'the existing order the emphasis should 
be put on the Umma as being the Khalrfa (Vicegerent) of 
God and each state should elect an Amir in a democratic way 
in the manner that a democratic state elects a President* 
This is not un-Islamic. 
2. Because the existing Sharr a no longer answers all 
the existing conditions ijtihad and ijma should come into 
Play to bring law and fiqh up to date. Not all which Is 
found in-the books of fiqh is law, and none of the existing 
four schools of fiqh on its own is applicable In our 
conditions. To perform the task of bringing law up to date 
a selection should be made, by an appointed bodyq from 
existing schools and the new needs should be met with by 
ijtihid and ijorac. 
30 The Umma is the true Mujtahid and thus those learned 
and Pious among the Umma should be delegated the power by 
the Ummas The Amir should be most 'learnedg the most wine 
and the most pious and should have the greatest authority. 
APPENDICES 
APPENDIX ONE. 
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE; JAMNOAT-l"'ISLAMI 
10, The President of the Jaml'at-i-Isliml (Amlr) is 
elected by a direct vote by the members of the party in 
secret ballotting for five yearso The president ) accordini; 
to the constitution can be removed by a two third majority 
of-Central Executive Council- 
e Council (Markazl 2. The Central Fa 
=ra) has a membership of fifty. These are elected for a 
period of three years by the members of the party. The 
MaJlis formulates all policy and programmeg interprets the 
constitution and works as an advisory body in matters con- 
cerning execution of political action* 
4 
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There is a Working Committee of twelve members 
apPointed by the Aml: r from among the members of the ralli%. 
Once a member ceases to be a member of the Mailin he looses 
his right to be on the working Committee. 
After every election of the Majlis a new Working 
Committee is formed to administer the party machinery. 
5. A Secretary General is appointed by the President 
in Consultation with the mallis to head all the departments 
of the party to execute policyp and is in charge of tho 
Cenýral executive offices in Lahore* 
Some of the departmentsat the centrea are: - 
Department of Organization 
Department of Pinance 
Department of Workers Training 
Department of Social Service 
Department of Labour Welfare 
Department dealing with matters of Students and 
their organizations. 
Department of Adult Education 
Departments of Translation (Arabic# English and 
Bengali) 
Theological Institutions Dopartment 
Press Information and Public Relations 
Department of Parliamentary Affairs. 
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There are eight Co=ittees to deal with each of 
the departments. The Committees are as follOwS: - 
1. Economic Problems 
2. Agrarian and Rural Problems 
3- Political Problems 
4*, Educational Problems 
5. International Affairs 
6. Law and Legislation 
7. Parliamentary Affairs 
Labour Laws and Problemso 
For the purpose of efficient administration the 
COUntry has been divided into seventeen divisions* East 
Pakistan has f our divisions and is under the AmIr of tho 
East , Pakistan I Jam"Vat having his Headquarters at Dacca. Woot 
Pakistan has thirteen administrative divisions* Each division 
has its Divisional'ýAmlr and a Mallis elected by the members 
residing in that division. The election is conducted every 
two years. 
9., Each Division is divided into districts which are 
normally the same as the Government administrative districts. 
iach district has it 8 Ma I Jlis, Secretary and Am7r elected by 
its members for a period of one year* 
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10. There are two kinds of membership: 
Muttaf iq'ln (Those who agree or ABsociatc Membera) 
Associate Members are those who declare that they 
Stand for the Islamic Order but are not under the discipline 
of ý the Jam"Vat and it is not obligatory for thert to support 
the ýLaLmZE'at financially or otherwise. They do not have the 
right to vote., Pive Associates form a group or a ciralcon 
30th, September 1963 there were 1562 circles in the whole of 
Pakistan. 
(b) Ordinary Membership is open to all but one has 
to', serve a period as associate member before one is granted 
full membership. He must satisfY the JOMA'at that he hag 
fully grasped -their aims and objector methods of work ) policy 
and programme of the party before he is granted full, member- 
0, lie not only has to show that he is In I ship, rull 0ST1562ant 
with the Jam'd'at but is living up to the requirements Of 
His public as well as private life is scrutinized* 
This, 
-scrutiny is carried on even after he has been granted 
membership. 
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III In September 1963 there were over forty registered 
off ices of the O*nm'U 4 at in West Pakistan alone p and over 
twenty in East Pakistan* 
"' 12* Every Local jamWat hold'generally two meetings 
every week,, One is f or the members only when they meet to 
discuss their work for the previous week and by mutual 
consultation plan the work for the following week. At tho 
other meeting the sympathisorsp the general publio and the 
associate members are all allowod to participate* In theDO 
meetings lectures are delivered on matters of general# 
political and religious importance along with readinSO from 
the'Qur1Z[nj the teachings of the Prophet and the literature 
of 
'the 
JaWat-i-IslZiml. 
: L3*- In bigger cities the pattern is somewhat changed 
in the sense that there the cities are divided into zones 
each holding its ovin meetings but being responsible to tho 
city headquarters. 
The workers and members make personal contacts with 
general public to propagate their ideas; monthly averago of 
these contacts was over 12#000 in 1963- 
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. 15' Average-circulation on the Jam9lat's literature 
through librariest sale and distribution by members is over 
22tOOO books a 'month. Up to 3.967 over one and a half million 
books have been printed by the Jam'54at and the Islamic 
Publicaticnsq the publishers connected with the Jamlloat-i-m 
16*' Maullnl MaudUdlts writings have been published in 
seventeen languages including Urdut Arabic,, Englishp Frenchp 
Indonesianp Bengalis, Punjabi,, Sindhip Pushtop Hindip 
MalaYalamp Guueratip Tamilp Tolgup Marathip Kanarese and 
Japanese. 
Some figures regarding the Sooial work of the 
Jam'Vat are-given below: 
. 
1954-55. -Tamll'at_, provided medical aid through its 
dispensaries to 1,577,890 persons* Amount spent 
Ra. 26o. 236.00 (Rs. 106 = Zl) 
1955-56. Medical aid provided to 1#873#430 personso 
Amount spent Rs- 303#325oOO. 
In 1958 there were 72 dispensaries and 7 mobile 
dispensaries providing free medical aid to people* 
28, For each fiscal year the Secretary of Finance at tho 
headquarters prepares the budget in consultation with the 
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Finance Committeee The Budget is finally approved by the 
Vajlis. The procedure adopted in Making the budget is that 
al; the estimated expenses are listed and in order to meet 
these expenses the amount is spread'over all the divisions 
in Proportion to the number of members residing in that 
division. Each division pays this amount to the centre 
according to a fixed monthly quotao Similarly the divisional 
, Tlkmll'at prepares its own budget keepirig in, view its require- 
mentse The monthly quota required by the centre is added 
and in order to meet it further subdiVided among the district 
branches, and so on to the local JamVat- 
1v 
19" In time of National calamities such as floods# 
epidemicill earthquakes etc. special funds are raised. 
The-four main sources of income are: 
19 Contribution by members and Associates 
2* Zakat'and Ushr. The members and some of 
*the sympathisors pay these religious 
taxes to the JaWat. 
3- Publications and the income from them. 
4. Money from the sale of hides offered. to the 
JaWat at Ild-al-Aoap from animals 
-sacrificed, The JaWat sources say that 
this is spent on social work of one kind 
or another. 
APPENDIX TWO 
CONSTITUTIONAL PLAN BY THE 'ULUIA 
A Convention of the lUlama of Pakistan met at 
Karachi on 21st to 24th January 2951 to formulate fundamental 
14 
principles of Islamic Constitutime 
In this convention both 2hi'a and Sunni $Vlamn took 
part, The agreed principles were as tollowa2 
"The constitution ot an Islamic State should comprehend the 
following principles: 
1. Ultimate sovereigntY over the wholo Nature and all 
law vests in Allahp the Lord of the universe# alone* 
2* The law of the land shall be based on the Qur'Vn 
and the Sunna p and no law ehall be enacted nor any adminic- 
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- trative order issuedF in contravention of the Qurl and - 
the Sunna. 
LII Uplanatorv Note: - 
If there be any laws in force in the cOuntr. V 
which are in conflict with the OurlIn or the 
Suzma, p it would be necessary to lay -down 
(in 
the constitution) that such laws shall be 
graduallyg within a specified periodo repealed 
or ammended in conformity with the Islamic law. 
The State shall be based not on geographical# racial 
-liguiatia or any other materialistic conceptot but on the 
principles and ideal of Islamic ideology'.. 
1'4. It shall be incumbent on the state to uphold and 
establish the right (IfalrUf) and tbýý suppress and eradicate 
the wrong (Munk as presented in the gurPlin and the Sunnng 
to take all necessary measures for the revival and advance- 
ments of the cultural pattern of Islamp and to make provision 
for the Islamic education in accordance with the requirements 
of the various recognised schools Of 181arliO thought- 
It shall be incumbj6t upon the state to strengthen 
the bonds of unity and brotherhood among the MuslimG of the 
world and to inhibit the growth of all prejudicial tendencies 
1ý ýI 
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based on distinctions of race or language or territorv or 
any, other materialistic consideration and to preserVO and 
strengthen the unity of the Millat-i-Ialiimiyae 
, It shall be the responsibility of the 0overnment to 
guarantee the basic necessities Of lif0p i. e. food# clothing# 
houl3ing, medical relief and education of all citizeng withOut 
distinction of race or religiont Who might temporsrilv or 
Permanently be incapable of earning their livelihood due to 
ullemPloyments sickness or other reasons. 
Citizens' Rights. 
74, The citizens shall bo entitled to all tho rights 
conferred upon them by the Islamic Law# i, e, they shall ba 
assuredt within the limits of the Lawt of full security Of 
lifet property and honours freedom of religion and belief# 
freedom of worship* freedom of personp freedom of expreaciont 
freedom of movement, freedom of associationg freedom of 
occupation# equality of opportunity and the right to benofit 
from public services. 
No citizen shall# at any time be doprived of theso 
riChtso except under the law; and none shall be awarded any 
2-ýý 
Punishment on any charge without being given full Opportunity 
of defence and without the decision Of a court of law* 
9. The recognieed Muslim Schools of thought shall have 
Within the limits of the law# complete religious freedom* 
They shall have the right to impart religious instructions 
to their adherents and the freedom to propagate their viawce 
Matters coming under the purview of Personal Law shall be 
administered in accordance with their respective codes of 
Jurisprudence (Lic1h)v and it will be desirable to make 
provisions for the administration of such matters by Judges 
(Qags) belonging to their respective schools of thoughto 
10. The non-Muslim citizens of the state shall havap 
within the limits of the law# complete freedom of religion 
and worshipo mode of lifep culture and religious education* 
They shall be entitled to have all their matters concerning 
Personal Law administered in accordance with their own 
religious codep usages and Customs 
All obligations assumed by the State# within the 
limits of the Zarl'ap towards the non-Muslim citizenc ahall 
bc, fully honoured. They shall be entitled equally with the 
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Muslim citizens to the rights of citizenship as enunciated 
in Paragraph 7 above. 
12* The Head of the State shall always be a malo Vuslim 
in, whose piety# learning and soundness of judgement tho 
PeOPle of their elected representative have confidencoe 
13 - The responsibility of the administration of tho 
State shall primarily rest in the Head of the Statop although 
he may delegate any part of his powers to any individual or 
bod, y.,, 
Governance of the State. 
The Head of the State shall not function in all 
autocratic but in a concultativo (AShttrai) ma=cr; ioce'hc 
v 
Willýdischarge his duties in-consultaticn with peracna 
holding responsible positions in the government and with 
the elected representatives of the peoploo 
The Head of the State shall have no right to 
suspend the Constitution wholly or partly or to run thO 
adýiýistration without a ShUra. 
-1 CrA . 16. ' The body kowered to elect the Read of the State 
shall also have the power to remove hijý by a majority of votec. 
2 
17. In respect of civio rightal, the Head of the State 
shall be on the level of equality with other Muslims and 
shall, not be above the Law. 
'18" All citizens, whether members of the Government# 
officials or private persons shall be subject to thO samo 
Laws and the jurisdiction of the same courts- 
The judiciary shall be ceparate and independent of 
the executive, so that it may not be influenced bv the 
executive in the charge of his duties* 
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The propagation and publicitY Of such views and 
ideologies as are calculated to undermine the basic principlea 
and ideals on which the Islamic state rests# shall ba prohibited 
21. The various zones and regions of the country shall be 
considered administrative units of a single State, They shall 
not be raciall linguistic or tribal units but only adminis- 
trative areas which may be given such powers under the 
supremacy of the centre as may be neceosarY for administrativo 
convenience. They shall not have the right to secodo. 
22. No interpretation of the Constitution which is in 
I 
or the Sunnn calall conflict with the provisions of the Qurp 
, 
be Valid. 
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-, Names of -the IU3. ama who -, 
participated in the Conventl o, 
Maul-UnR Sayyid Sulaim7an Nadvl (Preoident of the 
Convention) 
2# MaulUna Sayyid Abul A'3. a YaudUdlo, AmIr JamT'at, i-Iol'AmX 
Pakistan. 
MaulllnR Muftl Mubammad Zhafl't Member Board of 
Ta'llmat-i-lsllmiyat Constituent AssemblY of Pakistan. 
Maultnlt Muftl Jalfar Hussaint Member Board of 
Tallimat-i-IslEmiya. 
Prof essor Abdul Kh'glicis, Member Board of Ta'limllt-i- 
IslUmiya. 
Maulana llqammad Zafar Ahmad AnqRrI# Secretary# Board 
TaIllm7at-i-IslRmiya. 
ý1 
7. Maul9nK Shams-ul-Haq AfZh_anTv Uinister Religious Affairs 
QalRt State. 
80 MaulUria lhtish7am-ul-Haqj, Muhtamim DZ-Lr-ul-'UlVm-i-IOlZmIYa* 
Tandu Allah Yar, SinL 
Maul'dnj, Badr-i-'Alamt Head of HadIth Department# Dar-ul- 
'Ulum-i-Islamiya. 
10. MaulRn7a M4ammad )Msaf BinnorTj, Shaikh-al-Tafsoar =r-ul- 
4UIum-i-lallmiya. 
MaulRnl Muhammad 'Abdul HamId'Q71darl Bad-RyUnlt President 
Jami'at-ul: 'Ulama-i-Pakistan, 
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12* Maul'dn*d 111uhammad ldrlst Shaikh-al-Jamilap Jami4n Abb3siva 
0- 
Bahawalpur. 
13* llau: Ldnl[ Khair Muha=adp Luhtamimo Madracca Khair-u- 
0 Madaries Multan. 
34. Maul3n'd Muftl M. u4a=ad Uacanp Xu4tamimp Undrassa A_nhrafla 
Lahore. 
. 15. PIr gU4ib L: qammad AmIn-al-Husant p Mr of Manki Sharif. 
16. IMJX Xh? ldim-al-IolUm Uqammad AmInp Khallfa IMJT TaranSp 
Zalip Peshawar District* 
. 17. QZ[dl Abdu Samad Sarb'lzlt Qlldi qalllt State. 
18. UaulinU Athar #Allt Sadr OJLmilp Jami4at-ul-'UlazaTi-lolVm, 
East Pakistan, 
3.9, IlaulUnZE Abu Ja'far Mqammad Q1114, p Am'Tr Jami4at Ilasbullah, 
East Pakistan. 
20. Maul? InZE RZ[Zhib A. 4sanp Vice President# Ja=ilat-ul-'UlamA-i- 
IGIUmv East Pakistan* 
21. Maulldn? l lluha=ad Ilablh-ur-Rahialanp Vice President Jami4at- 
: ul-Madarrialng Garolna Sharlfp East Pakistan* 
229 MaulZInII IAammad 'Ali Jallundharlp Uajlio-i-AhrI[r-i-Isl'5mv 
Pakistan. 
23. Maulldnll Savyid L,, uha=ad MUM GhaznavTp Procident Jazilat- 
i-Ahl-i-Hadlthp West Pakistan* 
24. UaulRnI Murtl Vari; KiOyat Vuoainp Uujtahidp Idar-i-'Alia 
Tahaffue-i-IlaqUVi-Sbi"a-c-Pakioton. 
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25. Maullha Muhammad Isma6l1j, N'5ziMj, Jaml'at Ahl-i-Vadlth., 
West Pakistan. 
26. maulun7a Vablib Ullah Jam7l'a Dinlyao DUr-ul-Hud5v Terhip 
Khairpur Mirs. 
27. MauIRn7a Ahmad 'Ali# AmIlry Anjuman-i-Ehudd7am-al-Dinp Lahore. 
0- 
28. MaulUna Muhammad SUdiqv Muhtamim, Madrassa-i-Mazhar-al- 
'UlUmp Khaýdaht Karachi* 
29. Ilaulgri-a Shamr, -ul-Haq Farldpur3:,, Sadr Yuhtamim Madrassa 
Ashraf-al-'UlUmp Dacca. 
30- MaulRxi-a L'., uftl SRhibd7adv Sind Madrassa al-IslUmp Karachi. 0 
31- PIr ? Nhib Mqa=ad V75shim Lrlujaddadlt Tando Saeendadt Sind. 
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To achieve widest possible publicity MauIRng 
Maudtldlls works have been printed by his publishers 
repeatedly under different titles. A speech given by 
him might first appear in the Jamlat's official organ 
Tur, IamFn-ul-QurPRn t. then in the form of a pamphlet and 
ultimately as a chapter in a book. If it is translated 
into English then there is a further possibility of It 
appearing both as a separate pamphlet in a book. This 
does not make the task of a bibliographer easyt thero- 
fore to avoid repetitionp his writings have been set 
out in a chronological order, The articles which appear 
in the Islamio Law and Constitution have not been 
mentioned otherwise* 
English translations of his works have been 
menticned i3eparately* 
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I. 
IUUDTTDT IS WORKS (URDU) 
Al Jibid-fil-IslEm (Islamic Publications# Lahore, 1962). 
First Published 1927- 
DTniv*Kt (Islamic Publicationst Lahoret 1963)- FirDt 
published 1937- 
Tanq7hjit (Islamic Publications# Lahore# 1963). First 
published 1939- 
TahrTk-i-Az'6dT-c-H1nd Aur Musalmyn. Vol. 1 (Islamic 
Publicationat Lahorey 1964), This volume comprises 
articles written about the Muslims and Politics in 
India before the creation of Pakistang printed in the 
TarjUMjFn-ul-Qur15. n from 1936 to December# 1938,, These 
had earlier been published in three Volumesp namely: 
- ylisl 
Xs-chmnkvknU (a) 11, usalmanon k'I MaujUda Si, 
Vol. I and II 
(b) llaslala-i-cZaumiyat (Makt. Jamig'at-i-IslUml n. d. ) 
Muaalmlinon k1l MaujUda KaMhmaka t Vol* III 
(Maktaba-i-JamWat-1-IslUm1p Lahore# n. do) 
Pardap (Islamic Publicationsp Lahore# 1963)- First 
published 19ý9. 
Tajd1d-o-I%LyU-i-d7np (Islamic Publicationsp Lahore# 1963)- 
First published 1940- 
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Islami UakUmat kis Tara4 q7aim. hotl hay, (Islamic Publications, 
Lahores,,, 1963). First published 1940. 
Tahr'lk-i-IslUml kT IkhlUqI Bunyla-daiAp (Islamic Publicationsp 
Lahorev Ninth Edition 1964). Text of a'speech given at 
Pathankot on 21st Aprils 1940. 
TafhTmEtt (Islamic Publicationsp' Lahorep 1961). First 
published 1940. 
IslRm kF Mugashl Mas'ala 
/r 
us k7a IslRm'I Valq (Islamic 01- 
Publications, Lahorep Tenth Editiong 1963). Text of a 
speech given at Aligurh Muslim University 1941. 
IslRm Aur Jahaliyatp (Markas! Maktaba Jam7a'at-i-Isl-am'If n. d. ) 
Lecture given at Islamia. College Peshawarp 23rd Februaryp 
1941. ) 
EhutbUt,, (Islamic Publicationsp Lahore, Pifteenth Editiong 
1960). A collection of sermons delivered at Pathankot. 
Ifurtad k'T SazN, (Islamic Publicationsp Lahorep 1963). Pirst 
published 1943. 
IslRmT. Q7anun aur PakistRn main us kay Nif3z k'1 4Amll Tadlbllr, 
(Islamic Publicationsy Lahore, 1960). Speech delivered at 
the Law College Lahore on 6th January# 1948. 
HU4rT Taqr'lrain, (Islamic Publicationsp Lahorep 1961). 
Talks from All India Radio and Radio Pakistan delivered 
between 1941 and 1948. 
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Rasa'il-o-Masa'ilp Vol. 1 (Islamic Publicationsp Lahore# 
1950) a collection of articles on natters of theology 
published in the Tar Jum'gn-u: L-Qur ITIn, 1943-48. 
With AmIn Ahsan IglllhI and Nasrullah KhIn Azlz. 
Musalmg un 
ýl 
Pahchlnp (Kauthar Book Agency# Lahore# nod*) 
With AmIn A4san I9111hT and MaA Tufail t1uhammed 
MaklitTh-i-ZindRA (I1aktaba-i-CharsjLh-i-R? [hp Karachi, . 1952) 
Letters of the above three written to friends and families 
while in imprisonmentp October . 1948-1950. With editorial 
notes by ]Vak'lm Mu4ammad Shur'If Amritsarl. 
DastUrl Sifarishat par TanqT (Shulba-i-Ilashr-o-Isha'at 
JamA'at-i-IslUm%q Lahore, n. d. ) Text of the speech given 
at Lahore in a pub34c meeting, October 14thp 1950 
criticising the Report on the Constitution* 
Rasalil-o-llasVilp Vol. Il gMarkazl Maktaba-i-JamAgat-i- 
IslAmIt Lahorep 1964) reproduoed from articlea in the 
Tarlu m7n-ul-Qurlzint 1948 to 1953). 
0 
Maalala-i-Jabr-olgadr (Markazl Maktaba Jamidlat-i-Iollml, 
Fourth Editionp 1957)- 
_Qurlln 
k'l chUr bunyldl lBtilataiA (Markazl Maktaba-i-Jam3lat- 
i-lslVm%v Third Editionp 1953)- 
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Ta3g'jk-i-Isl1m1 k1l AOinda Laliha-i-'amalt (Islamic 
Publicationsp Lahoreq n-d-)- A work based on the speeches 
delivered in February 1957 at a Conforence of the JamWat 
at Bahawalpur. 
, 
Jam'd'at-i-IslVml k7 Da'watp (Ilarkaz'l Maktaba-i-Jam*d'at-i- 
lsllm'lp Karachip 1958). Text of a speech given on May 9th, 
1947 at Pathankot. 
lallml MuoaýQirat kay Ustll, (Uaktaba Mu4qshiyat-i-IolZm# 
Lahorep ndo) 
IslAm aur JadId MadAshi ITa; riyRt, (Islamic Publications# 
Lahore, 1963)- Pirst published 1959. 
Ta'limat (Urdu)v (Islamic Publicationsp Lahorep May 1963). 
First published 1955. 
IslRm`1 Tahdib kay UsUl-o-1fubBd%p (Islamic Publications# 
Lahorep Third Edition# 1962). Pirst published 1955. 
Jamllat-i-Isi3m'l k'l Intikh3bl jad-o-Jihad us ke MaqjfiVid aur 
Tarla-i-Mir, (Markazl Maktaba-i-Jamd'at-i-IclZmTv Lahore, 
n. d. ) 
it II(Engliah) Psychological basis of. Separ. ate Elqotorýate 
reprinted in Joahua yasl-ud-Dlnp Sepnrate Electorntea the 
Life Blood of Pakist (Lahorev 1956). 
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"Questionnaire and its Reply" p Xhurshid Ahmad (ad. 
) (English) 
"Marriage Commission Report X-Rayed (Charagh-i-Rah 
Publicationsp Karachi# 1959)- 
Stid, (Islamic Publications# Lahore, 1961), 
Isl"dm aur 'Ad3. -i-Ijtimdhip (Islamic Publications# Lahorep 
n. d*) Lecture delivered at the meeting of 'Ulama at Mecca 
in 19629 
1fas-'ala-i-Ta'dud-i-AzwV-Jv (Islamic Publications# Lahore# 
3.963)- 
"Jam: *at-i-lslRml KaisRy QTliM Hul", Xhurshid Ahmad (ad. ) 
Tahrlk-i-IolUml (IdRrl-i-2harVjLh-i-RRhj Karachi# November, 
1963). 
Shahlidat-i-Hao, (Urdu)t (Islamic Publicationsp Iahorop 1963)- 
lns? ln kay BunyZ! dl Hu , (Islamio Publicationat Lahorep 1963). 
"TatLrXk-i-lslEmj aur Us k'l LrukhUlifat'l IolrLm'l Tabrlk 
Churshid Ahmad (pd. ) (IdtrU-i-CharZZh-i-Rnt Karachi, : L963)- 
-Q'gdiy7ln'l 
Maslala sur us kny Sjyi! nj, dInT nur tamnddunl 
PahlTIq (I alamic Publicationov Lahore, May 1963)- Pirst 
published 1953, This book included the proceedings of the 
MaudUdI case in the Martial Law court6 
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Aik Nihllyat ahm Istafsa, (Maktaba-i-Jam3'at-i-IslRm7jp n*d. ) 
A study of Islamic provision on divorce under a non-Muslim 
State. 
"Hamara Dafai Hisar Islam Hay"' in Rallm Ntýnhtarp P'5k 
gb7urnt Jang (Maktaba-i-oZliyap Lahore# 1965). 
Ehilafat-o-MalUkiyatt (Islamic Publicationsp Lahore# Second' 
Editionp December 1966). First published October 1966. 
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ii. 
MAUDUDTIS WORKS IN ENGLISH TWTSLATIOTIS. 
Political Theory of Islamp (Maktaba-c-Jama'at-o-lalami 
Pathankotl 1939)- Addreas given at the Shah Charagh Mosquop 
Lahore,, October 1938- 
Nationalism and Tndia (Maktaba-e-Jama'at-o-lolami Pathankot, 
1947) - 
The Process of Islamic Revolutiont (Markazi Maktaba Janalat- 
e-Islami Pakistang Lahore# 1955)- Address delivered at the 
Aligarh Muslim Universityt first published 1947. 
Economic Problems of Man and its Islamic Solution# (Uarkazi 
Maktaba Jama'at-c-Islamip Lahore 1955). An address given to 
the Muslim University Aligarh on 20th October# 1941. Pirat 
Published in Maglish August# 1947. 
The Message of Jama'at-i-Inlamll (Uarkazi Maktaba Jamalut-i- 
Islamip Lahorev 1950). A lecture given at the Dar-ul-lolam 
Pathankott May 1947)- 
The Tslamic Ivay__of Lifet (Markazi Maktaba Jama'at-i-Islami 
Lahore# 1955)- Pirst publiahed 1950. 
First Principles of the Ifilamic StatOp translated by Rhurshid 
Ahmad. (Islamic Publications# Lahore, 1960)o A talk given to 
the Bar Association Karachit November# 1952). 
101amic Law nnd Constitution. Translated and edited by Ithurshid 
Ahmado (Iolamic Publications# Lahore# Second Edition# 1960), 
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ii. 
MAUDUDT'S 17ORKS IN ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS. 
Political Theory of Islam, (Maktaba-e-Jama'at-e-Islami 
Patharikot, 1939)- Address given at the Shah Charagh-Mosque, 
Lahore, October 1938. 
Nationalism and India (Maktaba-e-Jama'at-e-Islami Pathankotg 
1947). 
The Process of Islamic Revolutionp (Markazi Maktaba Jama'at- 
e-Islami, Pakistan, Lahorep 1955). Address delivered at the, 
Aligarh Muslim University,, first published 1947- 
Economic Problems of Man and its Islamic Solution. (Markazi 
Maktaba Jama'at-e-Islami,, Lahore 1955)- An address given to 
the Muslim University Aligarh on 20th Octoberq 1941. First 
published in English Augusty 1947. 
The Messapre of Jamafat-i-Islami, (Mark-azi Maktaba Jama'at-i- 
Islamip Lahore, 1950). A lecture given at the Dar-ul-Islam 
Pathankott May 1947)- 
The Islamic Way_of Lifev (Markazi Maktaba Jama'at-i-Islami 
Lahore, 1955)- First published 1950. 
Pirst Principles of the Islamic Statep translated by Xhurshid 
Ahmad. (Islamic Publicationsp Lahorep 1960). A talk given to 
the Bar Association Karachi# Novemberp 1952). 
. 
Islamic Law and Constitution. Translated and edited by Xhurshid 
Ahmad. (Islamic Publications, Lahorep Second Editiont 1960). 
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WORKS BY OTHER AUTHORS. 
Abbottv Freeland. "The Jamg'at-i-IBliml of Pakistan" 
The Middle East Journal (Washington' 
11: 37-51 (1957)- 
'Abdul Tjar4ld. What Agitates the Mind of the East 
(MarkazI Maktaba JamVat-i-IsIRmIp 
Lahore# n. do) 
Ahmad, Jamil-ud-din (ed. ) Speeches and Writings of Mr. Jinnah 
Vol. I Oth Editiong Lahore, 1952); Vol. II 
(Lahore 1947)4p 
Ahmad, Mushtaq. Government and Politics in Pakistan 
(Pakistan Publishing House, Karachi 1963)- 
Ahmadp Riaz- Impact of Religion on Nationalism in 
Pakistan M. A. Thesis (Punjab University, 
Lahore 1962). 
Ahmed# Mohammed. Government and Politics in Pakistan 
(Lahore 1952)* 
Ahmed, S. A. The Present State of Indian Politics 
(Allahabad 1888)o 
Albiruni. 9 A. H. Makers of Pakistan and lJodem Muslim 
India (Ashrafp Lahore 1950)- 
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Alip Dr. Basharat. Muslims the Pirst Sociologists, (Maktaba-i, 
Milliyap Lahore 1961). 
Ali# Me Me The Early-Caliphate, (Lahore 1932). 
Ansari, IlaullnR Zafar Abmad. Nazriya-i-Pakistan our 4UIam3 
(Monthly aharllZh-i-Rlhp December 1961). 
Arnold# Thomas. 
I 
The Preachings of Islam (Scribners Son. 
New York 1913). 
The Caliphate (Routledge and Kegan Paulo 
London 1965)- 
Azadv Abul Kalam. Islilm aur-Qaumiyat (Echo Preasp Lahore,, 
n. de) 
Subh-i-Ummld (Sangam XitIb Ghar Delhi, 
1959) Collected articles of AzZd from 
al-HilAl and Al-BalBZh. 
TaEM1.0hakhaiyatain (KitUbT DunyU 
Delhis, n. d. ) 
Azizp Ahmed. Iqbal no a Thinker (Aahraft Iahora 1944)e 
Bakshp Xhuda. Al-Mawardi's Exposition of Caliphate 
edited by Engerp 1854v utilized by Von 
Kramer in his Kulturgeschichte Dee Orienti), 
translated by Xhuda Baksh Orient Under the 
Caliph. (Calcutta# 1920). 
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Binter,, Leoxra6. ReliP. Iion and Politics in Pakistan 
(California U. Pe Berkley# 1963)o 
"al-Ghazalits Theory of Islamic 
Government" The 14uplim World (JulY 1955) 
Board of Editors. History of the Preedom Movement Four 
Volumes# (Historical Association of 
Pakistang Karachi 1961). 
Bolithop Hector. Jinnah; Creator of Pakistan Nacmillanp 
London 1955)o 
Brown, E., G. The Persian Revolution (Cambridge 1910). 
Callardp Keith. Pakistan, a Political Stub (Allen and 
Unwin p L=dm 1957) - 
Caskel p W. and Von Grunbaumo 'Unity and Variety- in Ifuelim 
Civilization (Chicago U. P. p 1955). 
Chaudhari,,, Habib Ahmad. Jam!; ' at-i-Isllml kTI Ryj; h-i-XardTIr 
(Chaudharl Vab7b A4mad Publisher. Place 
and date of publication not given). 
Chaudharit G. IV. Constitutional Development in Pakistan 
(Longman Green, Karachi 1959)- 
Chaudharit Ghulam Muhammad. Jamglat-i-lolrml and Porei 
Policy -A Rejoinder to Down and Pakintan 
Times# English (D-3r-ul-TagnIfj Karachi# 
n. d. ). 
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Chaudhury, Golam, Vlahed. Constitutional Development in 
Pakistan (Va n Norstrandp Princeton 1963). 
De Lacyo Otleary. Islam at the Crossroads (E. P. Dutton and 
Coop New York 1923)- 
Feldman, v Herbert. A Constitution for Pakistan 
(Oxford 
* London 1956). University Pressi, 
Ghazi, ]Vaulana Hamid al Ansari. Uukhtasar TRr'Tkh Jamilat-ul- 
'UlamU-i-Hind (JamI'at-ul-'UlamK-i-Hind, 
Provincial Office U. P. p Maradabadp node) 
Gibbs, H. A. R. "Mawardits Theory of Khilafat't Islamic 
Culture,, - (. Tu: Ly-p 1937) 
Modern Trends in Islam (Chicago U. P,, 
Chicago# 1947). 
0 Mohammedanism (London, 1954). 
and Bowen, H. Islamic Society and the West t Vol. 1 
(London p 1957) - 
"Some considerations on Sunni Theory of 
Caliphate. " Archives d1histoire du Droit 
Oriental. Vol. III, 1948. 
Graham., G. P. Syed Ahmed Khan (Londonp 1885)- 
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Grunebaump Alfred, The Traditions of Tslam (Oxford 
University Press# London 1924). 
Hakimf Khalifa Abdule Islamic Ideology-- The Pundnmental 
belieft and their Application to 
Practical Life (Publishers United# 
Lahore# 1951)* 
Hassan-al-Barma. IMut? Eliba-i-Xaf'j; -i-SharI1h of 4, A 
translation bY i2hul3m OAll in IsIft ME 
NizVm-i--M . Ghulft 'All (ad*) 
Maktaba Chartgh-i-RUhp Karaohiv n. d. ) 
Ham'ldl 9 Zhal'll Abmad. "Jamiat-i-Iollml kT Dasttlrl Jad-o-Jih'gd 
gAlam-i-Iolllml par uo key AUrZ[t. 11 
Tehrlk-i-lslBmj Xhurshid Ahmadv ed, 
(IdArl-i-CharlEh-i-RUht Karachi, 1963). 
He3rdp Uriel. Foimdntions of Turkish NationnIler4 - 
The life and Teachingn of Z12a Ookalp. 
(Luzaa and Co. and Harvill Precat 
London# 1951). 
Hittit P. X. The HistorZ_of-Arabo. (The Laomillon 
Co. t New Yorkp 1951)- 
Houraniq Albert. Arabic Thought in the Liberal Age. 
(Oxford U*P* 1962)* 
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nn Khaldun. Uurieddimnp tro Rocenthalp Franz (Routledge 
and Kegan Paul, 1962)o 
191Z[hT. 9 JLmIn A4san. IIagTaat-i=QTrk 
(Naktaba Jamllat-i- 
IslUmIg Lahorev 1949). First published 
3-944o 
Iniami Iyaq0t. Part IV 
jQuhrT_kaY-_MuqUq-o- 
Faralid. (Maktaba Jamj4at-j-IcllmT# Lahore, 
1950)9 
lqbalt Javid. The-Tdoolomr O: r Pakletan pnd Itg 
ImPlemOntutiOno (So Ghulmm Ali and Sona, 
Lahorep 1959). 
Issawi# Charlea. An Arob-Philonophy-of-fligtorl - poleotim 
from ProlaEomenn or-rbn Khrilduno (John 
Ilurra. vt 1, ondonp 2958)* 
lqbalp Afzal. Select l7ritingroand-82accheo-of Pohamod Al_j 
Volo I and 11 (Achrafg 14horo# 1963). 
L'uhaL=ad lqbal, air., The Reconatruction of RqlIEloug Th2ul; ht 
in rninm. (London# 19,31s) and (KApurp Lahore, 
1930)0 
Foatio Works. 
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Muhammad lqbrLlp Sir. Presidential Address to the Allahaba 
All India Muslim-League from Hyderp So 
Progress in Pakistan (Lahore# 1947)- 
Letters of IabAl to Jinnah (Shaikh Muhammad 
Ashraft Lahorep 1956). 
Ilillat aur Watan. Letters exchanged between 
Iqb3l and MaullInI Hussain 4mad kadanl 
(Idara-i-R=140 Shams# Multanp n. d. ). 
Khanp Ali Ahmad. Jam7l'at-e-19171mT Pakistan (Maktaba Jam'alat-i. 
Iallmlt Lahoret node)* 
Khanp Lutfullah. Mirza Jampluddin Ai3adabndi (Ashrafv Lahoret 
n. d. ). 
Khurshid Ahmad. edo Marriage-Commission Report X-Rayed. 
(Charash-i-Rah Publications# Karachip 1959). 
11113111ml Ideology" Qar1TFh-i-RT1hp (December 
1960, Karachi). 
"T4rlk-i-lolTlmT-aik MtRnp Aik Tlr=l" 
Tebrlk-i-Islltml Xhurshid Ahmadq ad. (Idara-i- 
DharZLgJj-i-RAht Karachi, : L963)- 
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von-Kremer. Orient under the-Caliph. Tre Hhuda Bakhah 
(Calcuttag 1920)* 
Madani, v Hussain Ahmad. tlabdtldl DastUr aur lant[Pid kT--Ilaq7ciat 
(Maktaba-i-NUrt Lahorep n. d. ). 
Ilahrv Chulam Rasul. Sayyid Ahmad Shah Barailviv YalnX 
Uujaddad-i-Kablr Hadrat 4mad 
Barailyl kT Mufassil Swllnih Vay; t__aur un 
kT Twdrikh-i-IbyR-i-dIn k'l Mukamail 
sar zaaht, (Lahorep in two Volumeol 
3.953) 
Miang MaullIng 114ammed. Jamllgat ul 'UlamA-i-Hind k% Sharli 
Ahmiyat aur us kay ALhrlz-o-Maq'9pi 
Aur Fahrist Khidmgt (Jaml'at-ul- 
'Ulamll-i-Ilindp Delhig nod. ). 
Do Patway (Jaeat-ul-'Ulaml-i-Hind,, 
Delhiv n. do) (Two pronouncements 
regarding the joining of the Mualim 
League). 
Mirzaq Tlhir Abmad. Madhab Kay IMm Par nUn (No publishers 
mentioned# Rabwahv 1963)o 
kuhammad Ali. Religion of Islam* (Abnadiyya Anjuman 
Isht'at-i-Ielidmp Lahore# 1950). 
t r-e-r. ' -_--. - 
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Mohammad Asad. "Islamic Constitution Making"# Arafat 
(March 1948) Lahore. 
Principles of State and Government in lelam. 
(University of California Preesp Berkley# 
3.961)o 
Murrayp T. Titus. The Religious-Quest of Hodern'lelam - 
Religious HistorY of IslaM in India. (Oxford 
University Pressp Bombay# 1930)- 
Hadavil, Mae"tid 4111am. Hindustrin kl Pahll 19121ml Tabrlk. 
(Maktaba-i-Niahat-i-Tjllniyag Hyderabad, 
Deccan Hijrat 1371)- 
Naibp Raja Mohammado Islamic Political Thought: the Case of 
Pakistan. (University of Kansasg Ph. D. 
Thesisp 3.963)- 
Hasirp Dr. Muha=ado IlIallm aur Theocracy" (Urdu) 2karRQ, -j- 
RT[h, (Decemberp 1960)o 
Nizilml , jjalTq Atmadt ed. j, 
QhTlh Wal7ullah kay Siyllal 
MakttbAt (Aligarhp 1951)* 
Naim Siddiqi. Isilm7 Tabrlk Dasavl Tabrikon kay Lluqllbla 
Nalft (Markazl. Maktaba JamlEgat-i-lolUmIp 
Lahoret*1958)., 
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Naim Siddiqi. ý Tahq'lq7atl 'lalat k'T Report par Tabqara 
(MarkazI Maktaba-i-IslVmlp Lahoret 2955). 
QuraishIp Dr. Ijaz Hassan. "IsIlm, kN Tar7khJL Role" (Urdu) 
Chargph-i-Raht Karachi# December, 
3.961). 
Qureshi, i. H. The Muslim Community of Indo-Pakisten Subl- 
Continent (Mouton, The Hague# 1962)o 
Ramql'dng Sadld* telsirLm aur Theocracy" (Urdu) RhaýTZh. -J-Rah 
Karachi (December# 1961). 
Ri. vliql,, Sayyid Vassan. "Qar3rdad-i-PakiotUn ME Manzar aur 
Pas-i-Man; ar" CharUEh-i-RNh9 Karachi, 
(Decemberp 1960). 
Rosenthalp E. I. J. political Thourht in Medieval Islam. 
(Cambridge U*P* 1958)o 
Islam in Modern National State. (Cambridga': 
U*P. 2965). 
Sabinep G., H. nA Iiistory of Political Theorz" (Revised by 
Harrap) 3rd Edition (Londont 1963)a 
Saeedap Anwar* Political Philopophy, of IbnJQaldun, (M. A. 
Dissertations-submitted to the University of 
the Punjab 1962)o 
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Sarwar, f Muhammad* MaulMi7a YlaudUdl kT Ta4rik IslUmT. (Sindh 
Sagar Academyv Lahore, May 1966). 
jamWat-i-IslUml aur IslUn, 'l DastTlr, (Sindh 
Sagar Academyt Lahorep October 1956). 
Sionrwif Haqlrat MaulKnE Vift-ur-3ýaDmUns 
General Secretary Jam7Vat-ul-'Ulam7a-i-Hind. MutatLidd& 
Qaumiyat aur Isl-am (Bist'En-i-Adab, Deobandt 
1946). 
Sayeed, Khalid Bin. "Jama'at-i-Islami Movement in Pakistan" 
Pacific Affairs, Vol-30P 1957). 
Pakistan - The Formative Phase 
(Institute of Pacific Relationsp New Yorkqý 
1960)o 
Shaikh v Muhammad Iqbal. Jamal at-i-IslRml par aik Nagar (Malik 
DIn 1,14ammadp Karachi# n. d. )* 
Sherwani, H* K, Studies in Ijuslim Political Thought and 
Administration. (Ashrafp Lahore# 1962). 
Sindhij, Ubaidullah. 2134h Wallullah kI SiyasT Tahr'lk. 
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Siddiqý, Abdul Jjam7d. Ins'UniYat ki TaImTr-i-Nao aur IslRm. 
(MarkazI Maktaba Jam: at-i-IslRmTv 
Lahorep June, 1956). 
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Siddiqit A, H, Caliphate and KingshiRln tiedieval Persia. 
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Siddiqi, Muhammad liazhar-ud-din. What in Iolam (Ilaktaba 
Jamil'at-i-IsIllm'I't Pathankot p 1944). 
After Secularism Mat? (Markazi WCtaba Jamrtlat 
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Press, 1957). 
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TEanv'I 34tl&hmul Uaq. L3171 m7 Riyagat Key BunyUdY Ui3nj. 
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Uaqlqat. (Maktaba-i-Ta$mTr-i-Mil3-atj, 
Multan City# node). 
Von Elbes J, "The Evolution of the Just War in Intematima: L 
4wtf The American Joumal of Intemitional 
Laws Vol- XXXIIIr 1939- 
Von Kremerv otpolitic, 3 in lelam" (Ehuda Bakhch Tr. A. 
Mukerjee Silver Jubilee Editionp Vol* I# 
Calcutta& 
Watt j, W. M. 11uhammad in Medina. 
(Oxfoid U*P. 1956). 
Wallullah Shahe al Tafhim-ul-Alnhiyya* (Maktaba-i-Mlmi'ap 
n. d. ). 
Wilson, G. S. riodern Movements Among Muslirage (Fleming Ho 
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YUeaf Mqa=ad. 1-faul-W MaudIldl Aml rkur D-TIvr2n -kl 
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